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YUAN Yifei received his Bachelor & Master degrees
from Tsinghua University, China, and Ph.D. degree from
Carnegie Mellon University, USA. He was with Alcatel-
Lucent from 2000 to 2008, working on 3G/4G key tech‑
nologies. From 2008 to 2020, he was with ZTE Corpora‑
tion as a technical director and the Chief Engineer, re‑
sponsible for standard research on LTE-Advanced and
5G. Since January 2020, he has been with China Mobile
Research Institute as the Chief Expert, responsible for ad‑

vanced research of 6G air interface. His research interests include MIMO,
channel coding, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), Internet of Things
(IoT), and resource scheduling. He has extensive publications, including
seven books on LTE-Advanced relay, LTE-Advanced key technologies & sys‑
tem performance, narrow-band (NB) IoT, 5G new radio (NR) channel coding,
5G ultra-dense networks (UDN), 5G non-orthogonal multiple access, and 5G
random access enhancements, respectively. He has over 50 granted US pat‑
ents. He is the rapporteur of NOMA study item in 3GPP. He is the recipient of
the Best Paper Award by IEEE Communications Society Asia-Pacific Board
for a paper on NOMA in IEEE Communications Magazine. He serves as the
editor of IEEE Communications Letters and China Communications, and the
Editor in Chief of Hans Wireless Communications.

JIN Shi received the Ph.D. degree in information and com‑
munications engineering from Southeast University, China
in 2007. From June 2007 to October 2009, he was a re‑
search fellow with the Adastral Park Research Campus, Uni‑
versity College London, U.K. He is currently with the fac‑
ulty of the National Mobile Communications Research Labo‑
ratory, Southeast University. His research interests include
space time wireless communications, random matrix theory,
and information theory. He serves as the associate editor of

IEEE Transactions on Communications, IEEE Transactions on Wireless Commu⁃

nications, IEEE Communications Letters, and IET Communications. Dr. JIN and
his co-authors were awarded the 2011 IEEE Communications Society Stephen
O. Rice Prize Paper Award in the field of communication theory and the 2010
Young Author Best Paper Award by the IEEE Signal Processing Society.

Marco Di RENZO received the Laurea (cum laude) and
Ph.D. degrees in electrical engineering from the Univer‑
sity of L’Aquila, Italy in 2003 and 2007, respectively, and
the Habilitation à Diriger des Recherches (Doctor of Sci‑
ence) degree from University Paris-Sud (now Paris-Saclay
University), France in 2013. Since 2010, he has been with
the French National Center for Scientific Research
(CNRS), where he is a CNRS Research Director (Profes‑
sor) with the Laboratory of Signals and Systems (L2S) of

Paris-Saclay University—CNRS and CentraleSupelec, France. In Paris-Saclay
University, he serves as the coordinator of the Communications and Networks
Research Area of the Laboratory of Excellence DigiCosme, and as a member
of the Admission and Evaluation Committee of the Ph.D. School on Informa‑
tion and Communication Technologies. He is the Editor-in-Chief of IEEE
Communications Letters and a distinguished speaker of the IEEE Vehicular
Technology Society. In 2017– 2020, he was a distinguished lecturer of the
IEEE Vehicular Technology Society and IEEE Communications Society. He
has received several research distinctions, which include the SEE-IEEE Alain
Glavieux Award, the IEEE Jack Neubauer Memorial Best Systems Paper
Award, the Royal Academy of Engineering Distinguished Visiting Fellowship,
the Nokia Foundation Visiting Professorship, the Fulbright Fellowship, and
the 2021 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking
Best Paper Award. He is a Fellow of the IEEE, a Fellow of the UK Institution
of Engineering and Technology (IET), a Fellow of the Asia-Pacific Artificial
Intelligence Association (AAIA), an ordinary member of the European Acad‑
emy of Sciences and Arts (EASA), and an ordinary member of the Academy of
Europe (AE). Also, he is a highly cited researcher.

O
ver the past two years, reconfigurable intelligent sur‑
face (RIS), as a promising emerging technology for Be‑
yond 5G (B5G) and 6G mobile communications sys‑
tems, has attracted enormous interest from both aca‑

demia and industry worldwide. In IMT-2030 (6G) Promotion
Group of China, the RIS task force was created in June 2020. In
IEEE, an emerging technology initiative (ETI) of RIS was
formed in July 2020. In ETSI, an industry specifications group
(ISG) was kicked off in September 2021. In 2022, RIS Technol‑
ogy Alliance (RISTA) will be established. Initial field trials of
RIS have been conducted by several companies and universities.
A RIS panel is made up with many surface-laid elements,

where each element can be controlled to change the phase/am‑

plitude of incident electromagnetic waves. Benefiting from the
rapid development of meta-material device manufacturing, RIS
panels with hundreds of programable meta-surface elements
now become feasible, so that RIS can significantly improve,
rather than adapt to, radio environments. By properly cooperat‑
ing with base station antennas, RIS can extend the network cov‑
erage and increase the system throughput. RIS is primarily a
passive device requiring little or a very small amount of power.
Hence its operation is more energy-efficient than deploying tra‑
ditional small cell base stations or relays which usually contain
active radio devices such as power amplifiers. However, RIS is a
relatively new technology that still faces a lot of challenges and
issues for wireless and device researchers/engineers to solve.
In this special topic, we assembled eight papers with a rea‑

sonable divide between theoretical research and practical engi‑
neering: five of them are coming from academia and three from
the industry. They span over the general trends of RIS re‑
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search and development, RIS devices, signal processing and
control aspects of RIS systems, and prototype RIS transmitter
and receiver system. In terms of research fields, certain bal‑
ance is also considered to ensure diversity. Apart from the two
general papers, four papers are in the field of wireless commu‑
nications, e. g., signal processing and physical layer controls.
Two papers are primarily about hardware and electromagnetic
physics, e.g., circuit device and test systems.
The two papers“Recent Progress in Research and Develop‑

ment of Reconfigurable Intelligent Surface”and“Some Obser‑
vations and Thoughts about Reconfigurable Intelligent Surface
Application for 5G Evolution and 6G”come from wireless op‑
erators, China Mobile and NTT DOCOMO, respectively. They
provide big pictures of recent R&D of RIS at both academia
and the industry. The former paper has a more comprehensive
coverage, including the fundamental performance bounds,
channel estimation, joint optimization algorithms, propagation
channel modeling, realistic issues, control mechanisms, field
trials and related activities in standardization development or‑
ganizations (SDOs) of RIS. The latter paper emphasizes a little
bit on demo trial and system-level computer simulations car‑
ried out by NTT DOCOMO for 28 GHz millimeter wave band.
For large-scale RIS panels, near field effect is analyzed and a
two-step beamforming method is proposed.
The paper“Recent Developments of Transmissive Reconfigu‑

rable Intelligent Surfaces: A Review”is contributed by profes‑
sors from Tsinghua University. It reviews design approaches for
RIS devices: Rx-Tx structure and frequency selective surface
(FSS) structure; representative designs with different phase reso‑
lutions are illustrated, such as single-polarized 1-bit, dual-
polarized 1-bit, 2-bit and continuous 360° phase shifts. The op‑
erating mechanisms, schematics and transmission performances
of those RIS elements are discussed in details.
Four papers in this special topic are devoted in signal pro‑

cessing and control aspects of RIS, reflecting the importance of
control algorithms in fulfilling the performance potential of
RIS. The paper“IRS-Enabled Spectrum Sharing: Interference
Modeling, Channel Estimation and Robust Passive Beamform‑
ing”from Macau University pays special attention to the inter‑
ference modeling in multi-user and multi-RIS panel scenarios.
By decoupling the cascaded RIS channels, a novel channel es‑
timation framework is proposed that includes off-line estima‑
tion and on-line estimation, with certain tradeoff consideration
between spectral efficiency and energy efficiency of the sys‑
tems. Also, in this paper, RIS beamforming is optimized in a
more realistic setting, e. g., imperfect channel estimation and
non-ideal or finite bits for phase shifts. The paper“Resource
Allocation for Two-Tier RIS-Assisted Heterogeneous NOMA
Networks”comes from Zhejiang University and considers het‑
erogeneous networks that consist of macro base stations, small
cell base stations and RIS units. In such setting, cross-tier in‑
terference becomes a limiting factor to the overall system per‑
formance. The problem is formulated as the joint optimization

of transmit power of small cell base stations and phase-shift ma‑
trix of RIS, with the aim to maximize the sum rates of all small
cells. Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is employed
here to further enhance the system throughput albeit with in‑
creased complexity. An efficient sub-optimal algorithm is pro‑
posed which is based on alternating iterations to convert the
original non-convex problem to a convex approximation. Simu‑
lations show that the proposed scheme can reduce the transmit
power of small cell base stations by 40% compared to the case
without RIS. The paper“Markovian Cascaded Channel Estima‑
tion for RIS Aided Massive MIMO Using 1-Bit ADCs and
Oversampling” from University of Electronic Science and
Technology of China extends the technique of uplink receiver-
end oversampling with low-bit width to the scenario of cas‑
caded user-to-RIS and RIS-to-base station where both base sta‑
tion and RIS are equipped with a large number of antenna ele‑
ments. Bussgang decomposition is applied to handle the coarse
quantization, while a Markov chain model is developed for the
oversampling filter. The cascaded channels are estimated by
the proposed approximate message-passing (AMP) based algo‑
rithm. It is shown from the simulation that the proposed 1-bit
system with oversampling can deliver the comparable mean
square error performance to the 2-bit systems, while requiring
significantly less processing power at the receiver. The paper

“RIS: Spatial-Wideband Effect Analysis and Off-Grid Channel
Estimation”comes from ZTE Corporation, with a focus on the
impact of spatial wideband effect on RIS operation. Such im‑
pact can be quite significant in millimeter wave deployment
whose system bandwidth is typically ~400 MHz. The paper
considers sparse channel parameters such as angles and gains,
which can be estimated using compressed-sensing algorithm to
achieve super resolution. The effectiveness of the algorithm is
verified by the simulation results. This paper also discusses
several challenges of RIS, for instance, channel modeling, near-
field effect, multi-user transmission, and standardization.
The paper“Dual-Polarized RIS-Based STBC Transmission

with Polarization Coupling Analysis”describes the recent work
by researchers from Southeast University, China. Instead of us‑
ing RIS as a passive relay, RIS in this paper is employed in the
transmitter to replace some of radio-frequency processing mod‑
ules in traditional base stations. A dual-polarized RIS transmit‑
ter is proposed, which can achieve 4-transmit space-time block
coding (STBC) with proper partitions of RIS elements with differ‑
ent polarizations. The polarization coupling is thoroughly ana‑
lyzed by a suitable model. A prototype system of RIS-based
STBC is built using the fabricated dual-polarized phase adjust‑
able RIS unit cells. Theoretical performance analysis and experi‑
mental results match closely, indicating the effectiveness of the
model in characterizing the polarization coupling in RIS.
We would like to thank all the authors for their valuable con‑

tributions and all the reviewers for their timely and construc‑
tive comments on the submitted manuscripts. We hope that
this special issue would be informative and useful for readers.
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1 Introduction

Since 3G mobile communications, the spectrum limita‑
tion in licensed bands has pushed an expansion to the
spatial domain to boost spectral efficiency. The
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology in

4G and massive MIMO technology in 5G significantly im‑
proved the system throughput and played a major role in fulfill‑
ing the key performance requirements of IMT-Advanced and
IMT-2020[1], respectively. To further exploit the spatial dimen‑
sion of propagation channels, the reconfigurable intelligent sur‑
face (RIS) has recently gained enormous attention both from
academia and industry[2], as a strong candidate technology for
6G mobile networks. Propelled by the advancement in manu‑
facturing of meta-materials and devices, RIS is able to improve
the radio propagation environment and reduce the interference
by tuning the amplitude and phase of RIS elements. Compared
to repeaters and relays, RIS can operate in a passive manner
without the need for power amplifier, thus allowing more flex‑
ible deployment and opening a new paradigm for exploiting the
spatial dimension for wireless communications.
There have been various activities across academia and in‑

dustry on RIS. In academia, RIS workshops and panels are or‑
ganized by the International Conference on Communications

(ICC), Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM),
etc. every year. In August 2020, an emerging technology initia‑
tive (ETI) on RIS was formed in IEEE[3]. In the industry, com‑
panies have submitted the proposals of studying RIS in the re‑
lease time frame at 3GPP spanning January 2022 – June
2023. In June 2021, an industry specification group (ISG) for
RIS was formed in ETSI to carry out the engineering related
study and standardization of RIS. In China, task force groups
on RIS were created in IMT-2030 (6G) Promotion Group and
China Communications Standards Association (CCSA). Inter‑
ested companies include mobile operators such as CMCC,
NTT DOCOMO, China Unicom, China Telecom and KDDI,
and vendors like ZTE, Huawei, vivo, CATT, etc. Some of them
have already carried out preliminary field trials which demon‑
strated great potential of RIS in realistic environment. There
have been many symposiums, seminars and webinars on RIS,
participated by both academia researchers and practical engi‑
neers. RIS is an interdisciplinary effort which requires not
only the expertise in mobile communications but also the deep
knowledge in meta-surface material. Depending on the rate of
amplitude and phase adjustment of RIS elements, RIS can be
used either as relays deployed in the path connecting base sta‑
tions and mobile terminals, or as part of antennas/radio fre‑
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quency components within base stations. Our focus in this pa‑
per is the relay scenario of RIS application.
To facilitate the discussion, we use Fig. 1 to represent a ba‑

sic RIS-based downlink passive relay system where the base
station (BS) is equipped with M transmit antennas. The user
equipment (UE) has N receive antennas. The channel connect‑
ing the BS and the UE is denoted as Hd. The other route goesthrough a RIS panel that has K reflecting elements. The chan‑
nel connecting the BS and RIS is denoted as H1. The channelconnecting the RIS and UE is denoted as H2. The received sig‑nal at the UE can be represented as:
y = (Hd + H2ΦH1 )Vs + n1 , (1)

where Φ is a diagonal matrix in which each diagonal element
represents the amplitude and phase response of a RIS element.
The matrix V is the precoder applied at the BS transmit anten‑
nas. The vector s contains the modulated symbols to be trans‑
mitted. The vector n1 is the noise vector received by N anten‑nas at the UE. Note that this model is quite general in the sense
that the structure of RIS, as well as the antenna configurations
of BS and UE, is not explicitly modeled. More intricate models
would be needed for more practical performance studies.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, progress in

RIS research in academia is reviewed, including several major
areas of research. Recent development of RIS in industry is
discussed in Section 3 from multiple aspects. Section 4 con‑
tains our views on some of the key components that would be
important to future standardization and deployment of RIS.
Section 5 concludes this paper.
2 Recent Research on RIS in Academia

2.1 Fundamental Performance of RIS
As RIS represents a paradigm change of traditional MIMO

technology, it is worthwhile to study its fundamental perfor‑
mance to develop some understanding of its potential, even

though the initial assumptions are quite idealistic. In Ref. [4],
the authors studied the number of RIS elements (i.e., K in Fig.
1) needed to show the benefit of RIS. The study assumed a
setup with a BS and multiple users located in a square-shaped
area as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). There are obstacles between the
BS and users. A RIS panel is placed between the BS and users
to reflect the signal from the BS to the users, and vice versa.
Closed-form formulae were derived for the system capacity of
this setup, as well as the asymptotic capacity when K goes to
infinity. It is seen from Fig. 2(b) that the spectral efficiency in‑
creases with the number of RIS elements, when the number of
single-antenna users is five, the number of antennas at the BS
is 10 (i.e., M = 10 in Fig. 1), the carrier frequency is 5.9 GHz
and the path loss exponential is around 2.5. The trend shows
sign of saturation when K goes beyond 107, translated to the
side of the RIS square of 56.7 m. With such an aperture size,
the RIS is operating well within the near-field range. The
study is very idealistic in the sense that the scenario is for
single-cell without considering inter-cell interference or inter-

▲Figure 1. A basic reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS)-based relay
setup with multiple transmit antennas at BS and multiple receive anten⁃
nas at UE
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▲Figure 2. Setup in Ref. [4]: (a) simulation layout for the RIS-based
multi-user cellular network and (b) spectral efficiency vs. the number
of RIS elements
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RIS interference, that optimal phase adjustment is assumed
without considering the phase granularity and control signal‑
ing overhead, that channel estimation is perfect, and that the
channel state information (CSI) is precisely known. Neverthe‑
less, the result does reveal the importance of having enough
number of RIS elements in order to deliver enough good per‑
formance.
While increasing the number of RIS elements (i. e., K in

Fig. 1) is beneficial to the system capacity, the cost of manu‑
facturing and deployment of RIS panels are increased as well.
Besides, the power consumption would generally grow with
larger panels of RIS even if RIS is a quasi-passive device. In
Ref. [5], the optimum value of K is derived to balance the
spectral efficiency and energy efficiency, for a single cell sys‑
tem equipped with single antenna at both the BS and the mo‑
bile terminal. Control overhead is also considered, which ac‑
counts for about 20% of total time/frequency resources. Under
the normal setting of the parameters such as 30– 45 dBm
transmitting power of the BS and 110 dB of the path loss, it is
found that the spectral efficiency of 20–25 bit‧s−1 ‧Hz−1 can
be achieved when K is around 130–170.
2.2 Channel Estimations
Compared to traditional BS and mobile connections, RIS

when serving as relays introduces more hops along the track
from the BS to a mobile terminal. Even for the single reflec‑
tion scenario as shown in Fig. 1, two links need to be consid‑
ered, ending up with a cascaded channel that is more compli‑
cated and harder to estimate accurately. Channel estimation
becomes very challenging for RIS containing hundreds or
thousands of elements, yet the overhead of signals to estimate
RIS channels has to be kept small. Considering that a BS is
usually equipped with multiple antennas and the link connect‑
ing BS and RIS (i.e., H1) is changing slowly, a two-time scalechannel estimation was proposed in Ref. [6] where the estima‑
tion of H1 is concentrated in the time slot with heavy densityof pilot of both downlink and uplink, while the estimation of
the link connecting RIS and the mobile (i.e., H2) is carried outvia the pilots residing in time scattered slots (Fig. 3). The pilot

concentration ensures the accurate channel estimation of H1that is usually high-dimensional because of large M and K.
The relatively long period of concentrated pilot region can re‑
duce the overhead without significantly affecting the estima‑
tion accuracy due to the slow fading in H1. More frequent scat‑tered pilots can better track the time evolution of RIS-mobile
channel (i.e., H2). The light density of pilots in scattered slotshelps to reduce the overhead without degrading the channel
estimation, since the number of receive antennas at the mobile
(i.e., N in Fig. 1) is usually small.
Assuming that mobiles are equipped with a single antenna,

a three-phase channel estimation framework was proposed in
Ref. [7]. In Phase 1, the direct link connecting BS and the mo‑
bile (i.e., Hd in Fig. 1) is estimated while the RIS is switchedoff. In Phase 2, only RIS and the typical mobile are turned on,
so that the cascaded channel H2ΦH1 can be estimated. InPhase 3, all other users are turned on to transmit the pilots.
Assuming that the other users’reflected signals are scaled-
version of the reflected signal of typical users, the cascaded
channels of other users can be estimated efficiently.
While the BS-RIS channel (i. e., H1) is often consideredhigh-dimensional, the location of RIS is expected to be opti‑

mized in practical deployment so that line-of-sight (LoS)
propagation would be dominant. In this case, the cascaded
channel would exhibit certain spatial sparcity especially in
the millimeter band[8]. Compressive sensing-based algorithms
can be used to improve the efficiency of channel estimation.
More advanced channel estimation methods would involve the
iterative process to estimate H1 and H2, respectively. In gen‑eral, RIS channel estimation algorithms, setting and configura‑
tions highly depend on channel models and operation modes.
2.3 Joint Optimization with BS Precoding
As Fig. 1 shows, both the BS and RIS would have multiple

antennas or tunable elements, leading to very complicated
joint optimization of BS precoding and phase control of RIS el‑
ements. In Ref. [9], an alternating weighted minimum mean
squared error (WMMSE) algorithm was employed for MIMO of
a RIS-aided single user. Here, the single user is in the sense

that the BS precoder (i. e., V) and element
phase of RIS (i. e., Φ ) are optimized to maxi‑
mize the link capacity of BS to a specific mo‑
bile (including both the direct link and RIS-
relayed link), without considering other users.
The optimization for the capacity formula is
non-convex. Instead of being solved directly,
the problem is solved alternately and itera‑
tively as shown in Fig. 4 where each sub-
problem is convex. Here, matrix U is the re‑
ceive beamforming matrix, E is the mean
squared error (MSE) matrix, and W is the
weighting matrix. As the iteration goes on, it
would converge to the optimized V and Φ. It is▲ Figure 3. A two-time scale channel estimation for reconfigurable intelligent surface

(RIS) aided system

Estimate the high-dimensionalchannel G Estimate the low-dimensionalchannel hd and hr
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seen that even convergence can be achieved by converting the
non-convex problem to a convex problem, multiple iterations
are required, each involving a bunch of matrix multiplica‑
tions. The overall computation complexity is high. It is ex‑
pected that for RIS-aided multi-user MIMO, the optimization
would be even more complicated.
The difficulty and complexity shown above are partially

due to the unconstrained phase shifts of RIS elements (i. e.,
Φ) and BS precoder (i.e., V). Yet the practical RIS elements
have limited resolution in phase adjustment. To reflect such
limitation, the phase response of each RIS element is mod‑
eled as ON and OFF in Ref. [10]. The number of receive an‑
tennas at each mobile is assumed one (i.e., N = 1 in Fig. 1)
to encourage more multi-user MIMO transmission. With these
assumptions and setting, the complicity of the joint optimiza‑
tion can be significantly reduced, although an alternating
type of algorithm is still used. The joint optimization problem
can also be simplified by considering specific scenarios. For
instance, millimeter wave (mmW) was the focus for RIS in
Ref. [11]. Due to the less scattering in mmW propagation, the
ranks of BS-RIS channel (i. e., H1 in Fig. 1) and RIS-mobile
channel (i.e., H2) tend to be small. Hence, RIS element phaseshifts (i.e., Φ ) can be optimized separately from the BS pre‑
coder (i.e., V).
In Ref. [12], the joint optimization problem also counts in

the non-ideal channel estimation. More realistic BS precoders,
such as Hadamard-matrix based and discrete Fourier trans‑
form (DFT) based codebooks, are considered. With these prac‑
tical constraints, the optimization can be simplified to some
extent without significantly degrading the performance. In
Ref. [13], the joint optimizing problem between RIS and BS
was extended to multi-cell environment where many assump‑

tions had to be simplified to make the problem tractable.
2.4 Channel Modeling
As an emerging technology, RIS is bringing significantly

new operations of wireless networks with many unknowns, one
of which is the channel characteristics of the cascaded chan‑
nel. To certain extent, the difficulty of modeling the RIS chan‑
nel lies in the relatively large size of RIS panels (which is typi‑
cally required to achieve enough good performance as indi‑
cated in Section 2.1), the large number of RIS elements (i.e.,
K in Fig. 1), and the deterministic phase shifts of RIS ele‑
ments (i. e., Φ). Hence, a RIS panel cannot be treated as a
cluster of scatterers as in traditional statistic channel models.
The plane wave assumption which generally holds for tradi‑
tional models may no longer be valid when the aperture of RIS
panel is larger enough to meet the near-field criterion. There
are some initial works[14–15] on RIS channel modeling based
on Friis formula for line-of-sight propagation. For each RIS el‑
ement (indexed by the n-th row and m-th column), the receive
radiation pattern and transmit radiation pattern are included
in the calculation as seen in the second and third terms.
F combinen,m = (cosθtxn,m )(

Gt
2 - 1) (cosθtn,m ) (cosθrn,m ) (cosθrxn,m )(

Gr
2 - 1) =

( (d1 )2 + (rtn,m )2 - (dn,m )22d1rtn,m )
( Gt2 - 1) ( ztrtn,m ) ( zrrrn,m ) ( (d2 )

2 + (rrn,m )2 - (dn,m )2
2d2rrn,m )

( Gr2 - 1)

,(2)
where d1 is the distance between the transmitter and center ofthe RIS panel; d2 is the distance between the receiver and cen‑ter of the RIS panel; dn,m is the distance between the n-th row
m-th column element and the center of the RIS panel; rtn,m isthe distance between the n-th row m-th column element and
the transmitter; rrn,m is the distance between the n-th row m-th
column element and the receiver. For simplicity, only eleva‑
tion angle θ is considered in this equation. The entire gain for
the cascaded channel can be represented as:
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where dx and dy are the width and length of each RIS element,respectively; N and M are the total number of rows and col‑
umns of the RIS panel, respectively. While the above study is
only applicable to simple environments, those formulae help
build an important foundation for more sophisticated propaga‑
tion scenarios. In Ref. [16], path-loss models were proposed
for indoor and outdoor RIS, based on the real measurements
for both 2.4 GHz and 28 GHz bands. It is seen that under the
reasonable settings, the path loss of a cascaded channel sits
between ITU-UMi (International Telecommunication Union-
Urban Micro) LoS model and UMi NLoS (non-line-of-sight)

▲ Figure 4. An alternating weighted minimum mean squared error
(WMMSE) algorithm for joint optimization of reconfigurable intelli⁃
gent surface (RIS) elements with base station (BS) precoding
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model. As the number of RIS elements (i. e., K in Fig. 1) in‑
creases, the path loss becomes closer to that of the UMi LoS
model. A 3D geometry-based non-stationary MIMO model was
proposed for RIS-assisted system in Ref. [17]. An intricate cas‑
caded model for RIS was proposed in Ref. [18] where the node
pruning technique was used in the graph representation of the
cascadedmodel.
2.5 Meta-Material Devices
The characteristics of meta-material for RIS elements are

crucial to the entire RIS system performance. Meta-material
refers to a big family of man-made materials whose properties
can be manipulated by introducing intricate wavelength-level
or sub-wavelength-level structures at the surface. Note that the
fundamental physical or chemical properties of the substances
in meta-materials are not changed. For RIS elements, the most
widely used devices are PN-diode or varactor based. With the
fast development of computer simulation tools for electromag‑
netic field circuits, the maturity of RIS device manufacturing
has been elevated dramatically over the last few years, espe‑
cially in terms of cost and durability, which makes it possible
to build less expensive large RIS panels with hundreds or
thousands of elements (i. e., K > 1 000 in Fig. 1). While the
fine tuning of element phases is still difficult, granularities of
2 bits or 4 bits are well within the reach of practical engineer‑
ing nowadays. For instance, a three-level phase tunable RIS
device was designed in Ref. [19] for multi-beam antenna con‑
figuration at round 5 GHz band operation. In Ref. [15], two
RIS panels were manufactured and employed for RIS channel
model measurements at mmW bands. The first panel is rectan‑
gular of size 7.8×56 mm2, containing 20×56 = 1 120 elements
operating at 27 GHz. The second RIS panel is a square of side
length 152 mm that has 40×40 = 1 600 elements operating at
33 GHz. In the field trials carried in Ref. [19], the core part is
a RIS panel designed by the authors. The rectangular panel
operates at 5.8 GHz, built with varactor-based RIS devices.
There are 20×55 = 1 100 elements and the phase of each ele‑
ment can be tuned to ~7 levels by applying different voltages
as illustrated in Fig. 5. No big fluctuation in the amplitude re‑
sponse is observed across the frequency range of interest and
the applied voltages.
3 Development in Industry

3.1 Performance Potential and Issues
Performance evaluations have been carried out by a number

of companies. With the basic setup as shown in Fig. 1, we inves‑
tigated the link level performance gain of RIS compared to that
of the direct link, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Single antenna BS and
single antenna mobile are assumed here, e.g., M = N = 1. The
RIS is square-shaped, containing 400 phase-tunable elements
(e.g., K = 400 = 20×20) of half-wavelength spacing. The carrier
frequency is 3 GHz. The antenna gains of BS, RIS element and

UE are 5 dB, 5 dB and 0 dB, respectively. LoS propagation is
assumed between BS and RIS, and between RIS and UE. For
the direct link (e.g., BS and UE), the path loss is set so that the
SNR equals 6 dB. Both mechanical tilt and phase adjustment
are applied where the mechanical tilt (referenced at the center
of the RIS panel) is determined by the Snell’s Law of reflec‑
tion, and the phase adjustment is calculated according to the
distance of an element to the center of the RIS panel. It is seen
that in order to maximize the performance, the RIS panel
should be placed close to either the BS or the mobile. Such
phenomenon was also observed by ZTE. It can be explained as

▲Figure 5. Amplitude and phase response of reconfigurable intelligent
surface (RIS) elements vs. frequency and applied voltages[19]
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follows. When a RIS panel is close to a BS or a mobile, either
BS-RIS link (e.g., H1 in Fig. 1) or RIS-mobile link (e.g., H2 inFig. 1) is in the range of near field, as long as the RIS panel
has a reasonable aperture size. In this case, the effective
propagation distance of the cascaded channel tends to be the
sum of propagation distances of H1 and H2, rather than themultiplication of propagation distances of H1 and H2, if ele‑ment phases of RIS can be adjusted appropriately.
System level simulations have been carried out by a few

companies and the very preliminary results show the perfor‑
mance benefits of RIS-aided relays under the multi-cell envi‑
ronment. Nevertheless, the passive nature of RIS elements
would cause inadvertent disturbance to the networks of other
operators if the allocated bands of different operators are adja‑
cent to each other, because RIS usually does not have filters.
Thus, it is challenging to confine the impact of phase tuning
within an allocated spectrum.
3.2 Practical Beamforming Algorithms for RIS
Considering the rather complicated joint optimization of BS

precoder and phases of RIS elements which may require many
iterations to reach convergence, it is desirable to come up with
engineering feasible beamforming algorithms for RIS. There
are several aspects that may be simplified in order to focus on
key characteristics of RIS. For example, single-user transmis‑
sion instead of multi-user may be prioritized, without taking
into account the grating lobes. While both LoS and NLoS com‑
ponents may be present in the channel, LoS may be empha‑
sized, leading to low rank transmission and grid of beam (GoB)
type of optimization. In another word, the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) would be the main target for optimization, instead of the
sum rate. In some situations, it may be wise to give up the full
dynamic tuning of phases and opt for semi-static beamforming
of RIS, as long as most of the performance of gains of RIS can
be reaped.
3.3 Control Mechanisms of RIS
As mentioned previously, the RIS we considered in this pa‑

per serves as a passive relay without the power amplifier. Nev‑
ertheless, certain power consumption is still expected in order
to adjust the phases of RIS element, to perform necessary digi‑
tal processing and/or signal detection, etc. In such case, the
RIS can be controlled in the following three ways.
The first one is through a wire connecting BS and the RIS

controller. The advantage of wired connection is the simplified
control protocol and lower power consumption. However, wires
need to be reserved in this case, which would impose limita‑
tions on deployment. The wired connection can be either Xn
protocol based which was designed specifically for backhaul
of mobile networks and normally has higher quality, or via In‑
ternet Protocol (IP) routers that can be more easily plugged
into the existing networks not necessarily built for radio ac‑
cess networks.

The second alternative is via wireless link using a Uu air
interface (connecting BS and UE) or non-Uu air interface.
The major advantage of wireless connection between BS and
the RIS controller is the more flexible deployment of RIS.
Nevertheless, the Uu interface for RIS control requires stan‑
dardization work which would take time to study and specify
in standardization development organizations (SDOs), and
may not be able to reach consensus in short time. Power con‑
sumption is also assumed higher than the wired connection,
given the higher propagation loss in the air and the less per‑
centage of emitted electric-magnetic signal actually received
by the mobile. There are also some issues with real-time con‑
trol via wireless links.
The third approach is self-control/sensing of RIS which has

the advantage of very flexible deployment and self-reliance.
The self-control would be based on information sensing to pro‑
actively measure the ambient environment, including the
channels of BS-RIS and RIS-mobiles. Such a sensing based
approach has the issues of high power consumption and perfor‑
mance sensitivity to sensing capability and accuracy. The
joint optimization with BS would be more challenging.
3.4 Initial Field Trials
Several companies have carried out initial trials of RIS.

One of them is China Mobile, teaming up with Southeast Uni‑
versity. Their trial took place at Nanjing, in the networks of
China Mobile Jiangsu Province, which represents a dense ur‑
ban environment. The operating band is 2.6 GHz. The environ‑
ment includes both outdoor and indoor. The RIS panel has the
size of 160×80 cm2 and contains 32×16 = 512 elements (K =
512 in Fig. 1). Both the azimuth and vertical directions of RIS
beams can be tuned, with 1-bit phase resolution. The RIS
beam is manually tuned according to the BS beams and geo-
locations of the target UE, as well as the nearby propagation
environment. Fig. 7 shows the reference signal received power
(RSRP), signal to interference noise ratio (SINR) and down‑
link (DL) throughput measured along the driving path, with
and without RIS. Cumulative density function (CDF) curves of
RSRP, SINR and DL throughput are also compared between
with and without RIS. It is observed from this trial that for us‑
ers in good coverage, implementing RIS does not bring much
benefit. However, for users in poor coverage, RIS can bring
significant gains.
Since 2018, three trials of RIS have been conducted by

NTT DOCOMO. The trial in 2018 showed magnitude-level
throughput improvement when RIS was deployed along the
city streets. In 2020, a prototype of transparent dynamic
metasurface was demonstrated, which can be coated or in‑
serted to window panels to improve the indoor coverage. In
2021, metasurface lens with the capability of focus control
were presented.
Field trials of RIS by ZTE in Shanghai showed that RIS, if

properly phase tuned, could drastically improve the received
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SNR. However, if the RIS was not powered, e.g., no phase tun‑
ing, the SNR would be similar to that without RIS. This means
that the random phase reflection like in scatterers, would not
constitute coherent phases, resulting in little benefit in the
gain of SNR.
3.5 Related Discussions in 3GPP
Due to the strong interest in RIS from both academia and in‑

dustry, a few companies like ZTE, China Unicom, KDDI, etc.
have proposed a study item of RIS in 3GPP for Release 18
which is being carried out from January 2022 to June 2023.
The scope of the proposed RIS study item includes use sce‑
narios, channel models and performance evaluations of RIS. If
possible, high level designs would also be discussed in the
proposed study item. Still, the majority of companies in 3GPP
felt that it was too early to kick off RIS which is generally con‑

sidered as a 6G technology rather than a 5G+ feature. There
are many fundamental issues requiring more time for study in
academia or in the industry. Many of them are not in the hand
of experts in wireless baseband communications, for instance,
the developments in device manufacturing and channel mod‑
els of RIS, are also crucial. Once RIS is in the scope of 3GPP,
the pace of its study would unavoidably be driven by tight
schedules of delivering, which may not be beneficial to ex‑
plore the full potential of RIS that would only be possible after
a thorough analysis.
It is also noticed that in 3GPP Release 17 there was a work

item in the RAN4 working group on the performance require‑
ments for smart repeaters in 5G mobile networks. Hence, sev‑
eral companies like China Mobile, Qualcomm, etc. proposed a
study item of smart repeaters in the RAN1 working group (re‑
sponsible for physical layer specifications) to investigate the
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control mechanisms for the repeaters. Different from the tradi‑
tional repeaters that simply receive and amplify signals, smart
repeaters can coordinate with the BS with regard to the time
division duplex (TDD) subframes and beams for transmis‑
sions. In RAN1, system level simulations for smart repeaters
are expected, together with the discussion on side control in‑
formation between BS and RIS for the subframe and beam-
forming coordination. Compared with RIS, the repeater is a
more mature technology in the wireless. Smart repeater is just
a small step further, with relatively small impact on the stan‑
dards. Hence, it is likely that 3GPP Release 18 may include
smart repeaters.
4 Views on RIS Study and Development

4.1 Performance Evaluation
It is expected that RIS panels would be deployed ubiqui‑

tously in future networks where multiple RIS panels would be
employed in a cell to improve both the coverage and data
throughput. The performance should be evaluated in a multi-
cell (Fig. 8) and multi-user simulation setting, so that the inter-
RIS and other cell interferences can be accurately captured.
Considering that each RIS may contain hundreds of phase-
tunable elements, the entire multi-cell and multi-RIS system
level simulation can be extremely complex, even when a rela‑
tively simple channel model is assumed. Certain simplifica‑
tions are needed to accelerate the computations in system
simulations.
The simulations should reflect the coordination between the

spatial precoding at BS in downlink (or at the mobile in up‑
link) and phase tuning at the RIS panel. At the link level, the
joint optimization algorithm to be simulated should be engi‑
neering feasible, and can be modeled rather precisely in the

physical layer abstraction (also called link-to-system map‑
ping). The optimization algorithms should consider different
levels of control over the RIS panel, such as granularity of
phases or amplitudes of RIS elements and the time duration
for the control (dynamic or semi-static).
The performance evaluation is not only for downlink and

uplink traffic channels, which is crucial to quantify the po‑
tential throughput gains of RIS. The performance of control
channels, reflecting the basic coverage, should also be thor‑
oughly simulated which include physical broadcast channel,
primary and secondary synchronization channel, physical
downlink control channel, preamble and messages for ran‑
dom access, etc.
Overall, a new set of simulation methodology is needed

for RIS, especially at the system level, to comprehensively
balance the simulation complexity and the unique charac‑
teristics of RIS systems. It should reflect typical deploy‑
ment scenarios envisioned by operators, as well as suitable
channel models.
4.2 Comparisons with Other Topological Improvements
In addition to the widely deployed homogeneous macro

cell layout where the site-to-site distance, the antenna
gains, the transmit power rating, etc. are more or less the
same between different cells, heterogeneous networks (Het-
Net) are often necessary to effectively serve sporadic hot-
spot areas or fill the coverage holes, by adding stationary
lower power nodes on top of the macro layer. Such Het-Net
is sometimes called topological improvement which can take
the forms of micro BS, pico-BS or femto-BS, repeater, relays,
etc. All of them are active nodes, meaning that they have
power amplifiers.
Since 2010, 3GPP has conducted extensive studies on these

low power nodes, with abundant performance evaluation re‑
sults which showed the significant gains in system throughput.
The studies also revealed the inter-cell interference issues
that require practical solutions either in pure implementation
or with some impact on air interface standards. For instance,
the introduction of micro/pico/femto cells causes severe inter‑
ference from the macro cell to low power nodes and leads to
significant coverage imbalance between the downlink and up‑
link. The coverage imbalance issue can be mitigated by speci‑
fying almost blank subframe (ABS). As one of the simplest low
power nodes, a repeater can only amplify and then forward the
signals from BS or mobiles, to mobiles or BS. Operations of re‑
peaters are generally implementation specific and rarely re‑
quire air interface changes. Relay, studied and specified in
Release 10 Long-Term Evolution (LTE) of 3GPP, is essen‑
tially a micro/pico/femto node with wireless backhaul. The
backhaul link (e.g., H1 in Fig. 1) and access link (e.g., H2 inFig. 1) operate in the same band in time-division multiplexed
(TDM) manner. Different from repeaters, a relay is typically
able to decode the received signal, re-encode and send the sig‑▲Figure 8. A multi-cell and multi-RIS layout for RIS system level simulation
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nal out, thus expected to have better performance. However,
the standardization of the backhaul took a lot of effort, and the
corresponding air interface specification was rather cumber‑
some, hampering its wide use. So far, very few networks have
deployed relays.
While RIS is a passive device that does not have power am‑

plifier and can be more flexibly deployed, RIS shares many de‑
ployment scenarios with relays and repeaters. For instance, all
of them would likely be deployed by operators and their loca‑
tions would be optimized to have higher probability of LoS
propagation. Many experience and lessons from relay stan‑
dardization can be helpful for RIS study and future standard‑
ization: 1) some simulation setup and evaluation methodology
for relay may be reused for RIS; 2) technical solutions for RIS
systems should be efficient and practical, e.g., to avoid compli‑
cated or redundant schemes.
The study on smart repeaters can provide a very good refer‑

ence for future RIS standardization. Firstly, the deployment
scenarios of smart repeaters would be overlapped with those of
RIS. Hence, the channel characteristics of backhaul link of
smart repeaters and RIS would share many similarities in
terms of antenna height, LoS probability, path loss, shadow
fading, etc.; Secondly, certain control signaling is expected be‑
tween BS and smart repeaters to facilitate the coordination.
This signaling is likely to be sent over the air. Some control
signaling is also anticipated between BS and RIS; Thirdly,
both smart repeaters and RIS have very limited baseband pro‑
cessing capability for baseband signals.
4.3 Practical Channel Models
RIS channel modeling requires extensive measurements

in different scenarios with various operating bands from sub-
6 GHz to mmW. Channel models generally have two catego‑
ries: statistical models and ray-tracing based models. In
3GPP, statistical models[20] are more widely used, while the
ray-tracing based models are optional. The reason is that sta‑
tistical models tend to generate the channel coefficients with
more consistent and universal characteristics, rather than tar‑
geting a specific layout of BS, scatterers and mobiles. The
computation of statistical models is typically less burden‑

some. These traits are crucial for the research study in SDOs
such as 3GPP, to 1) have a generic and comprehensive
model to reflect all typical layout and settings; 2) facilitate
the cross-checking of simulations and result comparisons be‑
tween companies. In this sense, extension of statistical mod‑
els to the RIS scenario may be a more practical approach, as
illustrated in Fig. 9 where the backhaul link channel is sim‑
plified to be LoS dominant. It should be noted that many new
parameters may need to be added, even if statistical models
are to be used, considering the cascaded channel of BS-RIS-
mobile. With hundreds or thousands of RIS elements in a
panel, the computation complexity of the channel model can
be daunting. More efficient characterization of RIS elements
should be considered.
As discussed earlier, RIS performs well when it is placed

close to BS or to mobiles. In this case, certain near field ef‑
fect would be seen where the electromagnetic waves would
not be strictly plane, e.g., the wave front becomes spherical.
This would certainly increase the complexity of channel mod‑
eling and fading coefficient generation. Hence, some simplifi‑
cation methods seem necessary to efficiently model the near
field effect.
4.4 Physical Layer and Higher Layer Control Aspects of

RIS
The discussion of RIS control highly depends on the mode

of operation and the nature of future RIS products. For RIS
panels with fixed amplitude and phase responses, the control
is actually reflected during the pre-configuration when opera‑
tors first lay out the panels. Such configuration heavily in‑
volves proprietary solutions of network optimizations which
are out of the scope of standardization. In such case, operators
can directly purchase the static RIS panels from device manu‑
facturers. For configurable RIS, it is a type of RIS-based relay
node that has both a control unit and a RIS panel consisting of
a large number of phase tunable elements. The potential
manufacturers of this type of nodes may be traditional wireless
equipment vendors or small vendors specialized in building
low power nodes or passive devices, who may have different
preferences about the functionalities of the RIS node. This
would have big impact on the design of control mechanisms.
One aspect is whether RIS panels are transparent or non-
transparent to the mobiles being served. Transparent RIS re‑
quires less control signaling and thus less standardization
work, albeit with smaller room for performance optimization.
Non-transparent RIS needs more procedures, more compli‑
cated signaling and deeper involvement by mobiles, with the
potential benefit of higher system throughput.
In order for RIS to work properly, four key technical aspects

at the physical layer should have feasible solutions: 1) chan‑
nel estimation; 2) CSI measurement and exchange; 3) joint
spatial precoding between BS and RIS; 4) interference man‑
agement. While many intricate schemes have been proposed▲Figure 9. An example of statistical model for RIS cascaded channel
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for RIS in academic literature, a large
percentage of them can hardly be de‑
ployed in practical systems. They are sim‑
ply too complicated and narrowly defined
to be evaluated in SDOs such as 3GPP.
Although the air interface standards
would not specify the implementation-
oriented techniques such as joint precod‑
ing and interference management, some
basic or typical algorithms for implementa‑
tion would be decided in SDOs to facilitate
the simulations and cross-verification.
The control of RIS also involves a higher
layer, for instance, how to verify, register and configure a RIS
node when first deployed in the network.
4.5 Standardization Timeline in 3GPP
As the most important SDO in the world for mobile com‑

munications, 3GPP will be the most influential industrial
platform to specify the necessary technology of RIS and fos‑
ter an eco-system for wide deployment of RIS in future mo‑
bile networks across the globe. Nevertheless, as mentioned
above, many companies in 3GPP, including China Mobile,
have expressed views that it is immature to kick off the
study on RIS in Release 18. On the other hand, we believe
that it is beneficial to carry out the study on smart repeaters,
as an intermediate stage for RIS, to get more understanding
about the potential gain of topological enhancements and ac‑
cumulate more knowledge prepared for RIS. As a revolution‑
ary technology, RIS requires more time and experience for
build-up. It should be emphasized the kickoff of RIS in
3GPP should not be too late either, considering that the en‑
thusiasm on RIS by the academic community has already
lasted for about 3 years. At a certain point, the industry com‑
munity should be deeply involved, to provide clearer and
consolidated feedback to academia, on which directions
should have high priority. In our view, it is desirable to kick
off a 3GPP study item of RIS in Release 19 starting from
June 2023, as illustrated in Fig. 10. The study item may last
over the entire duration of Release 19 (expected to end in
December 2024) to have ample time for study and evalua‑
tion of RIS.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we provide a picture of the research and de‑

velopment of RIS for relay use, both in academia and industry.
Significant progress is observed in potential performance,
channel estimation, joint precoding between BS and RIS, con‑
trol mechanism, channel modeling, RIS device manufacturing,
etc. Views on future work on RIS are also presented, including
the comparison and experience sharing with other topological
enhancement technologies, and the preferred timeline to kick
off the RIS study in 3GPP.
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1 Introduction

By 2020, the 5G mobile communication system has
been commercialized in many countries, including Ko‑
rea, China, Japan, the U. S. , etc. 6G research and de‑
velopment activities have been initiated and are heat‑

ing up worldwide. Many companies and research institutions
have issued 6G white papers. It is expected that 6G standard‑
ization will be launched around 2025 and 6G commercializa‑
tion will be achieved around 2030. Now it is still in an early
stage of 6G research and development. Discussions are
mainly related to use cases, requirements, and technology
trends. For 6G, some new disruptive services and applica‑
tions are foreseen with the fast development of technologies
such as terahertz (THz), reconfigurable intelligent surface
(RIS), satellite communications, artificial intelligence (AI)/
deep learning (DL), etc. The most appealing 6G use cases in‑
clude holographic-type communication, digital twin, tactile In‑
ternet, full coverage, ubiquitous intelligence, etc.
To realize the promising 6G use cases, NTT DOCOMO has

proposed six extreme requirements, as shown in Fig. 1, for 6G
radio access technologies[1]. These extreme requirements con‑
sist of extremely high data rates and high capacity, extremely

coverage extension, extremely low power consumption and
cost reduction, extremely low latency, extremely high-reliable
communication, and extremely massive connectivity and sens‑
ing. Note that these extreme requirements are driven not only
by further extensions but also by new combinations of 5G use
cases, including enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-
reliable and low latency communication (URLLC), and mas‑
sive machine type communication (mMTC).
RIS is one of the hottest research topics on candidate tech‑

nologies for 5G evolution and 6G. In recent years, RIS has
emerged as a prominent technology in mobile communications
and has attracted worldwide attention from both academia and
industry. Intensive research has been conducted covering both
theoretical and implementation aspects, e.g., hardware design
and prototyping, system modeling and optimization, perfor‑
mance analysis and trials, as well as standardization activi‑
ties[2–6]. The development of the RIS technology is originated
from advances of meta material combined with the antenna
and array theory, and is inclined towards flexibility, configu‑
rability, and intelligence. In principle, RIS can reradiate the
incident electromagnetic wave as desired to some extent. This
is achieved by pre- or reconfiguring the electromagnetic char‑
acteristics of RIS elements. The reconfigurability can be real‑
ized in different ways, including motors, micro-Part of this paper was orally presented in 6G Seminar, Sep. 17, 2021.
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electromechanical systems (MEMS), PIN- or varactor-diodes,
and functional materials such as liquid crystal and graphene.
This enables the potential application of RIS in various fields,
e.g., radar, communications, sensing, etc. Especially, 5G evo‑
lution and 6G could benefit from properties of RIS like low
cost and power consumption, superior performance gain, and
great flexibility in deployment. Hence, RIS is considered as a
promising candidate technology to improve the system capac‑
ity and coverage with low cost and power consumption in the
5G evolution and 6G era.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de‑

scribes typical RIS applications for 5G evolution and 6G. In
Section 3, several observations from trials and simulations are
introduced, including the near-field effect and a two-step dy‑
namic RIS beamforming method. Section 4 discusses the chal‑
lenges and opportunities of RIS from four aspects, respec‑
tively. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5 with a step-
by-step commercialization suggestion.
2 Typical RIS Applications for 5G Evolu⁃
tion & 6G
As for the 6G requirements, two

RIS applications show great potential
in future mobile communication sys‑
tems, i.e., the RIS-aided smart chan‑
nel and RIS-aided mega MIMO, as
shown in Fig. 2.
2.1 Application 1: RIS-Aided Smart

Channel
Extreme coverage is expected for

6G, i. e., a high data rate connection
shall be provided everywhere. In
practical cellular systems, especially

in an urban scenario, fading and in‑
terferences in the radio environ‑
ment make this difficult to achieve.
Conventionally, additional base sta‑
tions (BSs) shall be deployed and
optimized to resolve this. Alterna‑
tively, relaying techniques may also
be considered for some cases such
as range extension in rural areas or
an outdoor-to-indoor (O2I) scenario.
For coverage extension, RIS can

be deployed in the wireless environ‑
ment between BSs and user equip‑
ment (UE) to achieve a RIS-aided
smart channel, as illustrated in Fig.
2(a). In this case, the RIS is respon‑
sible for redirecting the incident
signals, under the control of the BS,
towards the indented user devices.

As compared with the conventional relaying technique, RIS,
as a new network topology technique, has the following advan‑
tages. Firstly, RIS operates in the full-duplex mode without
significant self-interference. In contrast to this, conventional
half-duplex relays suffer from a loss in spectral efficiency,
while full-duplex relays require either well-isolated transmit
and receive antennas or additional self-interference cancella‑
tion functionality. Secondly, RIS forwards negligible additive
noise to the receiver, which, on the contrary, is a major perfor‑
mance limiting factor for conventional radio-frequency (RF) re‑
peaters. Thirdly, thanks to the simple structure and low cost of
RIS, the electrical size of a RIS panel can be much larger than
that of a conventional relay, resulting in a very narrow RIS
beam. Therefore, a RIS could better help focus the scattered
energy on the intended UE while causing little interference to
other pieces of UE. Finally, as the RIS technology develops,
more dynamic and intelligent RIS can also be expected and
exploited for applications such as inter-cell interference sup‑
pression and multi-layer enhancement in strong line-of-sight

▲Figure 1. Extreme requirements of 6G

eMBB: enhanced mobile broadbandmMTC: massive machine type communication QoS: quality of serviceURLLC: ultra-reliable and low latency communication

• Peak data rate>100 Gbit/s• 100× capacity (bit·s−1·m−2)• Ultra-uplink capacity

• 100% coverage of land area• New coverage areas, sky,sea, space, etc.

• Further reduction of bit cost• Devices free from battery charging

• E2E very low latency<1 ms• Always low latency

• Guaranteed QoS for wide range of usecases (up to 99. 999 99% reliability)• High level security and safety

• 10 million devices/km2• High precision positioning and sensing(<1 cm)

New combinations of requirementfor new use cases

Extreme high data rate/capacity

Extreme coverage

Extreme low energy & cost

Extremely low latency

Extremely high reliability

Extremely massive connectivity& sensing

mMTC

URLLCeMBB

▲Figure 2. Typical RIS applications for 5G evolution & 6G

MIMO: multiple-input multiple-output RIS: reconfigurable intelligent surface
(a) (b)

RIS control

Feeder

RIS-aided smart channelfor extreme coverage RIS-aided mega MIMOfor extreme capacity

…
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(LoS) scenarios.
2.2 Application 2: RIS-Aided Mega MIMO
The peak data rate of 6G is expected to be over 100 Gbit/s.

To achieve this, it is necessary to exploit the spectrum resource
in a higher frequency band like the sub-THz band. However,
current transceiver architecture and the RF technology may
not be well suited for such high frequencies and large band‑
width systems. Challenges such as the efficiency of power
amplifiers, the resolution and bandwidth of analog-digital/
digital-analog converters, the difficulties in realizing high-
frequency phase shifters, and the much higher requirement
on the die size will all influence the performance and the
power- and cost-efficiency of future high frequency and large
bandwidth systems.
To meet these challenges, implementing RIS on the BS-side

is considered as an economical alternative to the massive
MIMO architecture. This application is referred to as RIS-
aided mega MIMO, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). Specifically,
modulated signals are fed onto a RIS either through a wired
feed network or via space feeding, and the RIS shall beamform
signals towards intended user devices. The RIS beam is ex‑
pected to be highly directional due to the large electrical size
of RIS. This helps compensate for the severe path loss of high
frequency band radio channels and improves the received sig‑
nal strength. In contrast to RIS-aided mega MIMO, expending
a massive MIMO BS to the same array size is much more ex‑
pensive. Furthermore, hybrid beamforming can also be ad‑
opted for RIS-aided mega MIMO to support multi-layer trans‑
mission and to achieve an even higher data rate. To this end,
multiple feeders shall be used to feed pre-coded data streams
to the RIS, which shall generate multiple narrow beams with
low side lope for interference suppression.
In the above case, the role of RIS can be regarded as a

beamformer. Besides, RIS can also be utilized for direct signal
modulation. For instance, unmodulated carrier signals can be
fed onto the RIS, and the information to be transmitted shall

be modulated through a designated change of RIS state in the
time domain[7]. This innovative technique largely simplifies
the RF hardware in the transmitter and is suitable for low-cost
and energy-limited devices. However, further investigation is
needed to improve the limited data rate.
3 Observations from Trials and Simulations
In this section, we will introduce several observations from

DOCOMO RIS trials and system-level computer simulations,
especially the deployment strategy and potential performance
gain for coverage enhancement.
3.1 RIS Trials
DOCOMO conducted several trials to test metamaterial sur‑

faces from 2018 to 2021, including the first demonstration of a
metamaterial reflector at 28 GHz for outdoor coverage expan‑
sion in 2018, the first trial of transparent dynamic metasurface
capable of dynamically switching between full penetration,
partial reflection, and full reflection modes in 2020, and a
demonstration of metasurface lens to improve outdoor-indoor
coverage with focal point control in 2021.
In 2018, DOCOMO conducted a field trial about a proto‑

type of a metamaterial reflector working on a 28 GHz
millimeter-wave (mmWave) band[8]. During the trial, the BS
was mounted on the roof of a building which made the street
under the building a blind spot of coverage, as shown in Fig. 3
(a). To cover this area, a metamaterial reflector was deployed
and adjusted to reflect the beam to this area. After the meta‑
material reflector was deployed, more than 15 dB signal-to-
noise-ratio (SNR) enhancement and more than 500 Mbit/s
throughput enhancement were observed, which demonstrated
the effectiveness of the metamaterial reflector for coverage en‑
hancement. In 2020, DOCOMO conducted trials with a trans‑
parent dynamic metasurface, as shown in Fig. 3(b) [9]. The
transparent dynamic metasurface consists of two transparent
base boards, on one of which a pre-designed pattern of meta‑
material is printed. The operation mode of the transparent dy‑

▲Figure 3. DOCOMO RIS trials[8–10]

RIS: reconfigurable intelligent surface
(a) (b) (c)

DOCOMO trial, 2018(Metamaterial reflector) DOCOMO trial, 2020(Transparent dynamic metasurface) DOCOMO trial, 2021(Metasurface lens with focal point control)

Indoor coverage enhancementFlexible coverageOutdoor coverage enhancement

Approx. 2 mm

Conventional metasurface
Prototypetransparent dynamicmetasurface
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namic metasurface can be controlled by adjusting the distance
of the two boards. One of three modes, i. e., full penetration,
full reflection, and hybrid mode, can be configured. In the full
penetration mode, the penetration loss of the metasurface is
only about 1 dB, and more than 10 dB penetration loss is ob‑
served in the full reflection mode. Since the metasurface is
transparent, it can be mounted on windows without impacts on
the environment and can be used to control the signal/interfer‑
ence for a dedicated area. An enhanced version of the trans‑
parent dynamic metasurface was tested in 2021, which could
focus the mmWave to a focal point[10]. On the focal point, the
metasurface can improve the SNR by about 24 dB compared
with normal glasses. The indoor coverage of mmWave can be
enhanced if a repeater is deployed on the focal point of the
metasurface as shown in Fig. 3(c). The O2I mmWave coverage
can be enhanced with this solution, which provides a reliable
link between outdoor mmWave BS and indoor UE.
3.2 Computer Simulations
Through a series of experiments, the coverage enhancement

ability, dynamic control technology, near-field focusing tech‑
nology, and typical scene application of RIS have been pre‑
liminarily verified. In order to test the effectiveness of large-
scale deployment of RIS and compare the performance of dif‑
ferent RIS functions, e. g., beamforming schemes, it is neces‑
sary to further explore the RIS deployment strategy with the
help of simulation, such as the number, location, size and
function of deploying RIS in cellular systems, so as to meet
the performance requirements of real scenarios. To this end,
we conducted several computer simulations, and the results
will be presented in the following.
A system-level simulation (SLS) that performed in a multi-

cell scenario for 28 GHz will be introduced first. The scenario,
as shown in Fig. 4(a), consists of 57 explicitly modeled hexago‑
nal cells following the Dense Urban-eMBB case in Ref. [11].
For simplicity, the user devices are assumed to have isotropic
antennas and the fast fading channel component is not mod‑
eled. A RIS reflector is deployed in each cell at the cell corner
facing the corresponding BS. An ideal case where both the BS-
RIS link and the RIS-UE link are LoS is considered. Espe‑
cially, the height of RIS reflectors is set to 10 m, and the UMi-
Street Canyon path loss model is adopted for RIS-UE chan‑
nels. Two different RIS sizes are considered in this simulation,
i. e., a 1×1 m2 and a 2×2 m2 RIS. The RIS elements are as‑
sumed to have half-wavelength spacing. The RIS beamforming
gain is modeled as the combined gain of a receiving beam to‑
wards the attached BS and a transmitting beam towards the
serving UE. Furthermore, taking the large RIS size and the ex‑
tended near field into account, the transmitting beam of RIS is
assumed to focus on the UE to attain the maximum gain. The
performance in terms of geometry is shown in Fig. 4(b). As
compared with the baseline case without RIS, the observed
performance gain of RIS is ca. 3 dB and 12 dB for 1×1 m2 and

2×2 m2 RIS, respectively. Moreover, for the 1×1 m2 RIS case,
ca. 56% UE chooses to be served by the RIS link, while this
number increases to 94% for the 2×2 m2 RIS case. These re‑
sults clearly demonstrate the potential gain of deploying RIS
in mmWave systems. However, it shall also be noticed that,
even under the idealized assumptions, the size of the required
RIS for attaining a notable gain is remarkably large.
For a large-scale RIS, its radiative near field can be as far

as hundreds of meters, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). For instance,
a 1×1 m2 RIS operating at 30 GHz has a near field up to 400
m according to its Fraunhofer distance. In other words, in a
typical cellular scenario, almost all user devices to be served by
the RIS are located in its near field. However, conventional
beamforming is designed for the far field of the antenna array
and suffers from a noticeable performance loss in the near field
due to diffraction. Given 400 MHz bandwidth at a 30 GHz band
and 1×1 m2 RIS deployed 150 m away from the BS, this effect
is shown in Fig. 5(b), where the receiving SNR at UE is plot‑

▲Figure 4. System-level simulation (SLS) for RIS: (a) the scenario and
(b) the geometry

BS: base stationCDF: cumulative distribution function RIS: reconfigurable intelligent surface
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ted as a function of the distance between the RIS and the UE.
A two-ray model with plane earth reflection is assumed for the
RIS-UE channel. In Fig. 5(b), the black, red, and blue solid
curves represent the performance of coherent, focused, and
collimated (DFT-based) beamforming, respectively. The blue
dotted curve represents the approxi‑
mated average performance of colli‑
mated beamforming in the near
field of RIS. It can be noticed that
in this simple scenario, focused
beamforming achieves near-optimal
performance. However, the perfor‑
mance of collimated beamforming
oscillates around a constant value
for UE within 100 m. This damped
oscillating behavior follows the
well-known Fresnel diffraction. The
above results reveal both potential

possibilities and challenges for RIS beamforming design. On
the one hand, large-scale RIS can provide sufficient gain to
combat the path loss of the two hops via beamforming. On the
other hand, a new distance-dependent beamforming scheme is
necessary to exploit the full potential of RIS, especially in the
near field.
To accommodate the near-field effect, we are designing a

RIS beamforming scheme with a tradeoff between complexity
and performance. The principle of the RIS beamforming
scheme is to divide a large RIS into multiple smaller sub-
arrays, whose size shall be dynamically chosen according to
the RIS-UE distance. The scheme includes two beamforming
steps, as shown in Fig. 6. In the first step, let a collimated/
DFT-based beam be selected for all RIS sub-arrays based on
the UE direction. Then, in the second step, each sub-beam of
the RIS sub-arrays is steered by an individual angle so that
the sub-beams are focused on the UE. Preliminary simulation
shows that this two-step dynamic RIS beamforming method
can improve the received SNR at the near field UE by about
10– 20 dB compared with the traditional collimated/DFT-
based beamforming method.
4 Challenges and Opportunities of RIS
Though the performance of RIS has been demonstrated by

simulations and verified by prototyping and trials, a lot of chal‑
lenges still need to be addressed before this technology can be
implemented in practical systems. These challenges can be,
roughly speaking, viewed from four aspects, i. e., hardware,
modeling, algorithm, and standardization.
4.1 Hardware
For the time being, different RIS prototypes vary in the ma‑

terial, element design and arrangement, tuning method, and
operating frequency. As for the performance, both the gain to
the in-band signal and the attenuation to the out-band signal
are of particular importance. For the in-band signal, a uniform
gain over large bandwidth is more favorable in terms of im‑
proving the system capacity. For the out-band signal, deeper
attenuation and sharper edge shall better help interference
suppression in practical systems. Besides, the accuracy and

(a)

(b)
BF: beamformingDFT: discrete-time Fourier transform NF: near fieldSNR: signal-to-noise ratio

▲Figure 5. Near-field effect
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speed of tuning the RIS element also largely influence the per‑
formance and application. In terms of the cost, both manufac‑
turing and maintaining costs shall be considered, which de‑
pend on the material, processing, package, durability, power
consumption, etc. Finally, an outlook design that fits the appli‑
cation and the environment is always preferred.
4.2 Modeling
To study the performance of RIS in a more realistic sce‑

nario, sufficiently accurate modeling with acceptable complex‑
ity for both the RIS element and the RIS channel is needed.
For the RIS element, both the spatial and the spectral charac‑
teristics shall be modeled. Furthermore, depending on the
hardware implementation, imperfections such as amplitude-
phase coupling, mutual coupling, and angle-dependent re‑
sponse need to be taken into consideration. For the modeling
of RIS channel, intensive work has been conducted. However,
a unified and reliable RIS channel model is still missing. Is‑
sues such as the modeling methodology, the near field channel
model, and modeling for specific scenarios are still open.
4.3 Algorithm
Concerning the schemes and algorithms for RIS-aided trans‑

mission, the following topics are closely related to the applica‑
tion of this technology. Firstly, due to the passiveness and the
large size of typical RIS, the channel estimation is rather chal‑
lenging. Therefore, a practical RIS channel estimation mecha‑
nism with acceptable signaling overhead is needed. Secondly,
adaptive RIS beamforming is crucial for achieving the promised
gain. Besides the performance, other aspects such as the com‑
plexity, the CSI requirement, and the robustness shall be con‑
sidered. Thirdly, the cooperation between multiple BSs and
RIS, as well as the scheduling of both RIS and UE, is an inter‑
esting topic related to the future RIS-aided wireless systems.
4.4 Standardization
3GPP officially identified 5G-Advanced as the name of 5G

evolution standard, marking the opening of the post 5G era.
Some preliminary RIS use cases which are transparent to UE
can be considered now for the 5G-Advanced standardization
stage. Some companies have already proposed to study RIS
during the discussion about 3GPP Release 18 study and work
items. There are also proposals on studying smart repeater for
Release 18 during the discussion, which has tight connections
with the RIS use cases. However, many challenges are still to
be addressed to specify RIS for current NR systems. Current
RIS prototypes have different physical dimensions, scales, and
materials of different RF characteristics. It is a great chal‑
lenge to model and accommodate such variations in the speci‑
fications. We may need a set of RF requirements and a flex‑
ible baseband specification to support all these kinds of RIS
devices. A unified model and evaluation methodology should
be discussed for RIS. Although RIS can be viewed as a kind of
smart repeaters and could inherit many features that would be

specified for smart repeaters. There will still be differences
which should be addressed in the future after the smart re‑
peater is specified. For example, the beam control of RIS is
more complex than the smart repeater. There are a lot of differ‑
ences in terms of beam number, beamwidth, timing, and
power control between RIS and smart repeater, which have not
been included in the current working scope of smart repeaters.
In our view, a comprehensive study should be done before
specifying RIS for 5G-Advanced. A set of RF models should
be investigated and formulated in order to clearly describe the
characteristic of RIS, based on which we can further study its
potential performance gain and specification impacts.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we mainly discuss some observations and

thoughts about RIS applications for 5G evolution and 6G. As
an emerging technology, RIS has promising advantages of high
integration, low cost and low power consumption, but its com‑
mercial maturity still needs time. At present, we should seize
the time window of 5G evolution and 6G to realize the prelimi‑
nary commercial application of RIS. In terms of 5G evolution
and 6G time scales, the most attractive RIS applications in‑
clude blind-spots coverage, indoor coverage enhancement,
MIMO transmitter enhancement, etc. Meanwhile, RIS is ex‑
pected to become the infrastructural platform for integrated
communication, sensing, and AI, and to realize the intelligent
channel of independent perception of the environment and
real-time parameter optimization. Therefore, we suggest that
the RIS application can take a step-by-step strategy and gradu‑
ally expand its application scope. The successful application
of RIS in 5G evolution, 6G, and future mobile systems calls
for tight collaboration between academia and industry.
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1 Introduction

As one of the key technologies for the next-generationmobile communication systems, the reconfigurable in‑
telligent surface (RIS) [1−3] has attracted great atten‑
tions recently. On the contrary to the commonly used

reflection mode, the transmissive RIS is able to achieve dy‑
namic beamforming capability while transmitting an in-band
RF signal through its aperture. This distinctive feature allows
much improved direct indoor coverage by the outdoor cellular
signals. It can also be employed as a reconfigurable radome
for 5G base station antennas or terminal antennas. The large-
scale RIS array can effectively boost the coverage of the
medium-sized 5G massive multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) antennas, and the analog-digital hybrid structure can
keep the overall cost and power consumption low.
Solid-state electronic devices are commonly integrated in

each constituent RIS element to achieve phase reconfigurabil‑
ity. Continuous phase shifts can be realized using analog-type
devices like varactor diodes[4−13]. The phase shift range usually
exceeds 360° so that the phase errors are negligible. However,
the transmission insertion loss of the RIS element is relatively
high and for instance, can be up to 5.7 dB[7], considerably re‑
ducing the aperture efficiency of the RIS. Switch-type devices,
such as p-i-n diodes and radio frequency (RF) microelectro‑
mechanical system (MEMS) switches, are widely used to pro‑

duce discrete phase shifts[14−31], especially at millimeter wave
frequencies. Most designs focus on 1-bit phase reconfigurabil‑
ity because the complexity in design and fabrication is more
manageable[14−27]. The phase quantization errors associated
with discrete phase shifts inevitably introduce performance
degradation[32−34]. It is observed that the 1-bit designs suffer
from 3–4 dB loss attributed to the coarse phase resolution, re‑
sulting in low aperture efficiencies. The sidelobe levels are usu‑
ally much higher, sometimes even causing unwanted grating
lobes. The 2-bit design is considered a well-balanced choice
between the design complexity and the element performance.
The phase quantization loss can be greatly reduced to less than
1 dB, and the sidelobe envelop is much improved as well[28−31].
Most transmissive RIS designs are based on the receiver-

transmitter (Rx-Tx) structure[4−9, 14−22, 25−31], and microstrip
patch antennas[4−9, 14−18, 20−21, 25−26, 30], slot antennas[19, 28−29], viv‑
aldi antennas[22] and dipole antennas[27, 31] are employed as re‑
ceivers or transmitters. There are a handful of designs using
the stacked frequency selective surface (FSS) struc‑
tures[10−13, 23−24]. Each FSS layer provides a finite-degree phase
shift, and a wide phase shift range is achieved by stacking
multiple FSS layers. The structure is relatively more compli‑
cated and more solid-state electronic devices are needed in
each unit cell.
This paper provides a review of some recent transmissive
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RIS studies and is organized as follows. The configuration
classification of the transmissive RIS is introduced in Section
2. Various transmissive RIS designs with different phase reso‑
lutions or polarizations are described in Section 3. Finally,
conclusions are given in Section 4.
2 Design Approaches
There are two widely used design approaches for the trans‑

missive RIS, which are the receiver-transmitter (Rx-Tx) struc‑
ture and the stacked FSS structure. Generally, a typical Rx-
Tx structure consists of three components: the receiving (Rx)
cell, the transmitting (Tx) cell, and the power transmission
structure. A ground plane separates the Rx from the Tx, so
that they can operate independently, avoiding the mutual in‑
terference with each other. The power transmission structure
between them is usually realized by a metallic
via[7−9, 14−18, 20−21, 25−27, 30] or a slot-coupling structure[4−6]. When
the RIS is illuminated by an incident wave, the Rx on one
side of the RIS first receives the wave and converts it into a
guided wave. This wave is then conveyed through the power
transmission structure to the Tx deployed on the other side of
the RIS, and re-radiated to the free space. The phase shift can
be realized on either the Rx, the Tx, or the power transmis‑
sion structure.
The stacked FSS structure type is inspired by the classic

FSS designs. It consists of multiple FSS layers of metallic and
dielectric substrates. A phase shift with finite degrees is ob‑
tained when a wave propagates through each FSS layer, and
by cascading multiple layers, a larger phase shift can usually
be realized. The separation between layers is also a crucial pa‑
rameter. The overall thickness is relatively large. Unlike the
Rx-Tx type, there is no ground plane in the stacked FSS struc‑
ture type (Fig. 1).
3 Representative Transmissive RIS Designs

3.1 Single-Polarized 1-Bit Designs
A 1-bit transmissive RIS element can realize two phase

states with a phase difference of 180° . Generally, there are
two operating mechanisms in the element designs, which are
the current reversal method and the variable resonance
method. The current reversal method based on the Rx-Tx
structure is most popular for 1-bit designs in literature. The
p-i-n diode is usually chosen as the controlling device due to
its small volume and stable performance especially at high fre‑
quencies. The p-i-n diode can work at“ON”or“OFF”
states by supplying a different DC biasing signal. In practice,
two p-i-n diodes are usually embedded in parallel and in op‑
posite directions in each element, and a single positive or
negative biasing signal can switch them between the“ON-
OFF”and“OFF-ON”states. Hence, the excitation current
on the radiating element flows in opposite directions, and the
radiated field is reversed, resulting in a stable phase shift of

180°. The stacked FSS type structure is usually based on the
variable resonance method. The resonant characteristic of the
element structure is manipulated by switching the integrated
p-i-n diode“ON”or“OFF”, and consequently, a phase differ‑
ence in its radiated field is caused. It is noted that the phase
difference varies with frequency, and its bandwidth is usually
narrower than that using the current reversal method.
Single polarized 1-bit RIS has been widely investigated. A

representative linearly polarized design with an O-slot patch
and two p-i-n diodes based on the Rx-Tx structure and the
current reversal mechanism is proposed in Ref. [14], as shown
in Fig. 2(a). The element evolves from the U-slot microstrip
patch antenna. It is modified into an O-slot so that two p-i-n
diodes placed across it and biased in opposite states can effec‑
tively form a U-slot patch with reversible direction, thereby
achieving a phase difference of 180° due the current reversal
mechanism. A metallic via connecting the Rx and the Tx is
used to transmit the signal from the incident side to the re-
radiating side. The measured transmission insertion loss is
1.7/1.9 dB for two states and the 3-dB transmission bandwidth
is 14.7%. Moreover, the DC biasing circuit is elaborately de‑
signed. The positive end of one p-i-n diode and the negative
end of the other are connected together through two symmetri‑
cal metallic vias. Only a single DC biasing signal is required

▲ Figure 1. Design approaches: (a) Rx-Tx structure; (b) stacked FSS
structure

FSS: frequency selective surface Rx: receiver Tx: transmitter

(a)

(b)

FSS

Rx

Ground

Powertransmission

Tx
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to control them working at opposite states. The biasing lines
are arranged close to the ground, thus minimizing its interfer‑
ence on the RF performance. It is also worth mentioning that
by truncating the corners of the U-slot patch or modifying the
U-slot patch, the 1-bit linearly polarized element can be
readily developed into a single linear-circular polarization
conversion[16, 18] or polarization switching designs[17]. The
sketch of the element in Ref. [16] is shown in Fig. 2(b). A
minimum transmission insertion loss of 1.59/1.70 dB at Ka
band with a 3-dB bandwidth of more than 12% is validated
in measurement.
The 1-bit element presented in Ref. [19] exploits two slot

antennas as Rx and Tx. As Fig. 2(c) shows, two H-shaped slots
are placed orthogonally to receive and re-radiate electromag‑
netic waves, with high polarization isolation due to the polar‑
ization orthogonality. Two p-i-n diodes are integrated in the U-
shaped transmission line to control the excitation current di‑
rection. By switching them working at“ON-OFF”or“OFF-
ON”state, the electric field coupled to the Tx H-slot is re‑
versed, resulting in a 180° phase shift. The operating fre‑
quency of the element is 12.5 GHz, and the simulated trans‑
mission insertion loss is 0.86/0.76 dB.
A 1-bit element design based on the variable resonance

method is proposed in Ref. [23], and the element configura‑

tion is shown in Fig. 2(d). It is com‑
posed of four metallic layers and two
layers of dielectric substrates. The up‑
per and lower C-shaped patches are uti‑
lized for the transmission of the electro‑
magnetic waves, with two ring slots
loaded by a rectangular gap used as the
phase shifter. Two p-i-n diodes are po‑
sitioned across the two rectangular
gaps and work at“ON-ON”or“OFF-
OFF”state. They change the widths of
the gaps, and consequently, the equiva‑
lent resonance length varies, thus shift‑
ing the transmission phase of the ele‑
ment. The measurement shows that the
element transmission insertion losses
for the two phase states at 11.5 GHz
are 0.6 dB and 2.9 dB, respectively.
Note that the transmission insertion
loss increases due to the detuning of
the resonant characteristic of the ele‑
ment structure when the 180° phase
shift is realized.
3.2 Dual-Polarized 1-Bit Designs
The dual-polarized transmissive RIS

designs mostly focus on 1-bit phase
resolution. In general, there are two so‑
lutions. One is to excite two orthogonal

radiating modes of the same radiator[25], and the other is to
arrange two sets of single-polarized 1-bit RIS elements or‑
thogonally to achieve the dual-polarized function[24, 26−27].
Note that there are some designs with the polarization ma‑
nipulation capability[7, 17−18]; however, they are unable to op‑
erate in two polarization directions simultaneously and
hence excluded in this section.
The dual-linear polarized 1-bit element proposed in Ref. [25]

exploits a five-layer-stacked configuration. The element con‑
figuration is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). For the realization of the
single-linear polarized 1-bit phase controlling, it relies on the
U-shaped feeding line integrated with two p-i-n diodes. By al‑
ternatively switching the working states, the radiated fields in
opposite direction are excited on the top metallic square ring,
and a 180° phase difference can be generated. A dual-linear
polarized design can be achieved by employing two orthogo‑
nally placed U-shaped feeding lines to excite the same metallic
square ring. The measured results show that this element can
achieve a transmission insertion loss of 1.7/1.9 dB at 5.9 GHz,
with an operating bandwidth of 2.8%.
Ref. [27] presents a dual-linear polarized 1-bit RIS element

based on a via-fed dipole with a parasitic dipole. Fig. 3(b) de‑
scribes the fundamental single-polarized 1-bit RIS element.
The element employs the Rx-Tx structure, both based on di‑

▲ Figure 2. Schematics of single-polarized 1-bit transmissive reconfigurable intelligent surface
(RIS) elements: (a) linear polarization in Ref. [14]; (b) linear-circular polarization conversion in
Ref. [16]; (c) slot coupling structure in Ref. [19]; (d) variable resonance design in Ref. [23]
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pole configurations. Two p-i-n diodes are placed on the arms
of the receiver dipole, and a parasitic dipole is added near
the dipole to reduce the loss. The mechanism can be ex‑
plained as the current is mostly coupled to the parasitic di‑
pole, reducing the loss that is caused by the current flowing
through the p-i-n diodes. Therefore, the simulated element
transmission insertion loss is only 0.8 dB at 12.25 GHz. The
design of the dual-linear polarized element can be accom‑
plished by arranging two sets of single-linear polarized ele‑
ments orthogonally.
3.3 2-Bit Designs
Although considerable developments of the 1-bit transmis‑

sive RIS designs have been accomplished, they still suffer
from suboptimal radiation behavior caused by the large phase
quantization error. In order to increase the phase accuracy so
as to improve the radiation performance, the 2-bit design is in‑
vestigated.
Another 2-bit RIS element at Ka band is proposed in Refs.

[28−29]. As illustrated in Fig. 4(a), the Rx and Tx slots are fed
with striplines, and five RF MEMS switches are loaded on the
striplines to switch the four operating modes alternatively. The
measured element transmission insertion loss, however,
reaches up to 4.2−9.2 dB due to the challenging fabrication
process. A Ka-band linearly polarized 2-bit RIS element is

presented in Ref. [30]. The configuration of the element is de‑
picted in Fig. 4(b). It is composed of six metallic layers and
three dielectric substrates, with four integrated p-i-n diodes.
The 180° phase shift is realized by alternating the two p-i-n di‑
odes loaded on the receiving O-slot patch. Two more p-i-n di‑
odes are loaded on the transmitting patch, which contains a de‑
lay line to achieve the additional 0°/90° phase switching.
Thus, the 2-bit phase tuning capability can be obtained. The
measured element insertion loss is 1.5– 2.3 dB for the four
phase states at 29 GHz, with the measured 3-dB transmission
bandwidth of 10.1%–12.1%.
3.4 Designs with Continuous Phase Shift
To achieve a continuous 360° phase shift, varactor diodes

▲Figure 3. Schematics of the dual-linear polarized 1-bit transmissive re⁃
configurable intelligent surface (RIS) element designs: (a) two orthogo⁃
nal radiating modes of the same radiator in Ref. [25]; (b) two sets of via-
fed dipoles with parasitic dipoles in Ref. [27]
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▲Figure 4. Schematics of the 2-bit transmissive reconfigurable intelli⁃
gent surface (RIS) element designs: (a) dual polarization with five radio
frequency (RF) microelectromechanical system (MEMS) switches in
Refs. [28−29]; (b) O-slot patches loaded with four p-i-n diodes in Ref. [30]
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are widely utilized in most transmissive RIS element designs
since the capacitance of the varactor diodes can be changed
by applying a DC biasing voltage. One phase tuning approach
is based on the microstrip phase shifter[4−5, 7−9]. By employing
the Rx-Tx structure, the varactor diodes are placed on the
phase shifter to control the transmission phase, ensuring the
stability of the transmission insertion loss in the operating fre‑
quency band when the DC biasing voltage changes. Thus,
most wideband RIS designs explore this approach to tune
phase shift. The other approach is to change the resonant char‑
acteristic of the element structure[6, 10−13], and it is widely used
in the stacked FSS structures.
An element with continuous phase controlling can be found

in Ref. [5], and the element structure is exhibited in Fig. 5(a).

The microstrip-slot coupling structure is adopted in this design
to transfer energy between Rx and Tx, which are both stacked
dipole patches. Two cascaded bridged-T phase shifters loaded
with six varactor diodes are selected to reconstruct the trans‑
mission phase. It is worth mentioning that the stacked dipole
patches are fed by the differential microstrip transmission
lines, and two rectangular gaps are opened in the ground to
transfer the differential signals. The simulated results demon‑
strate that the element is capable of a phase tuning range of
over 400°, with the transmission loss maintaining below 3.6 dB.
Some attempts have been done in Ref. [9] to reduce the ele‑

ment transmission insertion loss, and the schematic of the pro‑
posed element is displayed in Fig. 5(b). By combining a 180°
analog phase shifter loaded with varactor diodes and a 1-bit
phase shifter loaded with p-i-n diodes, the element is able to
shift its transmission phase over 360°. By utilizing the simple
current reversal mechanism, the 1-bit phase shifter circuit is
integrated with the Tx patch instead of using a complex phase
shifter, and the element insertion loss is effectively reduced. It
is indicated that the simulated transmission insertion loss
ranges from 0.95 dB to 1.35 dB at 5.6 GHz, with a 3-dB trans‑
mission loss bandwidth of 16.7%.
In Ref. [6], an element consisting of three resonant structures

is exhibited. As displayed in Fig. 6(a), two microstrip patches
embedded with varactor diodes operate as two resonant struc‑
tures. They are positioned on the two sides of a ground plane and
coupled by a slot aperture. A varactor diode is inserted into the
slot to form the third resonant structure. Therefore, the resonant
frequency of the radiating patch could be manipulated by chang‑
ing the biasing voltages applied on the varactor diodes. The mea‑
sured phase shift ranges at 5.5 GHz is only 245° while the trans‑
mission insertion loss reaches up to 2.7–5.7 dB.
Based on the stacked FSS structure, a continuous phase

controlling RIS element at C band is detailed in Ref. [13]. As
illustrated in Fig. 6(b), it is made of a five-layer stacked
square slot and an extra layer to accommodate the biasing cir‑
cuits. Each square slot FSS is loaded with two surface-
mounted device (SMD) varactors and functions as a band-pass
filter. This means if the frequency of the incident wave is
close to the resonant frequency of the FSS, it can propagate
through FSS. By adjusting the values of the SMD varactors,
the resonant frequency of the square slot varies, and thus the
phase response of the propagating wave can be controlled.
Thanks to the cumulative effects of the phase response of
each FSS, the stacked FSS element can generate a phase tun‑
ing range of 360° when the transmission insertion loss is
within 3 dB in simulations. However, the operating bandwidth
is only 90 MHz.
4 Conclusions
Recently, the RIS technology develops rapidly as the de‑

mands of low-cost and low power consumption beamforming
systems increase. Various application scenarios of the RIS

▲ Figure 5. Transmissive reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) ele⁃
ment designs with 360° phase controlling: (a) two cascaded bridged-T
phase shifters in Ref. [5]; (b) a 180° analog phase shifter combined with
1-bit phase shifter in Ref. [9]
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▲ Figure 6. Transmissive reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) ele⁃
ment designs with 360° phase controlling: (a) an element with three reso⁃
nant structures in Ref. [6]; (b) 5-layer stacked frequency selective sur⁃
face (FSS) structure in Ref. [13]
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have been explored, such as wireless power delivery[35], wire‑
less coverage extension[36] and efficient channel estima‑
tion[37]. Specifically, the transimissive RIS has found its
place in the indoor signal coverage. This paper reviews some
of the latest developments of the transmissive RIS designs.
The design methods utilized in most transmissive RIS de‑
signs are briefly introduced. Several representative designs
with different phase resolution and polarization capabilities
are presented and discussed. Currently, great efforts are be‑
ing made to push the frequency frontier of the RIS technol‑
ogy towards the W and THz bands. Active devices are being
incorporated to achieve signal boosting capability. Various
RIS-aided systems are being developed to demonstrate the
potential applications of the RIS technology in future wire‑
less communications. It is believed that the RIS has a prom‑
ising future.
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1 Introduction

Over the past few decades, the rapid development ofwireless applications and exponentially grown wire‑
less devices have led to an ever-increasing demand
for a high data rate and seamless coverage. To fulfill

these requirements, a variety of wireless technologies have
been proposed by academics and engineers, such as ultra-
dense network (UDN), massive multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO), millimeter wave (mmWave) communication, and so
on. However, for the future beyond fifth-generation (B5G)
wireless network, it becomes insufficient to rely solely on the
above technologies, when considering various emerging ser‑
vices and applications, such as 3D holographic imaging and
presence, 5D communications (sight, hearing, touch, smell and
taste), and the Internet of Everything (IoE), with more challeng‑

ing performance requirements, e. g. , 100 Gbit/s to 1 Tbit/s
peak data rates, 100/m3device density, and 10 times more en‑
ergy efficient than 5G[1]. For example, seeking more spectrum
resources in the mmWave and even terahertz (THz) bands in‑
evitably suffers from path loss and blockage. Though densely
deployed base stations (BSs) and/or substantially increased an‑
tennas at the BSs can help to overcome the above problems,
they are faced with practical challenges in terms of energy con‑
sumption, hardware cost and signal processing.
Recently, due to the developments in metamaterials/meta‑

surfaces, intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) has emerged as an
energy-efficient and cost-effective technology to solve the
above problems[2−4]. Specifically, IRS is a planar surface con‑
sisting of a large number of passive reflecting elements, each
of which can independently reflect the incident signal with a
tunable phase and/or amplitude. By dynamically adjusting the
reflecting coefficients to adapt to the wireless propagation en‑
vironment, the signal can be enhanced/suppressed in desired/
undesired directions. Since IRS requires no power-hungry
components, e. g., radio frequency (RF) chains, it has the po‑
tential to achieve near-zero power consumption by exploiting
wireless energy harvesting module[5]. Moreover, IRS can be in‑
tegrated into existing wireless networks without changes at the
transceivers, thus providing great flexibility in practical de‑
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ployment. Owing to the above advantages, IRS has been exten‑
sively studied in various wireless systems, such as non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)[6−7], simultaneous wireless
information and power transfer (SWIPT)[8−9], secrecy communi‑
cations[10−12], and so on.
On the other hand, spectrum sharing has been thoroughly in‑

vestigated in the literature as an efficient way to solve the spec‑
trum scarcity problem, by fully exploiting the opportunities
within the limited spectrum resource rather than resorting to
higher frequency bands. Provided that the quality of service
(QoS) for primary users (PUs) is ensured, secondary users (SUs)
can share the same spectrum thus the spectrum efficiency can
be significantly improved. However, the SU performance largely
decreases in the presence of strong cross-link interference. For
instance, considering a spectrum sharing communication sys‑
tem consisting of a pair of PU and a pair of SU, the SU rate
would be constrained by the strong interference from PT if the
primary transmitter is located near the secondary receiver. Al‑
ternatively, if the secondary transmitter is located near the pri‑
mary receiver, the SU rate would also be constrained since the
transmission power of the secondary transmitter should be
tuned at an extremely low level for ensuring the reception at the
primary receiver. As such, the spectrum sharing efficiency
largely depends on the interference distribution. Note that with
increased device density, the future wireless network will take
the interference challenge to a new level, which will thus limit
the application potential of spectrum sharing.
With capability for signal enhancement as well as interfer‑

ence suppression, IRS is a promising solution to tackling the
above spectrum sharing challenges. Fig. 1 shows three typical
setups for IRS-enabled spectrum sharing. In particular, in
Setup 1, by deploying an IRS nearby the SU cluster, the inter‑
ference from the primary BS (PBS) can be efficiently reduced
at the SUs, while the desired signal from the secondary BS
(SBS) can be enhanced. As such, the transmission power at
the SBS can be largely decreased such that the QoS at the PUs
can be guaranteed, even if PUs are located near the SBS. In

Setup 2, an IRS is deployed nearby the SBS. In this case, the
transmission of SBS can be properly tuned so that the signal/
interference at the SUs/PUs can be enhanced/reduced. In
Setup 3, considering that an IRS is deployed nearby the PU
cluster. Then, by mitigating the SBS-PU interference, the SBS
can enlarge its transmission power for combating the PBS’s in‑
terference at the SUs.
However, most existing works focus on the IRS-aided point-

to-point transmission or broadcast system, while its promising
channel reconfiguration ability for spectrum sharing, i.e., inter‑
ference channel, has not been well studied. Motivated by this,
we investigate the IRS-enabled spectrum sharing, from the per‑
spectives of interference modeling, efficient channel estimation
and robust passive beamforming design. The main contribu‑
tions of this work are summarized as follows. 1) An interference-
based performance analysis model is established to evaluate
the passive beamforming gain of IRS assisted spectrum sharing
system. 2) An efficient channel estimation method based on de‑
coupling the cascaded reflecting channel is proposed. More‑
over, we derive the tradeoff between energy efficiency and spec‑
trum efficiency from the perspective of channel estimation ac‑
curacy. 3) A robust passive beamforming design framework is
proposed while considering the imperfect channel estimation
and nonideal/discrete reflection coefficients in practice.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pres‑

ents an interference-based performance analysis model. Section
3 discusses the efficient channel estimation and Section 4 inves‑
tigates the robust passive beamforming design. Section 5 pro‑
vides the numerical results to evaluate the performance of the
proposed designs. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.
2 Interference Modeling
It is not easy to evaluate the passive beamforming gain of

IRS in spectrum sharing systems due to the complicated links
among PUs and SUs. However, considering that the bottleneck
of spectrum sharing is the interference, starting from interfer‑
ence modeling is expected to provide some useful insights.
Thus, in this section, we aim to characterize the performance
gain of IRS from the view of interference. In particular, we
first consider the IRS-enabled spectrum sharing system con‑
sisting of a single PU pair and a single SU pair, and then ex‑
tend the analysis to the more general and practical large-scale
network setup with massive users.
2.1 Case 1: Single PU Pair and Single SU Pair
Fig. 2 shows an IRS-enabled spectrum sharing system,

where an SU link consisting of a secondary transmitter (ST)
and a secondary receiver (SR) coexists with a PU link consist‑
ing of a primary transmitter (PT) and a primary receiver (PR),
and an IRS is deployed to assist in the spectrum sharing. As‑
sume that all nodes are equipped with a single antenna, while
the number of reflecting elements at the IRS is denoted by N.
The baseband equivalent channels from the PT(ST) to the PR,

PU transmission SU transmission SBS-PU interference PBS-SU interference
Primary BS Primary user Secondary BS Secondary user

Setup 2

IRS

IRS
IRS

Setup 1

Setup 3

▲Figure 1. IRS-enabled spectrum sharing with different setups

BS: base stationIRS: intelligent reflecting surface PBS: primary BSPU: primary user SBS: secondary BSSU: secondary user
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SR and IRS are denoted by hpp, hps, hpr ∈ CN × 1, hsp, hss and
hHsr ∈ C1 × N, respectively, while those from the IRS to the PR
and SR are denoted by hHrp ∈ C1 × N and hHrs ∈ C1 × N, respec‑
tively. Let vH = [ v1, v2, ..., vN ] represent the passive beamform‑
ing vector of the IRS, where vn = ejθn, θn ∈ [ 0, 2π) is thephase shift on the combined incident signal by its n-th ele‑
ment. The composite PT/ST-IRS-PR/SR channel is then mod‑
eled as a concatenation of three components, namely, the PT/
ST-IRS link, the IRS reflecting with phase shifts, and the IRS-
PR/SR link. The quasi-static flat-fading model is assumed for
all channels. We assume that the channel state information
(CSI) of all channels involved is perfectly known at the ST/IRS
for the joint power control and passive beamforming design.
Assume that the transmission power at the PT and ST is

given by pp and ps, respectively, while the complex additivewhite Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the PR and SR is denoted by
np ∼ CN (0,σ2p ) and ns ∼ CN (0,σ2s ), respectively. As a result,the received interference power at the PR and SR is respec‑
tively given by
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

Ip = ps || hsp + vHhsrp 2

Is = pp || hps + vHhprs 2, (1)
where hsrp = diag (hHrp )h*sr and hprs = diag (hHrs )h*pr. Traditionally,since the interference at the PR, i.e., Ip should be constrainedbelow a certain threshold such that the QoS at the PR can be
ensured, the transmission power of ST, i.e., ps should be verylow in the presence of strong ST-PR link, which thus results in
an extremely low SU data rate. Fortunately, by deploying an
IRS, the above strong interference can be effectively mitigated
with that from the reconfigurable reflecting channel. As such,
the transmission power at the ST can be largely improved as
well as the SU data rate.
Motivated by the above, we focus on the ST-PR interference

Ip, of which the minimum value can be given by
I minp = min

v
ps | hsp + vHhsrp |2,

s.t. | v |n = 1. (2)
It can be observed that the maximum power gain of the re‑

flected channel can be expressed by
IR = maxv | vHhsrp |

2 = |∑n = 1
N hsrp (n ) |2, (3)

which represents the maximum capability of the IRS for inter‑
ference mitigating. In particular, if IR ≥ | hsp |2, the interfer‑
ence at the PR can be completely reduced, i. e., I minp = 0, via
properly designed passive beamforming. Otherwise, the mini‑
mum interference at the PR is then given by
I minp = ps (| hsp | - |∑n = 1

N hsrp (n ) |)
2
. (4)

2.2 Case 2: Large-Scale Network with Massive Users
In practical systems, the interference modeling would be

much more complex due to massive users. In this subsection,
we still focus on the interference at the PR side, which is cru‑
cial to the maximum allowed transmission power at STs. Fig. 3
shows IRS-enabled spectrum sharing in a large-scale network,
where an IRS is deployed nearby the PR to reduce the interfer‑
ence from multiple STs. Denote the distances from PT to PR
and IRS by dpp and dpr, respectively, that from IRS to PR by
drp, and those from the i-th ST to PR and IRS by dsi p and dsir,
respectively. Assuming that the distribution of STs in the con‑
sidered circle area with radius R follows a Poisson point pro‑
cess (PPP) with density λs. Denoting the number of STs by K,

▲ Figure 2. IRS-enabled spectrum sharing with single primary-user/
secondary-user (PU/SU) pair

IRS: intelligent reflecting surfacePR: primary receiver PT: primary transmitterSR: secondary receiver ST: secondary transmitter

PT

PR SR

ST

hHsr

hHrshHrp
hHpr
hpp

hps hss

hsp

IRS

▲Figure 3. IRS-enabled spectrum sharing in large-scale network

IRS: intelligent reflecting surfacePR: primary receiver PT: primary transmitterSR: secondary receiver ST: secondary transmitter

IRS

PT

PR

ST

SR

dpp

dpr drp

R

dsir

dsi p
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the probability of K=k is then expressed by
Pr (K = k) = e-λsπR2 (πR2) k /k!, k ≥ 0. (5)
Moreover, considering both the path loss and small-scale

fading, the channels are given by
h ij = Lijg ij, i ∈ {p, si, r}, j ∈ {r, p}, i ≠ j, (6)

where Lij = L0d-cij denotes the path loss, L0 is the path loss at areference distance of 1 m, and c is the corresponding path loss
exponent, while g ij follows complex Gaussian distribution withzero means and unit variances. Based on the above, the power
of total interference at the PR can be written as
Ip =∑i = 1

k psi | Lsi pg si p +∑n = 1
N Lsir Lrpg si r (n) g rp (n) vn |

2
. (7)

It can be observed that the interference power Ip largely de‑pends on a variety of distances, which are random variables
themselves. To obtain the statistical characteristics of Ip, wefirst derive its eigenfunction by
φIp ( t ) =∑k = 0

∞ Pr { K = k } E ( )ejtIp | k . (8)
Then, by exploiting the Fourier transformation, the probabil‑

ity density function (PDF) of Ip can be obtained. Note thatwithout IRS, the interference power Ip in Eq. (7) would be Ip =
∑i = 1

k psi | Lsi pg si p |
2. Comparing the PDF of Ip in two cases,

some useful insights can be drawn into the performance gain
of IRS for spectrum sharing.
3 Efficient Channel Estimation
In IRS-aided wireless systems, channel estimation is funda‑

mentally challenging due to the following reasons[13]. First, the
passive IRS elements can only reflect signals without the capa‑
bility of signal transmission/reception, which thus makes the
separate estimation of the BS-IRS and
IRS-user channels infeasible. Alterna‑
tively, a practical approach is to esti‑
mate the cascaded BS-IRS-user chan‑
nels based on the training signals from
the BS/users with properly designed IRS
reflection pattern over time[14]. Second,
since the number of IRS reflecting ele‑
ments is generally very large, the train‑
ing overhead required for cascaded
channel estimation becomes prohibi‑
tively high. To reduce the complexity,
an element-grouping based channel esti‑
mation strategy was proposed in Ref.
[15]. In particular, by grouping the adja‑

cent IRS elements into a sub-surface, only the cascaded user-
IRS-BS channel associated with each sub-surface needs to be
estimated. Moreover, another approach to reduce the pilot
overhead is exploiting the IRS channel sparsity, which how‑
ever is usually applicable in the IRS-assisted communication
system operating at high-frequency bands[16]. It should be
noted that the above works cannot be straightforwardly ex‑
tended to the IRS-aided multiuser system, since they mainly
focus on channel estimation for the IRS-aided single-user sys‑
tem. As the number of users increases, the required pilot over‑
head becomes unaffordable by exploiting the above user-by-
user successive channel estimation methods. Especially, for
the IRS-enabled spectrum sharing system, in addition to in‑
creased transmission links, more interference links are in‑
volved, which further makes the channel estimation even more
challenging.
In this section, we first propose an efficient channel estima‑

tion method for the IRS-enabled spectrum sharing system,
which is motivated by the cascaded channel decoupling[17].
Then, we discuss the tradeoff between spectrum efficiency and
energy efficiency.
3.1 Cascaded Channel Decoupling Based Channel Esti⁃

mation
Take the IRS-enabled spectrum sharing system shown in

Fig. 4 as an example, which consists of a multi-antenna PT, a
multi-antenna ST, an IRS and multiple single-antenna PRs
and SRs. It can be observed that: 1) All cascaded PT-IRS-PR/
ST-IRS-SR channels share the common PT-IRS/ST-IRS chan‑
nels. If such common channels can be obtained, only IRS-PR/
IRS-SR channels need to be estimated for recovering the de‑
sired cascaded channels. Meanwhile, the training overhead
can be largely reduced since the IRS-PR/IRS-SR channels are
of much lower dimension as compared to the cascaded ones.
2) Since the locations of PT/ST and IRS are fixed, the above
common channels usually vary much more slowly than the
IRS-PR/IRS-SR channels, which thus only need to be esti‑

PT (BS)
ha1a2

hHra1 h
H
ra2

hHrs1
H sr

IRS

ST

Hpr

hHrpkhHppk

hHpa2

hHpa1

PRk

A1
A2 SR l

h ss1

▲Figure 4. Cascaded channel decouple based channel estimation for IRS-enabled spectrum shar⁃
ing system

BS: base stationIRS: intelligent reflecting surface PR: primary receiverPT: primary transmitter SR: secondary receiverST: secondary transmitter
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mated offline. 3) Given the estimated PT-IRS/ST-IRS and IRS-
SR/IRS-PR channels, the interference channels, i.e., PT-IRS-
SR and ST-IRS-PR channels, can be directly obtained via
computation, without additional training. Motivated by the
above, we propose an efficient channel estimation method
based on the cascaded channel decoupling, which is specified
as follows and where the estimation of direct channels is omit‑
ted for brevity since the focus is the IRS involved channels.
3.1.1 Off-Line Estimation
As shown in Fig. 4, two anchor nodes, namely A1 and A2,

are deployed nearby the IRS to assist in channel estimation in
the considered IRS-enabled spectrum sharing system. First,
A1 transmits pilot symbols, while PT, ST and A2 estimate
Hpra1 = diag (hHra1 )Hpr, H sra1 = diag (hHra1 )H sr and ha1ra2 =
diag (hHra1 )h*ra2, respectively. Second, A2 feeds back the esti‑
mated ha1ra2to PT and ST. Third, A2 transmits pilot symbols
while PT and ST estimate Hpra2 = diag (hHra2 )Hpr and H sra2 =
diag (hHra2 )Hsr, respectively. At last, based on the above esti‑
mated Hpra1, ha1ra2 and Hpra2, the separate PT-IRS, IRS-A1 and
IRS-A2 channels can be obtained at PT[13]. Similarly, the ST-
IRS channel can be obtained at ST based on the estimated
H sra1, ha1ra2 and H sra2. Note that all of the above channels need
to be estimated only once over a long time due to the fixed lo‑
cations of the PT/ST, IRS and A1/A2.
3.1.2 On-Line Estimation
First, PRs consecutively transmit pilot symbols, while the

PT estimates the IRS-PR channels efficiently by exploiting
the offline estimated common PT-IRS channel. Then, the PT
computes the desired PT-IRS-PR channels based on the of‑
fline estimated PT-IRS channel and the online estimated IRS-
PR channel. Second, SRs consecutively transmit pilot symbols
while the ST estimates the IRS-SR channels efficiently by ex‑
ploiting the offline estimated common ST-IRS channel. After
that, the ST can compute the desired ST-IRS-SR channels.
Third, the PT and ST exchange the estimated IRS-PR and
IRS-SR channels, such that they can obtain the CSI of the in‑
terference links, i. e., PT-IRS-SR/ST-IRS-PR without addi‑
tional pilot training.
3.2 Tradeoff Between Spectrum Efficiency and Energy

Efficiency
Obviously, a training-transmitting tradeoff is involved: too

few training results in a coarsely estimated channel at the PT/
ST and hence a reduced passive beamforming gain, whereas too
much training costs excessive energy and also leaves less time
for data transmission. To show the essential insight, we consider
the IRS-enabled spectrum sharing system in Fig. 2 with single
PU/SU pair for brevity. As shown in Fig. 5, assuming a channel
coherence block of Tc (normalized by symbol duration), the time

allocated for channel estimation and data transmission is de‑
noted by Te and Td, respectively. Denoting the pilot power at PT/ST and the noise power by p0 and σ20, the mean-squared error(MSE) by applying the channel estimation method in Ref. [14]
is given by σ20 / (p0Te). Thus, the channel estimation accuracy
improves with larger p0 and Te, which thus leads to increasedsignal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the PR and SR
during the data transmission phase, i.e.,
γp (p0, T0) , γs (p0, T0) ∝ p0, T0. (9)
Note that in spectrum sharing systems, PUs would not adapt

their QoS requirement to SUs, while SUs should adjust their
transmission strategy even towards a low data rate. If a QoS
constraint on PU transmission as γp (p0, T0) ≥ γth, where γth is
the PU SINR target and corresponds to a fixed PU data rate
log2 (1 + γth), the outage probability of PU transmission is ob‑
tained by Pr { γp ( p0, T0 ) < γth}. Based on the above, the aver‑age throughput of the spectrum sharing system during each Tccan be expressed by
η̄ = {Pr{γp (p0,T0) ≥ γth} log2 (1 + γth) +
log2 (1 + γs (p0,T0))}(1 - Te /Tc). (10)
One can observe that larger training time Te on one hand re‑sults in lower outage probability for PU transmission and a

higher data rate for SU transmission, but on the other hand
renders a lower spectrum efficiency for leaving less time for
data transmission.
Next, we consider the energy efficiency of the above channel

estimation and data transmission protocol. The transmission
power of the PT and ST in the data transmission phase is denoted
by pp and ps, respectively, while the circuit power consumption in
Tc (including that consumed in PT/PR/ST/SR/IRS) denoted by pc.Thus, the system energy consumption in each Tc is given by
E = p0Te + Td (pp + ps) + Tc pc. (11)
Based on Eqs. (10) and (11), the energy efficiency can be

obtained by

▲Figure 5. A channel estimation and data transmission protocol for the
IRS-enabled spectrum sharing system in Fig. 2

PU: primary user SU: secondary user

PU pilots SU pilots PU data
SU data

Tc

TdTe
Channel estimation Data transmission
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λ = η̄
E
=

{ }Pr{ }γp ( )p0, T0 ≥ γth log2 ( )1 + γth + log2 ( )1 + γs ( )p0, T0 ( )1 - Te /Tc
p0Te + Td ( )pp + ps + Tc pc . (12)

Next, the tradeoff between spectrum efficiency and energy
efficiency can be derived by
f = f (η̄,E), (13)

which can further be exploited to optimize the parameters set‑
tings, such as time/power allocation between the channel esti‑
mation phase and data transmission phase.
4 Robust Passive Beamforming Design
Most of the existing passive beamforming designs are based

on the assumption of perfect CSI, which is however difficult to
obtain in practice due to inevitable estimation errors arising
from noise, feedback latency, limited pilot power, and so on[18].
Another assumption made in most existing works is that the
IRS phase shifts optimized are continuous values, which is
also challenging to implement in practice due to hardware
limitations and cost control. Thus, implementing discrete and
finite reflection phase shifts is more cost-effective. In this sec‑
tion, we propose robust passive beamforming designs with im‑
perfect CSI and discrete phase shifts, respectively.
4.1 With Imperfect CSI
Considering the IRS-enabled spectrum sharing system

shown in Fig. 2, we assume imperfect CSI for passive beam‑
forming design. Denote h̄Tij = [ h irj, hij ], i, j ∈ {p, s} and v̄H =
ejω [ vH, 1 ], while other notations are the same as those in Sec‑
tion 2. We assume that the CSI errors are bounded by some
possible values, thus the channels are modeled by
h̄ ij = ĥ ij + Δh ij, Δh ij 2 ≤ ξ, (14)

where ξ is the radius of the uncertainty region. We aim to maxi‑
mize the achievable SU rate via jointing the power control at the ST
and the passive beamforming at the IRS, subject to the SINR con‑
straint at the PR. Thus, the optimization problem is formulated as

(P1): max
ps, v̄

ps || v̄H ( )ĥss + Δhss 2

pp || v̄H ( )ĥps + Δhps 2 + σ2s

s.t. pp || v̄H ( )ĥpp + Δhpp 2

ps || v̄H ( )ĥsp + Δhsp 2 + σ2p
≥ γth,

ps ≤ Pmax, Δh ij 2 ≤ ξ, i, j ∈ {p, s},
| v̄n | = 1, n = 1,...,N + 1. (15)

An alternating optimization (AO) based algorithm can be
used to solve (P1) sub-optimally, by iteratively optimizing one
of ps and v̄ with the other being fixed at each iteration until theconvergence is reached. Specifically, for given v̄, the optimal
ps can be easily obtained, whereas optimizing v̄ for given ps ismore challenging due to the channel estimation errors. By in‑
troducing variables t, α and β, (P1) can be rewritten as
(P2): max

v̄
t

s.t. ps | v̄H (ĥss + Δhss) |
2 ≥ tα,

pp | v̄H (ĥps + Δhps) |
2 + σ2s ≤ α,

pp | v̄H (ĥpp + Δhpp) |
2 ≥ γth β,

ps | v̄H (ĥsp + Δhsp) |
2 + σ2p ≤ β,

 Δh ij 2 ≤ ξ, i, j ∈ {p, s}, | v̄n | = 1, n = 1,...,N + 1.
(16)

Then, by exploiting S-procedure, the constraints involved
with CSI errors can be re-expressed by a variety of linear ma‑
trix inequalities. Further, by leveraging the technique of semi‑
definite relaxation (SDR), the optimization problem (P2) can
be solved.
4.2 With Discrete Phase Shifts
To focus on the discrete passive beamforming design, here

we assume perfect CSI for brevity. Denoting the number of tun‑
able IRS phase shift by Q, the set of discrete reflection coeffi‑
cients for each IRS element can be written as
vn ∈ { 0, ejΔθ,..., ej ( )Q - 1 Δθ}, n = 1,...,N. We aim to maximize the
achievable SU rate via jointly optimizing ps and v̄, subject tothe SINR constraint at the PR. Thus, the optimization problem
can be modeled by

(P3): max
ps, v

ps || hss + vHhsrs 2

pp || hps + vHhprs 2 + σ2s

s.t. pp || hpp + vHhprp 2

ps || hsp + vHhsrp 2 + σ2p
≥ γth,

ps ≤ Pmax,
vn ∈ { 0, ejΔθ,..., ej ( )2Q - 1 Δθ} , n = 1,...,N. (17)

Similar to (P2), the above optimization problem can be
solved by the AO based algorithm, and we also focus on opti‑
mizing v̄ for given ps. Since an IRS usually consists of a largenumber of reflecting elements, exhaustive search becomes in‑
feasible. By denoting v̄H = ejω [ vH 1], h̄Tij = [ h irj, hij ], and H ij =
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pi h̄ ij h̄
T
ij, i, j ∈ {p, s}, (P3) can be rewritten as

(P4): max
v̄

t

s.t. v̄H (H ss - tHps) v̄ ≥ tσ2s ,
v̄H (Hpp - tH sp) v̄ ≥ γthσ2p ,
vn ∈ { 0, ejΔθ,..., ej ( )2Q - 1 Δθ} , n = 1,...,N. (18)

This is an integer nonlinear program, which is still difficult
to solve. Then, by denoting Gs = H ss - tHps, Gp = Hpp - tH sp ,
fs = v̄HG s v̄ - | hss |2 + t | hps |2, and fp = v̄HGp v̄ - | hpp |2 + t | hsp |2,
we have fs =∑i = 1

N - 1∑j = l + 1
N 2 éëRe ( )Gs ( )i, j cos ( )θj - θi -Im (G s

ù
û)( )i, j sin ( )θj - θi +∑i = 1

N G s ( )i, i + 2∑i = 1
N ||G s ( )i,N + 1 [ cos (∠G s

ù
û)( )i,N + 1 cosθi - sin ( )∠Gs ( )i,N + 1 sinθi and fp =∑i = 1

N - 1

∑j = l + 1
N 2 éë ù

ûRe ( )Gp ( )i, j cos ( )θj - θi - Im ( )Gp ( )i, j sin ( )θj - θi +
∑i = 1

N Gp ( )i, i + 2∑i = 1
N ||Gp ( )i,N + 1 é

ëcos (∠Gp )( )i,N + 1 cosθi -
ù
ûsin ( )∠Gp ( )i,N + 1 sinθi . As such, the integer quadratic con‑

straints in Eq. (17) can be transformed into integer linear con‑
straints, i. e., (P4) can be re-expressed into an integer linear
program (ILP), for which the globally optimal solution can be
obtained by applying the branch-and-bound method.
5 Numerical Results
As shown in Fig. 6, to study the effectiveness of deploying

IRS in a spectrum sharing system, we consider two different
setups with strong cross link interference. Specifically, in
Setup 1, P1 and P2 work as PT and PR, and S1 and S2
work as SR and ST (thus incurring strong PT-SR interfer‑
ence), while in Setup 2, P1 and P2 work as PR and PT, and
S1 and S2 work as ST and SR (thus incurring strong ST-PR
interference). We assume that the system operates on a car‑
rier frequency of 750 MHz with the wavelength λc=0.4 mand the path loss at the reference distance d0=1 m is givenby L0=−30 dB. Suppose that the IRS is equipped with a uni‑form planar array with 6 rows and 10 columns, and the element
spacing is λd=3λc /8. The noise power is set as −105 dBm. Thechannels between PT/ST and IRS/PR/SR are assumed to be
Rayleigh fading with the path loss exponents set as 3,
whereas the channels between IRS and PR in Setup 1 and SR
in Setup 2 are line of sight (LoS) with the path loss exponents
set as 2. Besides, the case without IRS but with successive in‑
terference cancellation (SIC) at the SR for mitigating the in‑
terference from PT, i.e., (no-IRS, SIC at SR), is also consid‑
ered for performance comparison and showing the benefit of
using IRS.
Fig. 7 shows the achievable SU rate versus the maximum

transmit power of the ST in the considered two setups. It can
be observed that the case with IRS always achieves a higher

SU rate than that of the (no-IRS, SIC at SR) design. Specifi‑
cally, in Setup 1, using IRS not only cancels the interference
from the PT(P1) to the SR(S1), but also enhances the desired
signal from the ST(S2) to the SR(S1); while applying SIC at
the SR can only achieve the former. Moreover, the SU rate for
the case with IRS eventually saturates. The reason is that
both the ST(S2) and the PR(P2) are not in the coverage of IRS
and thus the interference from the ST(S2) to the PR(P2) can‑
not be reduced, which then constraints the transmitting power
at the ST(S2). In Setup 2, the no-IRS design becomes ineffec‑
tive, though SIC is applied at the SR(S2). This is because
given the severe interference from the ST(S1) to the PR(P1),
the former should keep silent to guarantee the reception of
the latter. However, by applying the IRS, the above ST-PR in‑
terference can be efficiently reduced, thus the SU can access
the spectrum and achieve a higher rate with increased trans‑
mit power.

▲Figure 6. Two simulation setups with strong cross link interference
IRS: intelligent reflecting surface
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▲Figure 7. Achievable SU rate versus maximum transmitting power at
secondary transmitter (ST)
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6 Conclusions
IRS has been considered as a promising technology to

achieve highly spectral and energy efficient wireless communi‑
cation systems. In this paper, we investigate the IRS-enabled
spectrum sharing system and highlight several important is‑
sues including the modeling of interference, estimation of
channels and design of robust passive beamforming. Our simu‑
lations show the effectiveness of employing IRS to improve the
SU rate and its advantages in dealing with highly challenging
interference scenarios in conventional spectrum sharing sys‑
tems without the IRS. We hope that this paper would provide
a useful guidance for future research into this emerging and
promising area.
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Abstract: Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) as a promising technology has been proposed to change weak communication environ‑
ments. However, most of the current resource allocation (RA) schemes have focused on RIS-assisted homogeneous networks, and there is still
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assisted HetNet with non-orthogonal multiple access to improve spectrum efficiency and transmission rates. In particular, we jointly optimize
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to the unit modulus constraint, the minimum signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio constraint, and the cross-tier interference constraint for
protecting communication quality of microcell users. An efficient suboptimal RA scheme is proposed based on the alternating iteration ap‑
proach, and successive convex approximation and logarithmic transformation approach. Simulation results verify the effectiveness of the pro‑
posed scheme in terms of data rates.
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1 Introduction

Recently, reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) as apromising technology has been proposed to improve
energy efficiency (EE) and transmission quality by re‑
configuring the wireless propagation environ‑

ment[1–4]. Particularly, a RIS has a large number of low-cost
passive reflecting elements which can reflect the incident sig‑
nals from the transmitters by changing the phase shift (PS) of
the RIS in a passive way. Since the RIS is connected with a
base station (BS) by a RIS controller, the reflected signal can
be smartly configured to strengthen the desired signal and sup‑
press the undesired signal for meeting the transmission re‑
quirements of communication systems.

1.1 Related Work
According to the above advantages of RIS, resource allocation

(RA) problems for RIS-assisted networks have been concerned
by many scholars. For example, the authors in Ref. [5] proposed
a low-complexity iteration algorithm to maximize the spectrum ef‑
ficiency (SE) by jointly optimizing the beamformer at the BS and
the PS of the RIS in a point-to-point RIS-assisted multiple-input
single-output (MISO) communication system. But only one user
is considered. To overcome the effect of imperfect channel state
information (CSI), a weighted sum-rate maximization problem for
the multiuser scenario was investigated by jointly designing the
active beamforming of the access point (AP) and the passive
beamforming of the RIS under perfect/imperfect CSI in Ref. [6],
where stochastic successive convex approximation (SCA) was
used to obtain the solution. But the minimum signal-to-
interference plus-noise ratio (SINR) constraint is not considered,
and it fails to meet the required quality of service (QoS) of each
user. Considering the same communication network as in Ref.
[6], the transmit power and the PS of the RIS were jointly de‑
signed in Ref. [7] to maximize the total EE by using an alternat‑

The work was partially supported by the China National Key R&D Program un⁃
der Grant No. 2021YFA1000502, National Natural Science Foundation of China
under Grant No. 62101492, Zhejiang Provincial Natural Science Foundation of
China under Grant No. LR22F010002, Distinguished Young Scholars of the Na⁃
tional Natural Science Foundation of China, Ng Teng Fong Charitable Founda⁃
tion in the form of ZJU-SUTD IDEA Grant, Zhejiang University Education
Foundation Qizhen Scholar Foundation, and Fundamental Research Funds
for the Central Universities under Grant No. 2021FZZX001-21.
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ing iteration approach and the sequential fractional program‑
ming. Moreover, in Ref. [8], the total transmit power of the AP
was minimized by jointly optimizing the transmit beamforming of
the AP and the reflect beamforming of the RIS, subject to the
SINR of each user. In Ref. [9], a particle swarm optimization
method was used to minimize the total transmit power. However,
the above works[5–9] consider the RIS-assisted MISO system. For
a RIS-assisted multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) net‑
work[10], a weighted sum-rate maximization RA problem was stud‑
ied by jointly optimizing the precoding matrices of the BS and
the PS of the RIS, subject to the maximum power constraint of
each BS and the unit modulus constraint of the RIS, where a RIS
at the cellular edge was developed to assist the downlink trans‑
mission for cell-edge users. The classical block coordinate de‑
scent (BCD) algorithm, the Majorization-Minimization algorithm
and the complex circle manifold method were used to deal with
the non-convex problem. The authors in Ref. [11] proposed a lo‑
cal search method to maximize the sum rate in a RIS-assisted
Terahertz communication system. For a RIS-assisted simultane‑
ous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) system[12],
the authors studied the RA problem of the weighted sum power
maximization of multiple energy-harvesting receivers. In Ref. [13],
a theoretical outage performance comparison between non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) and orthogonal multiple ac‑
cess (OMA) in the RIS-assisted downlink communication was ana‑
lyzed. Moreover, the power minimization problem and performance
analysis for RIS-aided NOMA systems have been studied in Ref.
[14] and Refs. [15–17], respectively. The performance compari‑
sons between the new RIS system and the traditional decode-and-
forward relaying system were studied in terms of total transmit
power minimization and the EE maximization[18]. Moreover, other
related works on the RIS-assisted scenario have been studied from
space shift keying[19], channel estimation[20], etc.
1.2 Motivation and Contributions
However, the above works[6–20] have not considered the RA

problem in heterogeneous networks (HetNets). HetNet as an im‑
portant technique in 6G communications[21] can obviously im‑
prove communication coverage and network capacity by deploy‑
ing small cells into the macrocell[22–23]. However, the QoS of in‑
door users is heavily degraded by interior walls and strong fad‑
ing channels. Thus, it is a natural idea to combine RIS and Het‑
Net to exemplify received signals and expand communication
coverage. Besides, the introduction of NOMA can improve SE
and allow more accessing users. Different from the RA problem
in traditional NOMA systems, our work needs to simultaneously
optimize transmit power and phase shifts to further improve SE
and signal received quality at the receivers.
In this paper, we study the RA problem for a downlink RIS-

assisted heterogeneous NOMA network, where a small-cell BS
(SBS) transmits wireless signals to the targeted users whose
signals are enhanced with the help of the RIS. The RA prob‑
lem for such a system is still in its infancy. The contributions

of this paper are summarized as follows.
• A two-tier RIS-assisted heterogeneous NOMA network is

formulated, where a single-antenna SBS transmits wireless sig‑
nals to multiple single-antenna small-cell users (SCUs) with the
assistance of the RIS. For the single-user scenario, the rate
maximization RA problem is formulated by jointly optimizing
the transmit power of the SBS and the PS of the RIS under the
SINR constraint of the macro-cell user (MCU) and the maxi‑
mum transmit power constraint. A Dinkelbach-based iteration
scheme is proposed to globally obtain the optimal solutions.
• For the multiuser scenario, the total rate maximization

problem is formulated under the cross-tier interference con‑
straint, the maximum transmit power, and the unit modulus
constraint of the RIS. To deal with the non-convex problem,
we propose an efficient RA scheme based on a semi-definite
programming (SDP) approach and SCA to obtain the subopti‑
mal solution by an alternating iteration manner.
• Simulation results show that the proposed scheme has

good convergence and transmission rates.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

the system model and the single-user RA problem are intro‑
duced. Section 3 proposes a multi-user RA scheme for the
multiuser scenario. Section 4 verifies the effectiveness of the
proposed scheme. Section 5 concludes this paper.
2 System Model and Single-User RA Problem

2.1 System Model
A downlink two-tier RIS-assisted HetNet with NOMA is

given in Fig. 1, where a RIS with M passive reflecting units is
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▲Figure 1. A downlink RIS-assisted heterogeneous non-orthogonal mul⁃
tiple access (NOMA) network

MBS: macro base stationMCU: macro-cell userRIS: reconfigurable intelligent surface
SBS: small-cell base stationSCU: small-cell user
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employed to enhance the transmission quality between the
SBS and K NOMA SCUs. A macro base station (MBS) serves
N MCUs. The SCUs can share the spectrum owned by MCUs
via an underlying spectrum way. Since the RIS is developed in
interior walls, where the reflected signals from the RIS caused
by MCUs can be ignored. A separate wireless control link
serves for information exchange between the RIS controller
and the SBS, and other required information for implementing
the transmit power[10]. Motivated by the works[5–7], perfect CSI
and continuous phase-shift coefficients are assumed here. For
the single-user scenario, defining h = [ h1,..., hM ]H ∈ CM × 1,
g = [ g1,..., gM ]H ∈ CM × 1, f = [ f1,..., fM ]H ∈ CM × 1 and ϕ =
[ ϕ1,...,ϕM ]H as the channel gain from the SBS to the RIS, thechannel gain from the RIS to the SCU, the channel gain from
the RIS to the MCU, and the reflecting coefficient (RC) of the
RIS, where each ϕm = βmejθm comprises an amplitude coeffi‑cient βm ∈ [ 0,1 ]. Similar to Refs. [5–9], a continuous PS co‑
efficient is assumed, e. g., θm ∈ [ 0,2π ] and | ϕm | = 1. gSMand
gSS are the channel gains from the SBS to the MCU and the
SBS to the SCU. Define Φ = diag (ϕ ) ∈ CM × M as the RC ma‑
trix of the RIS. Since we aim to obtain the maximum designed
signal, the amplitude coefficient is set as βm = 1 for simplic‑ity[24]. Ignoring signals reflected by the RIS for two and more
times[25], the received SINRs at the SCU and the MCU are

γSCU = p || gHΦh + gSS 2

PhMS + σ2 , (1)

γMCU = p || gHΦh + gSS 2

PhMS + σ2 , (2)
where σ2 represents the noise power at the receiver.
2.2 Single-User RA Scheme
Motivated by the existing works in Refs. [5–10], the power

allocation and PS ratio under the single-user scenario are
jointly optimized by using an alternating iteration approach.
However, the solution is just a suboptimal solution. In order to
deal with this challenge, we try to get the optimal power alloca‑
tion and PS solution under a single-user scenario.
Under this special case, we want to improve the transmis‑

sion rate of the SCU by adjusting the transmit power and PS
coefficients in a globally optimal solution way, while the QoS
of the MCU is guaranteed. Therefore, the rate-maximization
problem of the SCU is formulated as

max
p,ϕm log2 (1 + γSCU)
s.t.C1:γMCU ≥ γmin,
C2:| ϕm | = 1,∀m,
C3: 0 ≤ p ≤ pmax, (3)

where C1 denotes the QoS required by the MCU under the con‑sideration of the interference power from the RIS and the SBS,
γmin represents the SINR threshold of the MCU. C2 accounts forthe fact that each RIS reflecting element can only provide a
phase shift, without amplifying the incoming signal. C3 denotesthe transmit power range of the SBS, and pmax is the maximum
transmit power at the SBS. Since we want to find the optimal p*
and ϕ*, the maximum transmit power of the MBS is ignored.
Based on C1, the upper bound of p is
p ≤ PhMM - γminσ2

γmin || gSM + f HΦh 2 . (4)
Based on the monotonicity of p in the objective function in

Problem (3), the optimal transmit power becomes

p* = min (pmax, PhMM - γminσ2
γmin || gSM + f HΦh 2 ) (5)

To obtain the globally optimal solution, we substitute p* into
Problem (3), the PS coefficient optimization problem of Prob‑
lem (3) can be reformulated as

max
ϕm
log2 (1 + A || gHΦh + gSS 2

|| gSM + f HΦh 2 )
s.t.C2:| ϕm | = 1,∀m, (6)

where A = phMM - γminσ2
γmin || f HΦh + gSM if p* < pmax, otherwise A = pmax.

Since the data rate of Problem (6) is in proportion to its SINR,
we have max

ϕm
log2{1 + SINR (ϕm)}⇔ max

ϕm
SINR (ϕm). As a re‑

sult, we can remove the logarithmic operation, Problem (6) be‑
comes a nonlinear fractional programing problem[26].
Based on Dinkelbach’s method[26], we have
max
ϕm

A | gHΦh + gSS |2 - λ| gSM + f HΦh |2

s.t. C2:| ϕm | = 1,∀m. (7)
where λ is an auxiliary variable. Obviously, the objective func‑
tion of Problem (7) is a strictly continuous and decreasing
function with λ.
Theorem 1: For any Φ and λ, Q (λ) = max

ϕm
A | gHΦh +

gSS |2 - λ| gSM + f HΦh |2 is a decreasing function with λ,
and Q (λ) ≥ 0.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Since ϕ = [ ϕ1,...,ϕM ]H, ḡ = diag (g )h and f̄ = diag ( f )h,

Problem (7) becomes
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max
ϕm

ϕH ( AḡḡH - λf̄f̄ H )ϕ + A | gSS |2 - λ| gSM |2 +
Re{(AgSS ḡH - λgSM f̄ H)ϕ} + Re{ϕH (AgSS ḡ - λgSM f̄)}
s.t. C2:|ϕm | = 1,∀m , (8)

where Re { ⋅ } denotes the real part of a complex number.
Define g͂ = AḡḡH - λf̄f̄ H, h̄ = AgSS ḡ - λgSM f̄, and Ā =

A | gSS |2 - λ| gSM |2, Problem (8) becomes
max
ϕm

ϕH g͂ϕ + Re { ϕH h̄ } + Re { h̄Hϕ } + Ā
s.t. C2:| ϕm | = 1,∀m. (9)
Problem (9) is a non-convex quadratically constrained qua‑

dratic program (QCQP) problem[27], which can be converted
into a homogeneous QCQP problem. By introducing an auxil‑
iary variable t ( t ≥ 0), Problem (9) becomes
max
ϕm

ϕ̄HMϕ̄ + Ā
s.t. C͂2:| ϕ̄m | = 1,∀m, (10)

where
M = é

ë
êê

ù

û
úú

g͂ h̄

h̄H 0 and ϕ̄ = é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú

ϕ

t
, (11)

and ϕ̄ = [ ϕ̄1,...,ϕ̄M ] ∈ C(M + 1) × 1. But problem (9) is still non-

convex. Note that ϕ̄HMϕ̄ = Trace (Mϕ̄ϕ̄H). Define X = ϕ̄ϕ̄H,
which satisfies X ≽ 0 and Rank (X) = 1. Thus, Problem (9) be‑
comes
max

X
Trace (MX) + Ā

s.t. C̄3:Xm = 1,∀m,
C4:X ≽ 0,Rank(X ) = 1. (12)

By relaxing the rank-one constraint, Problem (12) is a con‑
vex SDP problem[26], which can be efficiently solved by using
the convex optimization tool, e. g., SeDuMi[28]. Generally, the
solution X of Problem (12) does not satisfy its rank con‑
straint[28], namely, Rank (X) ≠ 1, while the objective function
of Problem (12) only serves an upper bound of it. To obtain a
rank-one solution, the Gaussian randomization scheme can be
used[29]. As a result, an iteration-based RA scheme is summa‑
rized in Algorithm 1. The convergence of Algorithm 1 is ana‑
lyzed in Appendix B.
Moreover, the computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is

analyzed as follows. The computational complexity is mainly
decided by Dinkelbach’s method. When the convergence pre‑
cision ε and the maximum iteration number Lmax are deter‑mined, the computational complexity of the Dinkelbach-based

iterative algorithm is O ( log (Lmax )ε2 )[30]. Besides, during each it‑
eration, the complexity for obtaining ϕm by using SeDuMi tool
isO ( M + M 2 L log ( 1

l
) ), where L = M 5 + 3M 6 + M 7. l de‑

notes the convergence precision of SeDuMi tool. As a result,
the total complexity of Algorithm 1 is
O ( M + M 2 L

ε2
log ( 1l ) log (Lmax ) ).

Algorithm 1. A Dinkelbach-based RA Scheme
1: Initialize the maximum number of iterations Lmax, and themaximum tolerance ε;
2: Set the auxiliary variable λ = 0 and the iteration index
l = 0;

3: repeat {Main loop}
4: Solve the inner loop problem in Eq. (10) for a given λ;
5: Construct X by the Gaussian randomization scheme[13] to sat‑
isfy the rank condition; Obtain ϕm by using SeDuMi tool[41];

6: if A | gHΦh + gSS |2 - λ| f HΦh + gSM |2 < ε then
7: Convergence = true
8: return ϕ*m,∀m, obtain p*and λ* = A || gHΦh + gSS 2

|| f HΦh + gSM 2 ;
9: else
10: Set λ( l + 1) = A || gHΦ ( l )h + gSS 2

|| f HΦ ( l )h + gSM 2 andl = l + 1;
11: Convergence = true
12: end if
13: until Convergence = true or l = Lmax
3 Multi-User RA Scheme
Since the single-user scenario is a specific case for practical

systems, it is only helpful to analyze system performance, which
is too ideal for practical two-tier RIS-aided communication sys‑
tems. In order to improve system capacity and support massive
connectivity, in this section, we extend the special case of Prob‑
lem (3) to the multi-user NOMA scenario. Assuming that there
are K NOMA SCUs and N MCUs, the sets are denoted as K =
{1,2,...,K } ,∀k ∈ K and N = {1,2,...,N } ,∀n ∈ N. The signal
of the SBS is x =∑k = 1

K pk xk, where pk and xk denote the allo‑
cated power and the signal from the SBS to the k-th SCU, re‑
spectively. Therefore, the signal received at the k-th SCU is
yk = gSSk x + gHkΦhx + hMSk P sn + nk, (13)

where gSSk denotes the channel response from the SBS to SCU
k, gk denotes the channel vector from the RIS to SCU k; hMSk de‑notes the channel coefficient from the MBS to the k-th SCU; P
and sn are the transmit power and signal from the MBS to the
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n-th MCU, respectively. nk ∼ CN (0,σ2k ) is the additive whiteGaussian noise (AWGN) at the k-th SCU’s receiver with zero
mean and variance σ2k. The transmission signals of the SBS
and the MBS satisfy E é

ë
ê| xk |

2ù
û
ú = 1and E é

ë
ê| sn |

2ù
û
ú = 1.

Assume that the channel coefficients are sorted in the de‑
scending order | gSS1 + gH1 h |2 ≥ | gSS2 + gH2 h |2 ≥ ... ≥ | gSSK +
gHK h |

2. For any i<k, the SINR of SCU k is

γ SCU
k = pk || gSSk + gHkΦh 2

|| gSSk + gHkΦh 2∑i = 1
k - 1pi + || hMSk

2
P + σ2k , (14)

where the first item in the denominator denotes the interfer‑
ence power from other SCUs, and the second item denotes the
cross-tier interference from the MBS to the SCU k. Since the
MBS is often far from SCUs, the interference power of the mac‑
rocell network can be omitted[31].
Thus, the total sum rate for all SCUs is
R =∑k = 1

K log2 (1 + γ SCU
k ). (15)

Since we only consider the transmit power optimization
problem for SCUs due to the lower priority in spectrum usage,
the joint optimization problem of the transmit power of SBS
and the transmit power of MBS are beyond the scope of this
paper. Thus, we assume that the MBS allocates the same trans‑
mit power P to each MCU. Thus, the received signal at the n-
th MCU can be formulated as
yn = P hMMn sn +∑k = 1

K pk (gSMn + f Hn Φh) xk + zn , (16)
where zn ∼ CN (0,σ2n ) denotes the received AWGN at the n-th
MCU receiver with zero mean and variance σ2n.As a result, the SINR received at the n-th MCU is

γMCUn = P || hMMn
2

∑k = 1
K pk || gSMn + f Hn Φh 2 + σ2n , (17)

where hMMn denotes the channel response from the MBS to the
n-th MCU, and gSMn is the channel response from the SBS to
the n-th MCU. The first item in the denominator denotes the
cross-tier interference from the SBS to the n-th MCU.
Thus, the sum-rate maximization RA problem of the consid‑

ered RIS-assisted heterogeneous NOMA network becomes
max
pk,ϕm∑k = 1

K log2 (1 + γSCUk )
s.t. C2:| ϕm | = 1,∀m,
C5:∑k = 1

K pk ≤ pmax,
C6:γMCUn ≥ γminn , (18)

where γminn denotes the minimum SINR required by the n-th
MCU. However, it is difficult to obtain the optimal solution
to Problem (18), since the objective function is non-
concave with respect to either pk or ϕm. Moreover, C6 is non-

convex due to the coupled pk and ϕm. To address this intrac‑table problem, we propose a low-complexity and efficient
scheme, which optimizes pk and ϕm by leveraging an alter‑nating iteration approach and the logarithmic transforma‑
tion method, respectively. The details are given in the fol‑
lowing.
3.1 Optimizing pk with Given ϕmBased on C6, we have

I thn = P || hMMn
2

γminn
- σ2n ≥∑

k = 1

K

pk || gSMn + f Hn Φh 2
, (19)

where I thn denotes the interference power limit of MCU n .As a result, the power allocation subproblem of Problem
(18) becomes
max
pk
∑
k = 1

K log (1 + γSCUk )
s.t.C5:∑

k = 1

K

pk ≤ pmax,
C̄6:∑

k = 1

K

pk|gSMn + f Hn Φh|2 ≤ I thn . (20)
It is noted that C5 and C̄6 are linear constraints, but the ob‑jective function is nonconvex.
Based on the successive convex approximation for low com‑

plexity (SCALE) algorithm in Ref. [32], for any z > 0, we have
the following bound:
log2 (1 + z ) ≥ α log2 z + β , (21)

where α = z0
1 + z0 and β = log2 (1 + z0 ) - α log2 z0 are the aux‑

iliary variables. The relationship is tight at z = z0, and α and βare the approximation constants.
As a result, we have the following sum rate
R =∑

k = 1

K

αk log2γSCUk +∑
k = 1

K

βk , (22)
which is a lower bound of the sum rate achieved by SCUs.
Note that the relaxation is still a non-convex form due to the
difference of convex (d.c.) structure.
Defining σ̄k = |hMSk |2P + σ2k, with the logarithmic transfor‑mation p̄k = ln pk,∀k, we have the following convex optimiza‑tion problem
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max
p̄k
∑
k = 1

K

αk log2 (|gSSk + gHkΦh|2 ) -∑
k = 1

K

βk -

∑
k = 1

K

αk log2 ( σ̄k + |gSSk + gHkΦh|2∑
i = 1

k - 1
ep̄i )

s.t. C̄5:∑
k = 1

K

epk ≤ pmax,
C͂6:∑

k = 1

K

ep̄k|gSMn + f Hn Φh|2 ≤ I thn ,∀n . (23)
Problem (23) is a standard concave maximization problem

since the log-sum-exp is convex[33]. Considering the convexity
of Problem (23), the closed-form solution of power allocation
can be obtained by using the Lagrange dual theory. Thus, the
Lagrange function of Problem (23) can be written as
L ( p̄k,μ,ϑn) =∑

k = 1

K

αk p̄k +∑
k = 1

K

αk log2 (| gSSk + gHkΦh |2) -
∑
k = 1

K

βk -∑
k = 1

K

αk log2 (σ̄k + | gSSk + gHkΦh |2∑
i = 1

k - 1
ep̄i) +

μ (pmax -∑
k = 1

K

ep̄k) +∑
n = 1

N

ϑn (I thn -∑
k = 1

K

ep̄k | gSMn + f Hn Φh |2) , (24)
where μ and ϑn are the non-negative Lagrange multipliers.
Based on Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, the trans‑

mit power is calculated by

p*k =
é

ë

ê

ê

ê
êê
ê

αk

μ +∑
n = 1

N

ϑn || gSMn + f Hn Φh 2

ù

û

ú

ú

ú
úú
ú

+

, (25)
where [ x ]+ = max { 0,x }.
Based on the sub-gradient updating method, Lagrange mul‑

tipliers can be calculated by

μ ( l + 1) = é
ë
êêμ ( l ) - d1 ( l ) × (pmax -∑

k = 1

K

pk ( l ) )ùûúú
+

, (26)

ϑn ( l + 1) = é
ë
êêϑn ( l ) - d2 ( l ) × (I thn -∑

k = 1

K

pk ( l ) | gSMn +

f Hn Φh |
2)ùûúú

+

, (27)
where l is the iteration number. d1 ( l ) ≥ 0 and d2 ( l ) ≥ 0 de‑note the sufficiently small step sizes. When they satisfy the fol‑
lowing relationship, we have
∑
l = 1

∞
di ( l ) = ∞, liml → ∞ di ( l ) = 0,∀i = {1,2 } . (28)

The sub-gradient updating iteration algorithm can fast con‑
verge. The dual variables μ ( l + 1) and ϑn ( l ) will converge tothe optimal values μ∗ and ϑ*n,∀n, ∀ n as l → ∞. Note that the
duality gap for Problem (23) is zero and the solution is unique.
As a result, the primal variable p∗k ( μ ( l ),ϑn ( l ) ) can reach itstargeted value p∗k ,∀k.
3.2 Optimizing ϕm with Given p∗kNow, we perform the optimization over ϕm with the fixed p∗k.Then, Problem (23) is equivalent to

max
ϕm
∑
k = 1

K αk pk || gSSk + gHkΦh 2

|| gSSk + gHkΦh 2∑
i = 1

k - 1
pi + σ̄k

s.t. C̄2:| ϕm | = 1,∀m
C̄6:∑

k = 1

K

pk | gSMn + f Hn Φh |2 ≤ I thn . (29)
Problem (29) is the sum of multiple-ratio fractional program‑

ming problems, and the non-convexity introduced by the frac‑
tional objective function and the non-convex unit-modulus
constraint C̄2. We adopt a relaxation method to solve Problem(29) efficiently.
Defining F̄ = f̄f̄ H, based on |x + y| ≤ |x| + |y| and f̄ =

diag (fn) h, C̄6 becomes
| gSMn + f Hn Φh |2 ≤ | gSMn |2 + |ϕH f̄ |2 = | gSMn |2 + ϕH F͂ϕ ≤
I thn ∑

k = 1

K

pk . (30)
Thus, we have
ϕH F͂ϕ ≤ Ī thn , (31)

where Ī thn = I thn ∑
k = 1

K

pk - |gSMn |2 is the equivalent interference
level for the n-th MCU. Thus, Problem (29) becomes

max
ϕm,yk∑k = 1

K

yk

s.t. C̄2:| ϕm | = 1,∀m,

C7: αk pk || gSSk + gHkΦh 2

|| gSSk + gHkΦh 2∑
i = 1

k - 1
pi + σ̄k

≥ yk,∀k,

C8:ϕH F͂ϕ ≤ Ī thn ,∀n, (32)
where yk ≥ 0 is an auxiliary variable.
Defining ḡk = diag (gk) h, C7 can be rewritten as
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ϕH ḡk ḡ
H
k ϕ + 2Re{gSS,*k ḡHk ϕ} + fk ≤ 0 , (33)

where ( ⋅ )* denotes the conjugate of vector and fk = | gSSk |2 +
yk σ̄k

yk∑
i = 1

k - 1
pi - αk pk

.

In addition, C2 can be rewritten as
ϕHUϕ = 1 , (34)

where U ∈ M × M is a symmetric matrix with elements of ze‑
ros, except for um,m = 1.Thus, we have

max
ϕ,yk ∑k = 1

K

yk

s.t. C̄4:ϕHUϕ = 1,
C̄7: f̄k + fk ≤ 0,
C̄8:ϕH F͂ϕ ≤ Ī thn ,∀n, (35)

where f̄k = ϕH ḡk ḡ
H
k ϕ + 2Re{gss,*k ḡHk ϕ}. Problem (35) is a con‑

vex optimization problem with the quadratic constraints.
As a result, the Lagrange function of Problem (35) can be

written as
L (ϕ,yk,κ,ρn,ϖk) = -∑

k = 1

K

yk + κ (ϕHUϕ - 1) +∑
k = 1

K

ϖk ( f̄k +
fk) +∑

n = 1

N

ρn (ϕH F͂ϕ - Ī thn ) , (36)
where κ,ϖk, and ρn are the non-negative Lagrange multipliers.
Based on KKT conditions, the solution of y ∗k can be ob‑tained as

y ∗k =
é

ë

ê

ê

ê
êê
ê
αk pk + σ ϖkαk pk

∑
i = 1

k - 1
pi

ù

û

ú

ú

ú
úú
ú

+

, (37)
where the Lagrange multipliers are updated by
ϖk ( l + 1) = éëϖk ( l ) + d3 ( l ) × {f̄k + fk}ùû

+, (38)

κ ( l + 1) = [κ ( l ) + d4 ( l ) × (ϕHUϕ - 1) ]+, (39)

ρn ( l + 1) = [ ρn ( l ) + d5 ( l ) × (ϕHFϕ - Ῑ thn ) ]+ , (40)
where d3 ( l ), d4 ( l ) and d5 ( l ) are the step sizes. Based on the

same approach in Problem (28), the sub-gradient-based itera‑
tive method can guarantee the convergence of the proposed al‑
gorithm.
Algorithm 2. An Iterative RA Scheme
1: Input:
M,K,N,pmax,I thn ,σ2k ,gk,h,fn,gSMn ,gSSk ,hMMn ,ε,LI,LJ, and Louter .

2: Initialization: αk, βk,l = 0,pk (0) = P
max

K
, μ (0) > 0,ϑn (0) >

0,κ (0) > 0, ρn (0) > 0,ϖk (0) > 0,d3 (0),d4 (0),d5 (0), and
Φ (0) = π2 IM.3: while l < Lmax do

4: Given Φ update pk,∀k:5: for i = 1:1:LI do6: Update transmit power pk by Problem (26);7: Update Lagrange multipliers μ and ϑn by Problems (27)and (28);
8: Update the auxiliary variable αk (i + 1) = γSCUk (i )

1 + γSCUk (i )
and βk (i + 1) = log2 (1 + γSCUk (i ) ) - α (i )log2 (γSCUk (i ) ) ;

9: if‖p (i + 1) - p (i )‖2 < ε then
10: Obtain the optimal transmit power p* = p (i + 1),

where p (i + 1) = [ p1 (i + 1),...,pK (i + 1) ]T, break;
11: else
12: i = i + 1;
13: end if
14: end for
15: Given p*,∀k update Φ:
16: for j = 1:1:LJ do17: Update the auxiliary variable yk by Problem (38);18: Update the Lagrange multipliers by Problems (39–41),

respectively;
19: Until‖y ( j + 1) - y ( j )‖2 < ε, where y ( j ) =

[ y1 ( j ),...,yK ( j ) ]T; Obtainyk,κ,ρn, and ϖk.
20: Obtain the RC matrix Φ by solving the SDP problem in

problem (42).
21: if‖Φ ( j + 1) - Φ ( j )‖2 < ε then
22: Φ* = Φ ( j + 1), break;
23: else
24: j = j + 1;
25: end if
26: end for
27: until Convergence = true or l = Louter .28: end while
29: Output: p* and Φ
In order to solve the PS coefficient, based on a Schur

complement, the dual problem of Problem (35) becomes
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max γ
s.t.γ ≥ 0,
M͂ ≽ 0, (41)

where M͂ = é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú

B1 B2
BT2 B3

,B1 = κU +∑
k = 1

K

ϖk ḡḡ
H +∑

n = 1

N

ρn F͂,B2 =
∑
k = 1

K

ϖk Re{gSS,*k ḡHk }, and B3 =∑
k = 1

K

ϖk fk -∑
k = 1

K

yk - κ-∑
n = 1

N

ρn Ī thn - γ,
and γ is an auxiliary variable. Problem (41) is a convex SDP
problem and the Slater’s constraint qualification is satis‑
fied[28]. Particularly, an iterative-based RA scheme for the mul‑
tiuser RIS-assisted heterogeneous NOMA network is summa‑
rized in Algorithm 2.
3.3 Computational Complexity
For the multi-user system, the complexity of the algorithm

mainly depends on the number of users and the optimization
approach. Regarding to Algorithm 2, it involves the inner and
outer iterations. The inner layer is used to obtain variables p
and Φ respectively, while the outer layer is taken for alternat‑
ing iterations. We denote the maximum alternating iteration
number as Louter, and the iteration numbers of obtaining p and
Φ as LI and LJ respectively. There exists a polynomial-timecomplexity (K (N + 1) ) to solve p by using sub-gradient updat‑
ing methods. Therefore, its computational complexity is
(K (N + 1)LI ). Similarly, the computational complexity of theSDP problem to solve ϕm is ( M + 2 L log (1/w ) )[28], where
L = M 3 + M 6 + M 3 (M + 1)2 (M 3 + M + 1) + M 9 and w is the
convergence precision of the SDP problem. Based on the
above discussion, the total complexity of Algorithm 2 is
( (K (N + 1)LI M + 2 L log (1/w )LJ )Louter ).
4 Simulation Results
In this section, simulation results are given to demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed RA scheme by comparing it
with the rate-maximization based RA scheme without RIS[33]
which is defined as“the traditional RA scheme without RIS”.
A spectrum-sharing small cell is randomly distributed in the
coverage area of the macrocell. SCUs are uniformly distributed
in the coverage area of their associated SBS. The coverage radii
of the macrocell and small cell are 500 m and 20 m, respec‑
tively. The distance-dependent path loss model for the large-
scale fading is given by 1

(dmrk )α
[13], where dm is the distance be‑

tween the SBS to the reflecting unit m of RIS, rk is the distancebetween the RIS and the SCU k, and α denotes the path loss ex‑
ponent. The distance between the SBS and the RIS is 10 m.
The distance between RIS and the SCU is 5 m. The small-scale
fading is considered as Rayleigh fading channel[13]. The stop‑
ping criterion for convergence is ε = 10-6. The noise power is
σ2 = -100 dBm, and α = 3. The simulation setup is shown in
Fig. 2. The detailed parameter settings are shown in Table 1.

4.1 Single-User Case
Fig. 3 depicts the data rate of the SCU versus the transmit

power at the MBS. The target SINR of MCU is γmin = 2 dB.
From this figure, the data rate of the SCU improves quickly as
the increasing transmit power P. The reason is that the large

▼Table 1. System parameters
Parameters

M

N

I thn
γmin

dm
α

Values

4[1]
2[29]
10-3[21]
2 dB[29]
10 m[6]
3[6]

Parameters

K

P

pmax

rk
ε

σ2

Values

3[1]
20 dBm[29]
20 mW[21]

5 m[6]
10-6[21]

−100 dBm[6]

▲Figure 2. Simulation setup
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▲Figure 3. Data rate of SCU versus transmit power of the MBS P
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transmit power of the MBS increases the available transmit
power from the SBS to the SCU according to the constraint C1.Besides, this figure also shows that the data rate under the pro‑
posed RA scheme is larger than that of the RA scheme with‑
out RIS, which indicates that the RIS can improve the rate per‑
formance in a passive reflecting way. Moreover, the data rate
increases heavily with the increasing number of reflecting ele‑
ments at the RIS, which indicates that a massive number of pas‑
sive reflecting elements brings better performance improvement.
Fig. 4 shows the data rate of the SCU versus the minimum

SINR requirement of the MCU (e.g., γmin). The transmit power
of the MBS is assumed to be P = 20 dBm. With the increasing
γmin, the data rate of the SCU decreases a lot. The reason is
that, under the fixed transmit power at the MBS, the allowed
transmit power from the SBS to the SCU becomes smaller to
avoid less interference power to the MCU. It is noted that as
for the achieved transmission performance, i. e., the achieved
data rate, the proposed RA scheme is better than that of the
RA scheme without RIS.
Fig. 5 gives the allocated power to the SCU versus the num‑

ber of reflecting elements M under different transmit power of
the MBS P. It is observed that the required transmit power of the
proposed RA scheme is around 40% lower than that of the RA
scheme without RIS under different transmit power P. This dem‑
onstrates that the energy consumption can be reduced a lot when
the RIS is adopted. Moreover, the received transmit power at the
SCU decreases with the increasing number of reflecting ele‑
ments M. Because larger reflecting elements provide more multi-
path interference to the MCU. The available transmit power of
the SBS decreases for guaranteeing the QoS of the MCU
(namely, cross-tier interference constraint). When the transmit
power at the MBS is increased, the available transmit power at
the SBS is increased accordingly, since large transmit power at

the MBS allows more transmit power to improve the communica‑
tion quality of SCU via constraint (4).
4.2 Multi-User Case
The numbers of SCUs and MCUs are K=3 and N=2, respec‑

tively. The reflecting elements are M=4. Assume that each
MCU receiver has the same interference power limit. The
maximum transmit power of the SBS is pmax = 20 mW, and the
interference power limit is I nth = 10-3 mW[33].
Fig. 6 shows the convergence performance of the proposed

RA scheme. It is observed that the allocated power to each
SCU can quickly reach the equilibrium points within eight it‑
erations, which demonstrates that the proposed RA scheme
has a good convergence.

▲Figure 4. Data rate of SCU versus SINR threshold of MCU γmin

MCU: macro-cell userRA: resource allocationRIS: reconfigurable intelligent surface
SCU: small-cell userSINR: signal-to-interference plus-noise ratio

▲Figure 5. Allocated power from SBS to small-cell user (SCU) versus
the number of reflecting elements M
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▲Figure 6. Convergence of proposed resource allocation (RA) scheme
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Fig. 7 shows the sum rate of all SCUs versus the number
of reflecting elements with different SCUs. It is observed
that the total rate achieved by SCUs under the proposed RA
scheme increases with the increasing number of reflecting
elements. Since the RIS can provide more reflecting signals
to strengthen the desired signals to SCUs. However, the to‑
tal rate of SCUs under the traditional RA scheme always
keeps stable with the increasing number of reflecting ele‑
ments M since no RIS is deployed in this scheme. Besides,
the total rate of SCUs with a large K is better than that with
a small K. The gap of the total rate of SCUs under a small m
is larger than that under a large M. Because the interfer‑
ence power among different SCUs is small due to less trans‑
mission path, the total rate is decided by the number of us‑
ers. Thus, there is a big performance gap in the region with
small reflecting elements. However, due to the effect of the
cross-tier interference constraint, the overall performance
of SCUs is limited. It is impossible to unrestrictedly im‑
prove the performance with the increasing number of re‑
flecting elements M.
Fig. 8 shows the total rate of SCUs versus the different inter‑

ference power limit of MCU I thn . The total rate of SCUs in‑creases with the increasing I thn . The bigger I thn means that theMCU can tolerate more harmful interference power from SCUs
and RIS. Correspondingly, the SBS allocates more transmit
power to each SCU for pursuing a higher data rate. Moreover,
the proposed RA scheme with a larger M achieves better per‑
formance than the other two cases. The reason is that the RIS
can effectively enhance system performance by providing mul‑
tiple flexible transmission paths.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have maximized the total rate of SCUs by

jointly optimizing the transmit power at the SBS and PS coeffi‑
cients at the RIS in RIS-assisted heterogeneous NOMA net‑
works. Specifically, we firstly propose an optimal RA scheme
to maximize the transmission rate of the SCU in a single-user
scenario, subject to the SINR constraint of MCU, the maxi‑
mum transmit power constraint of SBS, and the PS coefficient
constraint. Then, we design a suboptimal RA scheme to maxi‑
mize the total rate of SCUs for the multi-user scenario, subject
to the sum transmit power constraint of the SBS, the cross-tier
interference constraint of each MCU, and the unit modulus
constraint of the RIS. The alternating iteration approach and
the SCA approach are used to solve the originally non-convex
optimization problem. Simulation results show that the pro‑
posed RA scheme has a good converge and transmission rate
compared with the traditional RA scheme without RIS. In our
future work, we will study the joint optimization of beamform‑
ing and PS coefficients under the discrete PS constraint and
imperfect CSI in a multi-antenna heterogeneous NOMA net‑
work with RIS.

Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 1
Based on Problem (7), an equivalent objective function is

given by
Q (λ) = max

ϕm
A | gHΦh + gSS |2 - λ| gSM + f HΦh |2 . (A.1)

Assume there are two optimal auxiliary variables λ1 and
λ2 (λ1 > λ2 ) for the optimal phase shift policies Φ1 and Φ2,respectively, then
Q (λ2) = A | gHΦ2h + gSS |2 - λ2 | gSM + f HΦ2h |

2 >
A | gHΦ1h + gSS |2 - λ2 | gSM + f HΦ1h |

2 >
A | gHΦ1h + gSS |2 - λ1 | gSM + f HΦ1h |

2 =
Q (λ1) . (A.2)

▲Figure 7. Total rate of SCUs versus the number of reflecting elements M
RIS: reconfigurable intelligent surface SCU: small-cell user
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Therefore, Q (λ) is a strictly decreasing function with the
variable λ. Define Φ' as any solution for Problem (7) and

λ' = A || gHΦ'h + gss 2
|| gsm + f HΦ'h 2 , we have

Q (λ') = max
ϕm

A | gHΦh + gSS |2 - λ'| gSM + f HΦh |2 ≥
A | gHΦ'h + gSS |2 - λ'| gSM + f HΦ'h |2 = 0 . (A.3)
As a result, we have Q ( ⋅ ) ≥ 0. The proof is complete.

Appendix B: Proof of Convergence
According to the algorithm procedure of Algorithm 1, the

convergence is determined by the Dinkelbach-based ap‑
proach. To show the convergence of Dinkelbach  s method,
we define (λ( l ),ϕm ( l ) ) as the optimal solution in the l-th iter‑ation, λ( l ) ≠ λ* and λ( l + 1) ≠ λ* as the EE at the l-th and
( l + 1)-th iteration, respectively. We have the following prop‑
osition.
Proposition: If (λ',ϕ'm ) is an arbitrary feasible solution ofProblem (7), we have

λ' = A || gHΦ'h + gSS 2

|| gSM + f HΦ'h 2 , (B.1)
then F (λ',Φ ) ≥ 0.
Proof: We first have
F (λ',Φ ) = max

ϕm
{A | gHΦh + gSS |2 - λ'| gSM + f HΦh |2} ≥

A | gHΦ'h + gSS |2 - λ'| gSM + f HΦ'h |2 = 0 . (B.2)
Based on the Proposition, we have F (λl,Φ ( l ) ) > 0 and

F (λl + 1,Φ ( l + 1) ) > 0 because of λ( l ) ≠ λ* and
λ( l + 1) ≠ λ*. As a result, F (λl,Φ ( l ) ) > 0 can be rewritten
as
F (λ( l ),Φ ( l ) ) = A | gHΦ ( l )h+ gSS |2 -λ( l ) | gSM + f HΦ ( l )h |2 =
| gSM + f HΦ ( l )h |2 { λ( l+ 1)-λ( l ) }> 0⇒
λ( l+ 1)>λ( l ) . (B.3)
Since λ( l + 1) > λ( l ), while F (λ,Φ ) is a strictly decreas‑

ing function in λ according to Theorem 1, we can show that
with the increase of iterations, F (λ( l ),Φ ( l ) ) can gradually ap‑
proach to zero, namely lim

l → ∞ F (λ( l ),Φ ( l ) ) = 0. Accordingly,we have λ( l + 1) = λ( l ), l → ∞. Thus, the Dinkelbach-based
approach can guarantee the convergence of the algorithm.
The proof is complete.
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1 Introduction

Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) has
been identified as a key technology for future com‑
munication systems[1]. In fact, large spatial degrees
of freedoms (DoFs) can increase spectral efficiency

without requiring extra spectral resources. Recently, recon‑
figurable intelligent surfaces (RISs) have been proposed as a
cost-effective technology for tuning the wireless propagation
channel among transceivers[2]. A RIS consists of a large num‑
ber of meta-atoms that can be controlled by the software to
modify their phase shifts, so that incident electromagnetic
waves can be mostly reflected to the desired receiver, which
makes the wireless transmission more energy-efficient. The
combination of RIS and massive MIMO is treated as one of the
promising technologies for the sixth-generation wireless com‑
munication systems[3].
The channel estimation method for RIS aided massive

MIMO systems is a serious challenge, since there exist two
cascaded channels, namely, the channel between the users
and the RIS and the channel between the RIS and the base
station (BS), to be estimated. The acquisition of channel state
information (CSI) has been recently studied in Refs. [4–7].
TAHA et al. [4] considered a RIS architecture which is a mix‑
ture of active and passive elements. This method facilities
the channel estimation but increases the hardware cost and

energy consumption. In Ref. [5], a non-iterative two-stage
channel estimation framework for passive RIS aided
millimeter-wave MIMO systems was proposed, where every
stage is formulated as a multi-dimensional direction-of-
arrival estimation problem. Similarly, the authors in Ref. [6]
have proposed a two-stage channel estimation algorithm,
namely, sparse matrix factorization and matrix completion, to
exploit the rank-deficient structure of the channel. In Ref.
[7], the cascade channel estimation is converted into a sparse
signal recovery problem by utilizing the properties of Katri-
Rao and Kronecker products.
The receiver design in massive MIMO systems, however,

becomes more challenging since the power consumption in‑
creases rapidly as the number of antennas grows. Among all
the components in the radio frequency (RF) chain, a large
portion of the total power consumption lies in the analog-to-
digital converters (ADCs), whose power consumption grows
exponentially with the number of quantization bits[9]. The
deployment of current high-resolution (8–12 bits) ADCs is
a critical bottleneck for the practical use of large-scale
MIMO. To alleviate this issue, the use of low-resolution
ADCs (1–4 bits) can largely reduce the power consumption
and is more suitable for the deployment of large-scale
MIMO systems.
In this paper, we consider the extreme case of 1-bit resolu‑
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tion, where the in-phase and quadrature components of the re‑
ceived samples are separately quantized to 1 bit. This solution
is particularly attractive to massive MIMO systems, since each
of the RF chains only contains simple limiting amplifiers
(LAs) without the automatic gain control (AGC). This hard‑
ware change can largely reduce both the power consumption
and the hardware cost at the BS. Prior works on 1-bit massive
MIMO have analyzed the sum rate[10], channel estimation[11],
and signal detection[12]. Moreover, oversampling is applied to
further compensate for the performance loss caused by the
coarse quantization[13–14]. Furthermore, the distortion caused
by 1-bit quantization and the sample correlation caused by
oversampling make the cascaded channel estimation problem
even more challenging.
In this paper, we develop an approximate message passing

(AMP) based algorithm to solve the considered cascaded chan‑
nel estimation problem, where the received signal is sampled
at a rate beyond Nyquist sampling and quantized to 1-bit.
Bussgang decomposition is applied to deal with the coarse
quantization and a Markov chain is developed to characterize
the correlation of adjacent oversampled samples. The corre‑
sponding factor graph is presented and the AMP algorithm is
derived. Unlike prior works on AMP-based cascaded channel
estimation[7–8], this work considers the statistical characteris‑
tic of 1-bit quantization and uses the oversampling technique
to increase the estimation accuracy. Simulations show that our
proposed algorithm outperforms the method in Refs. [7– 8]
and can even approach the 2-bit Nyquist-sampled systems in
terms of the normalized mean square error (NMSE) while the
former consumes less power at the receiver.
2 System Model and Problem Statement
In this work, a single-cell uplink RIS aided multi-user 1-bit

massive MIMO system with N t single-antenna users, a RISwith L passive reflecting elements, and a BS with Nr receiveantennas are considered, where Nr ≫ N t. The system model isdepicted in Fig. 11, where p (t) is the pulse shaping filter for

transmission and m (t) is the matched filter for detection. The
received data signal at the nr-th receive antenna ydnr (t) is
ydnr (t) = m (t)*∑l = 1

L hnr,l (t)*( )sl ( t ) ( )gl,nt ( )t *p ( )t *xnt ( )t , (1)
where xnt (t) is the transmitted signal from the n t-th user; sl ( t )
represents the l-th reflecting element at the RIS; gl,nt (t) and
hnr,l (t) are the channel impulse responses from the user n t to
the l-th reflecting element and from the l-th reflecting element
to the nr-th receive antenna, respectively; * denotes the opera‑tion of convolution.
Flat fading channels are considered in this work, i. e.,

gnt,l (t) and hnr,l (t) can be written as
gl,nt (t) = gl,nt δ (t) and hnr,l (t) = hnr,l δ (t), (2)

where gnt,l and hnr,l are the corresponding channel gains and
δ (t) is the Dirac delta function. Consider a transmission block
with length N:
xnt (t) =∑

i = 0

N - 1
xnt,i δ ( t - iTs ) and s l ( t ) =∑

i = 0

N - 1
sl,i e

jθl,i δt,iTs, (3)
where Ts is the symbol duration; xnt,i is the transmitted symbol
at the time instant iTs; sl,i ∈ { 0,1 } is the on/off state2 and
θl,i ∈ (0,2π ] is the phase shift of the l-th reflecting element ofRIS at the time instant iTs; δt,t' is the Kronecker delta function,where δt,t' = 1 for t = t' and δt,t' = 0 otherwise. Eq. (1) can besimplified as:
ydnr (t) =∑l = 1

L hnr,l gl,nt z (t)*( )sl ( t ) xnt ( )t , (4)
where z (t) = p (t)*m (t). In oversampled systems, Eq. (4) can
be discretized as:

1. Note that the channel matrix in the direct link can be estimated by turning off the RIS[13]. Therefore, the direct-link channel estimation is omitted throughout the paper.
2. In this paper, we assume that the change of the reflection coefficients is synchronized with the transmitted signal. Moreover, the response time of the PIN diode at each reflecting ele‑
ment is assumed to be small enough, so that the duration of each reflection coefficient is the same as the symbol duration. With the above ideal assumptions, no extra harmonics are gener‑
ated from the surface. The non-ideal case that extra harmonics are generated is beyond the scope of this paper.

▲Figure 1. System model of RIS aided multi-user 1-bit massive MIMO system with oversampling at the receiver
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ydnr
é
ë
ê
i
M
ù
û
ú =∑

l = 1

L

hnr,l gl,nt ∑
k = -M

M

z é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú

k
M

sl
é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú

i - k
M

xnt
é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú

i - k
M

,
0 ≤ i ≤ MN - 1, (5)

whereM is the oversampling factor. Since there are no data
symbols at time instants i

M
Ts (i ≠ 0,M, 2M,...), each pair of

transmitted data symbols at adjacent time instants are interpo‑
lated with M - 1 zeros. Let xnt ≜ é

ëxnt,0,...,xnt,N - 1ùû
T ∈ CN × 1,

s l ≜ [ sl,0ejθl,0,..., sl,N - 1ejθl,N - 1 ]T ∈ CN × 1 and yd
nr, iM

≜ ydnr éëê
ù
û
ú
i
M
,

and we rewrite Eq. (5) in a matrix form as:

y dnr =
é

ë
êêy

d
nr,0,ydnr, 1M ,...,y

d

nr, MN - 1M

ù

û
úú

T

=

∑l = 1
L hnr,l gl,ntZ (IN ⊗ u)diag (s l) xnt , (6)

where Z ∈ RMN × MN is the Toeplitz matrix with the form as
Z=
é

ë

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê
êê
ê
ê

ê

ê

ê

ù

û

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú
úú
ú
ú

ú

ú

ú

z [ ]0 z é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú

1
M

… z [ ]1 0 0 … 0 0

z é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú- 1

M
z[ ]0 … z é

ë
ê

ù
û
ú

M-1
M

z [ ]1 0 … 0 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮
0 0 … 0 0 z [ ]-1 … z é

ë
ê

ù
û
ú- 1

M
z [ ]0 . (7)

In Eq. (6), u = [ 0,...,0,1 ]T ∈ RM × 1 is the zero-inserting vec‑
tor and IN denotes the N × N identity matrix. Furthermore, ⊗represents the Kronecker product and diag (a) is a diagonal
matrix with the diagonal specified by a. In particular, M = 1
refers to the case of Nyquist sampling rate.
Similar to Eq. (6), the received oversampled noise samples

at the nr-th receive antenna ynnr ∈ CMN × 1 is
y nnr = F (IN ⊗ u)wnr , (8)

where F ∈ RMN × MN is the Toeplitz matrix constituted by
m é
ë
ê
k
M
ù
û
ú with the form similar to Eq. (7), and

wnr ∼ CN (0N × 1,σ2 IN) represents the complex Gaussian ran‑
dom variables with zero mean and variance σ2.
Combining Eqs. (6) and (8), the received oversampled

samples at the nr-th receive antenna ynr ∈ CMN × 1 are
ynr = y dnr + y nnr =
Z (IN ⊗ u)∑

l = 1

L

hnr,l gl,nt diag (s l) xnt + F (IN ⊗ u)wnr . (9)

Defining Z″ ≜ Z (IN ⊗ u), F″ ≜ F (IN ⊗ u), and stacking
the nr-th received oversampled samples on top of the previousreceive antenna, Eq. (9) is extended to
y = éëy1 T,…,yNr Tùû

T = Z'vec{AT} + F'vec{W T}, (10)
where Z' ≜ INr ⊗ Z″, F' ≜ INr ⊗ F″ and W =
é
ëw

T1 ; ... ; wTNrùû ∈ CNr × N. Consider all the users
A ≜ H (S⊙(GX)) ∈ CNr × N, where G ∈ CL × N t and H ∈ CNr × L

are the channel matrices from the users to the RIS and from
the RIS to the BS, respectively; X = éëxT1 ; ... ; xTN tùû ∈ CN t × N

and S = [ sT1 ; ... ; sTL ] ∈ CL × N. vec { A } denotes the operation
of vectorization by stacking the columns of A sequentially on
top of one another.
Let Q ( ⋅ ) represent the 1-bit quantization function. The re‑

sulting quantized signal yQ is given by
yQ = Q (y) = 1

2 (sign (y
ℜ) + jsign (yℑ)), (11)

where sign ( ⋅ ) is the signum function, and j = -1. ( ⋅ ) ℜ
and ( ⋅ )ℑ denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively.
The problem to be solved is estimating the channel param‑

eters in G and H. The minimum mean square error (MMSE) es‑
timators of the channel matrices are given by
min

Ĝ
E{| | G - Ĝ | |2F} and min

Ĥ
E{| |H - Ĥ | |2

F}. (12)
Based on the Bayes’rule, the closed-form solutions of Eq.

(12) are given by E {G|yQ} and E { H|yQ}. For avoiding the high
computational complexity of calculating p (G|yQ) and p (H|yQ)
in the marginalization of p (G,H|yQ), a practical message-
passing based algorithm is presented in the next section.
3 Markovian Cascaded Channel Estimation

3.1 Markov Chain for Oversampling
Due to the banded structure of the matrix Z in Eq. (7), we

develop a Markov chain, where every two adjacent columns in
A are combined together for defining one state bn as
b1 = vec{éë0Nr × 1,a1ùû T},..., bN = vec { [ aN - 1,aN ]T} , (13)

and each state is with the mean and covariance:
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b̂n = vec{[ ân - 1,ân ]T} and
V b
n = diag (vec{[ va n - 1,van ]T}) , (14)

with an ∈ CNr × 1 being the n-th column of A. The transition
function from the current state to the next is
bn + 1 = Tbn + vec{éë0Nr × 1,an + 1ùû T}, (15)

where T = INr ⊗ [ 0,1 ; 0,0 ] and the conditional probability is
given by
p (bn + 1|bn,an + 1) =
CN (bn + 1 ; Tb̂n + vec{éë0Nr × 1,ân + 1ùû T} ,
diag (vec{éë0Nr × 1,van + 1ùû T}) ). (16)
The system model of Eq. (11) can be decomposed by using

the Bussgang theorem[15]:
yQ = KZ'vec{AT} + w' with K = 2

π
diag (Cy)

- 12, (17)
where w' ≜ KF'vec {W } + nq is the equivalent noise con‑taining the filtered noise and the quantization noise, as‑
sumed to follow the Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and covariance Vw' = σ2nKFFHKH + Cnq. And diag(Cy) is
the diagonal matrix with the diagonal specified by the di‑
agonal of Cy. The received quantized signal yQn

at the state
bn is then calculated as
yQn

= Dvec{[ an - 1,an ]T} + w″n = Dbn + w″n , (18)
where D ≜ (INr ⊗ [ 0M × M IM ])KnZ'n; Kn ∈ C2NrM × 2NrM,
Z'n ∈ C2NrM × 2Nr and w″n ∈ C2NrM × 1 represent the correspond‑
ing submatrices of K, Z' and w', respectively. The prior prob‑
ability p (yQn

|bn) is given by
p (yQn

|bn) = CN (yQn
; Db̂n,V w″

n ), (19)
where V w″

n is the covariance of w″n in Eq. (18).
3.2 Factor Graph Representation
With Eqs. (16) and (19), the posterior probability p (b,A|yQ)

is calculated as

p (b,A|yQ) = 1
p ( )yQ

∏
n = 1

N

p (yQn
|bn) p (bn|bn - 1,an). (20)

Defining C ≜ (S⊙GX) ∈ CL × N in Eq. (10), the joint poste‑
rior probability can be further factored as
p (b,A,G,H,C|yQ) =
1

p ( )yQ
p (yQ|b) p (b|A) p (A|H,C) p (C|G) p (H) p (G) =

1
p ( )yQ

(∏
n = 1

N

p (yQn
|bn) p (bn|bn - 1,an)) (∏

nr = 1

Nr ∏
n = 1

N

p (anr,n|hnr ,cn))
(∏
l = 1

L ∏
n = 1

N

p (cl,n|g l)) (∏
nr = 1

Nr ∏
l = 1

L

p (hnr,l)) (∏
l = 1

L ∏
nt = 1

Nt

p (gl,nt)), (21)
where the first bracket is from the Markov chain and the rests
belong to the bilinear structure described in Ref. [13]. Some
involved probabilities are
p (anr,n|hnr,cn) = δ (anr,n - hTnrcn) and
p (cl,n|g l) = δ (cl,n - sl,ng Tl xn), (22)

where hnr ∈ CL × 1 and g l ∈ CN t × 1 are the nr-th and l-th row of
H and G, respectively; cn ∈ CL × 1 is the n-th column of C. The
second formula in Eq. (22) comes from the definition of C,
where cl,n and sl,n are the (l, n)-th element of C and S, respec‑tively, and xn is the n-th column of X. The factor graph repre‑
sentation of Eq. (21) is shown in Fig. 2, where the hollow
circles and the solid squares represent the variable nodes and
the factor nodes, respectively. The message passing in the first
part will be described in the next subsection, while the illus‑
tration of the second part can be found in Ref. [8].
3.3 Message Passing in Markov Chain
In the following, the approximate message passing in the

Markov chain is derived according to the sum-product rule.
The linear operator K described in Eq. (17) involves the cova‑
riance of unquantized signal y in Eq. (10), calculated as
Cy = Z'diag (vec{VA T})Z'H + σ2F'F 'H. (23)
During the message updates, the covariance of A at the i-th

iteration is VA (i), and Eq. (23) can be rewritten as
Cy (i) = Z'diag (vec{VA T (i)})Z'H + σ2F'F 'H. (24)
The covariance of the quantization noise at the i⁃ th it‑

eration is
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Cnq
(i) = CQ (i) - K (i)Cy (i)K (i)H, (25)

where CQ (i) is calculated from Ref. [16] as
CQ (i) = 2π (arcsin (K (i)Cℜ

y (i)K (i)H) + jarcsin (K (i)Cℑ
y (i)K (i)H). (26)

3.3.1 Downward AMP
With Eq. (19), the message m

bn → p ( )bn + 1|bn,an + 1
at the i-th it‑

eration can be approximated as Gaussian distribution with the
following mean and variance:
b̂Downn (i) = b' Downn (i) + V'Downn (i)DHR (yQn - Db'Downn (i)), (27)

V Down
n (i) = V'Downn (i) - V'Downn (i)DHRDV'Downn (i), (28)

where R ≜ (V w″
n + DV'Downn (i)DH) -1. Moreover, with Eq. (15),

the message from the factor node p (bn + 1|bn,an + 1) to the vari‑
able node bn + 1 at the i-th iteration is given by
m
p ( )bn + 1|bn,an + 1 → bn + 1

= CN ( )bn + 1 ; b'Downn + 1 ( )i ,V'Downn + 1 ( )i , (29)


b'

Down
n + 1 (i) = Tb̂Downn (i) + vec{éë0Nr × 1,ân + 1 (i)ùû T}, (30)

V'Downn + 1 ( )i = TV Down
n ( )i T H + diag ( )vec{ }é

ë
ù
û0Nr × 1,van + 1 ( )i
T

. (31)
Especially, when n = 1, Eqs. (30) and (31) are reduced to

b'

Down
1 (i) = b̂1 (i) and V'Down1 (i) = V b1 (i). (32)

3.3.2 Upward AMP
Similar to Eqs. (27) and (28), the message m

bn → p ( )bn|bn - 1,an
at

the i-th iteration is approximated as Gaussian distribution
with the following mean and variance
b̂Upn (i) = b' Upn (i) + V'Upn (i)DHR (yQn - Db'Upn (i)), (33)

V Up
n (i) = V'Upn (i) - V'Upn (i)DHRDV'Upn (i), (34)

where R ≜ (V w″
n + DV'Upn (i)DH) -1. Moreover, with the inverse

of Eq. (15), the message from the factor node p (bn|bn - 1,an) to
the variable node bn - 1 at the i-th iteration is given by

▲Figure 2. Factor graph representation of Eq. (21) for an example with M = Nr = N t = L = 2 and N = 3
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m
p ( )bn|bn - 1,an → bn - 1

= CN ( )bn - 1 ; b'Upn - 1 ( )i ,V'Upn - 1 ( )i , (35)
where

b'

Up
n - 1 (i) = T † b̂Upn (i) + vec{éëân - 2 (i) ,0Nr × 1ùû T}, (36)

V'Upn - 1 ( )i = T †V Up
n ( )i ( )T H † + diag ( )vec{ }é

ë
ù
ûvan - 2 ( )i ,0Nr × 1
T

, (37)
where ( ⋅ ) † denotes the operation of pseudo-inverse. Espe‑
cially, when n = N, Eqs. (36) and (37) are reduced to

b'

Up
N (i) = b̂N (i) and V'UpN (i) = V b

N (i). (38)

3.3.3 Backward AMP
Combining with m

bn - 1 → p ( )bn|bn - 1,an
and m

bn → p ( )bn|bn - 1,an
, the

message from the factor node p (bn|bn - 1,an) back to the vari‑
able node an is
m
p ( )bn|bn - 1,an → an

=
∫an - 1CN ( )bn ; Tb̂Downn ( )i ,TV Down

n ( )i T H CN ( )bn ; b̂Upn ( )i ,V Up
n ( )i ，(39)

where the multiplication of two Gaussian functions is another
Gaussian function3.

4 Further Discussions
The overall Markovian cascaded channel estimation algo‑

rithm is presented in Algorithm 1. In lines 3–6, the estimates
of the each mean and variance in the matrix product A = HC
are calculated. The message passing in the Markov chain is il‑
lustrated in lines 7– 9. Subsequently, the residual qnr,n and
the inverse residual variance unr,n are calculated in lines 10–
11. In lines 12–13, these residual terms are used to compute
v'hnr,l and ĥ'nr,l, which can be interpreted as an observation of
ĥnr,l under an AWGN channel with zero mean and a variance
of v'hnr,l. The posterior means and variances of each elements in
H are estimated in lines 14 and 15. Similarly, the posterior
means and variances of each elements in the auxiliary matrix
C are estimated in lines 16–21; the same is performed for G
in lines 22–27.
In this paper, a damping method is applied to improve the

robustness of the proposed algorithm. Specifically, in each it‑
eration the posterior means and variances of H (lines 14–15),

C (lines 20–21) and G (lines 26–27) are updated by using a
linear combination of the current and previous updates. For
example, the updates of the posterior mean ĥnr,l and variance
vhnr,l in lines 14–15 of Algorithm 1 are replaced by
ĥnr,l (i + 1) = (1 - β) ĥnr,l (i) + βĥnr,l (i + 1), (40)

vhnr,l (i + 1) = (1 - β) vhnr,l (i) + βvhnr,l (i + 1), (41)
where β ∈ [ 0,1 ] is the damping factor. In our work, β is cho‑
sen within [ 0.2,0.4 ].
We now give a brief discussion on the computational com‑

plexity of the proposed algorithm. Note that the total algo‑
rithm is separated into two parts, the Markov chain and the
bilinear structure. We thus sketch the respective complexity
as follows. First, the complexity of the Markov chain is domi‑
nated by basic matrix multiplications in Eqs. (27), (28), (33),
(34) and (39), requiring O ((MNr)

3) flops per iteration. Sec‑
ond, the complexity of the bilinear structure is dominated by
the calculations in Lines 3–5, 10–11, 12–13, 16–17 and
22– 25, requiring O ((Nr + N t) LN) flops per iteration. Fi‑
nally, the complexity of the proposed algorithm is
ImaxO ((MNr) 3 + (Nr + N t) LN), where Imax is the maximum
number of the iterations.
Algorithm 1. Markovian cascaded channel estimation
Input: yQ, x, S, σ2, prior distributions p (G ), p (H )
Output: Ĝ, Ĥ
1: Initialization: ∀nr,l,n: ĥnr,l (1), vcl,n (1), vhnr,l (1), ĉl,n (1),
ηl,n (0) = 0, unr,n (0) = 0;

2: for i=1,..., Imax do
3: ∀nr,n: v'pnr,n (i) =∑

l
| ĥnr,l (i) |

2
vcl,n (i) + vhnr,l (i ) | ĉl,n (i) |

2

4: ∀nr,n: p̂'nr,n (i) =∑
l

ĥnr,l ( )i ĉl,n (i)

5: ∀nr,n: vpnr,n (i) = v'pnr,n (i) +∑
l

vhnr,l (i ) vcl,n (i)
6: ∀nr,n: p̂nr,n (i) = p̂'nr,n (i) - unr,n (i - 1) v'pnr,n (i)
7: Calculate the adaptive linear operator and quantiza‑

tion noise via Eqs. (24) and (25) using vpnr,n (i) and
p̂nr,n (i)

8: Calculate the downward and upward messages at
teach check node in the Markov chain via Eqs. (27),
(28), (33), and (34)

9: Calculate the backward messages via Eq. (39) and ob‑

3. CN (x ; m1,V1)CN (x ; m2,V2) ∝ CN (x ; m,V), where V = (V -11 + V -12 ) -1 and m = V (V -11 m1 + V -12 m2).
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tain vanr,n (i) and ânr,n (i)
10: ∀nr,n: qnr,n (i) = (1 -

vanr,n ( )i

vpnr,n ( )i
) /vpnr,n (i)

11: ∀nr,n: unr,n (i) = ( ânr,n (i) - p̂nr,n (i) ) /vpnr,n (i)
Update H:

12: ∀nr,l: v'hnr,l (i) = 1/ (∑
n

qnr,n (i)| ĉl,n (i) |
2 )

13: ∀nr,l: ĥ'nr,l (i) = ĥnr,l (i) (1 -
v'hnr,l (i)∑

n

qnr,n (i) v
c
l,n ( )i ) + v'hnr,l (i)∑

n

unr,n (i) ĉ
*
l,n ( )i

14: ∀nr,l: ĥnr,l (i + 1) = E { hnr,l|ĥ'nr,l (i) ,v'hnr,l (i) }
15: ∀nr,l: vhnr,l (i + 1) = Var { hnr,l|ĥ'nr,l (i) ,v'hnr,l (i) }

Update C:
16: ∀l,n: v'cl,n (i) = sl,n / (∑

nr
qnr,n (i)| ĥnr,l (i) |

2 )
17: ∀l,n: ĉ' l,n (i) = sl,n ( ĉl,n (i) (1 -

v'cl,n (i)∑
nr
qnr,n (i) v

h
nr,l ( )i ) + v'cl,n (i)∑

nr
unr,n (i) ĥ

*
nr,l ( )i )

18: ∀l,n: v''cl,n (i) =∑
nt
vgl,nt (i)| xnt,n |

2

19: ∀l,n: ĉ'' l,n (i) =∑
nt
ĝl,nt (i) xnt,n - ηl,n ( i - 1)∑

nt
vgl,nt ( )i

|
|

|
| xnt,n

2

20: ∀l,n: ĉ l,n (i) = E { cl,n|ĉ' l,n (i) ,v'cl,n (i) ,ĉ'' l,n (i) ,v''cl,n (i) }
21: ∀l,n: vcl,n (i) = Var { cl,n|ĉ' l,n (i) ,v'cl,n (i) ,ĉ'' l,n (i) ,v''cl,n (i) }

Update G:
22: ∀l,n: ηl,n (i ) = sl,n ( ĉl,n (i) - ĉ'' l,n (i) ) /v''cl,n (i)
23: ∀l,n: vηl,n (i ) = sl,n (1 - vcl,n (i ) /v'' cl,n (i) ) /v''cl,n (i)
24: ∀l,nt: v'gl,nt (i) = 1/ (∑

n

vηl,n (i)| xnt,n |
2 )

25: ∀l,nt: ĝ' l,nt (i) = ĝl,nt (i) + v'gl,nt (i)∑
n

ηl,n (i ) x*nt,n
26: ∀l,nt: ĝl,nt (i + 1) = E { gl,nt|ĝ' l,nt (i) ,v'gl,nt (i) }
27: ∀l,nt: vgl,nt (i + 1) = Var { gl,nt|ĝ' l,nt (i) ,v'gl,nt (i) }
28: if stopping criterion is met then
29: break
30: end if
31: end for

5 Numerical Results
In this section, the uplink of a RIS aided 1-bit massive

MIMO system with Nr = 64, N t = 8 and L = 128 is consid‑ered. The m (t) and p (t) are normalized root-raised-cosine

(RRC) filters with a roll-off factor of 0.8. The channel is as‑
sumed to experience Rayleigh block fading. The simulation re‑
sults presented here are obtained by averaging over 100 inde‑
pendent realizations of the channel matrices, noise and pilots.
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as 10log ( ρLN tσ2 ),
where ρ is the sparsity level of S4 and is set as 0.3. The pilot
length is 200. For the correlated channel, the channel matri‑
ces are modeled as

H = R 1
2rrH'R

1
2r and G = G'R 1

2rl , (42)
where the elements of H' and G' are independent and identi‑
cally distributed (i. i. d.) complex Gaussian random variables
with zero mean and unit variance. The matrix Rr denotes thereceive correlation matrix with the following form:

Rr =

é

ë

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê
êê
ê

ê

ù

û

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú
úú
ú

ú

1 ρ … ρ( )Nr - 1

ρ* 1 … ρ( )Nr - 2

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
ρ
*( )Nr - 1 ρ

*( )Nr - 2 … 1 , (43)
where ρ is the correlation index of neighboring antennas at
the BS and set as 0.4 + 0.3j. ( | ρ | = 0 represents an uncorre‑
lated scenario and | ρ | = 1 implies a fully correlated sce‑
nario.) The matrices Rrr and Rrl have the same form as Eq.(43), where ρ is set as 0.2 + 0.5j and 0.1 + 0.2j at the RIS, re‑
spectively.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the NMSEs of G and H under uncorre‑

lated and correlated channels, respectively. For the multi-bit
systems sampling at the Nyquist rate, the calculation of the
posterior probability p (A|yq) is referred to as Eqs. (23) and
(24) in Ref. [17]. From the figures, it can be seen that our
proposed 1-bit multi-fold oversampled systems outperform 1-
bit systems sampling at the Nyquist rate, and can even ap‑
proach the performance of 2-bit systems sampling at the Ny‑
quist rate. Another observation is that after 2-fold oversam‑
pling, the performance of 1-bit systems goes into the satura‑
tion field, and no further gain can be achieved. This reveals
the performance limit of the proposed method. Furthermore,
we have also compared the performance of Refs. [7] and [8]
as references, where the resolutions of the ADCs are changed
to 1-bit. From the results, the performance of the references
is worse than that of our proposed method, since they do not
consider the impact of 1-bit quantization and the advantages
of oversampling.
The advantage of 1-bit ADCs is that they do not require au‑

4. In simulations, the phases of the RIS are set to zeros, and the matrix S is generated as a 0–1 random matrix.
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tomatic gain control (AGC), and can be replaced by simple
LAs. Fig. 5 shows the simplified5 receiver power consumption
as a function of the quantization bits and the oversampling fac‑
tor M, which is calculated as
Psimplified = 2N r (cPAGC + (1 - c)PLA + FOM × MfNyquist2q), (44)

where PAGC and PLA denote the power consumption of AGCand LA, respectively; q is the quantization bits and fNyquist isthe Nyquist-sampling rate; c is chosen as 0 for 1-bit system
and 1 for systems with multi-bit. Numerical parameters[18]
are PAGC = 2 mW, PLA = 0.8 mW, fNyquist = 2.5 GHz and
figures-of-merit (FOM) = 15 fJ. From the results, it can be
seen that 1-bit systems consume much less power than
multi-bit systems with either the Nyquist rate or the overs‑
ampling rate.

6 Conclusions
In this work, we propose RIS aided 1-bit massive MIMO

systems with oversampling at the receiver. The aim of
oversampling is to compensate for the performance loss
due to the coarse quantization. A Markovian cascaded
channel estimation algorithm is developed for such sys‑
tems. Simulation results have shown good performance
gains of the proposed oversampled system, which can
achieve the same performance of the corresponding 2-bit
system sampling at the Nyquist rate while consuming less
power at the receiver.
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1 Introduction

With the acceleration of 5G commercialization, re‑
search on 5G-advanced and 6G communication sys‑
tems is in full swing. The scarcity of wireless spec‑
trum resource has become severe[1], and the increas‑

ing network coverage, cost and energy efficiency requirements
become a pain point restricting themobile communication indus‑
try. New expediting study for innovative solutions is in urgent
need. The reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS), a cross-
fusion of information metamaterials and mobile communica‑
tions[2], is a new and revolutionary wireless communication en‑
hancement technology. Its basicprinciple is to construct an intel‑
ligent and controllable environment by manipulating the electro‑
magnetic property of metamaterials through digital programming
with low-cost hardware architecture and tremendous flexibility.
It is necessary to obtain accurate channel state information

(CSI) to support the promising capabilities of the RIS, such as
expanding coverage, increasing transmission freedom, and
conducting environmental perception and positioning. Differ‑
ent from the massive multiple input multiple output (MIMO),
the RIS changes the electromagnetic wave propagation with
segmented channels[3]. As RIS elements are passive and mas‑
sive, it becomes challenging to estimate the channel.
Many channel estimation algorithms have been designed for

RIS-assisted communications. In Ref. [4], a channel estima‑
tion method based on the ON-OFF approach is introduced,
splitting the RIS into multiple elements and performing chan‑
nel estimation separately for each element. In Ref. [5], the

high-frequency scenario is considered, the low-rank property
of the RIS channel is exploited, and a matrix filling problem is
designed for channel estimation. The hybrid RIS architecture
with sensing and signal processing ability is considered in
Ref. [6], and the sparseness is utilized to obtain high-
resolution channel parameters. To make full use of the col‑
lected data, a potential solution is to use the artificial intelli‑
gence (AI) method for channel estimation[7]. In addition, the
position information is helpful for designing a low-complexity
channel estimation method to obtain critical information such
as the direction of arrival (DOA).
Moreover, as a RIS is usually large, new channel character‑

istics appear and affect channel estimation accuracy. New al‑
gorithms and protocols need to be designed to carry out practi‑
cal channel estimation and avoid complicated onboard signal
processing operations. Most existing works are based on the
channel model directly extended from the traditional MIMO
channel model[8], and the propagation delay is usually ne‑
glected. Different RIS elements receive signals with different
path delays when a far-field signal impinges on the RIS. The
delay between different elements can reach the same order of
magnitude as the symbol interval, and different RIS elements
will receive different amplitudes and phases of the identical
symbol or even distinct symbols for the same sampling period.
This phenomenon is called spatial-wideband effect. The
frequency-wideband effect caused by multipath delay spread
is considered in recent studies, while the spatial-wideband ef‑
fect is always ignored. As a result, the beam generated for dif‑
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ferent frequencies cannot point toward the same direction, and
reciprocally, the estimated incident angles are inaccurate if
only the frequency-wideband effect is considered.
In Ref. [9], the influence of the spatial-wideband effect on

the massive MIMO channel is discussed, and the transceiver
is redesigned for orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) systems. In Ref. [10], the discrete-time channel for
the hybrid mmWave massive MIMO system with the spatial-
wideband effect is modeled and the wideband channel is esti‑
mated through the Newtonized fully corrective forward greedy
selection-cross validation-based algorithm. The authors of Ref.
[11] develop a spatial-wideband channel model for lens an‑
tenna arrays and design a fast angle estimation algorithm to es‑
tablish point-to-point mappings between the spatial-frequency
patterns and the strongest discrete Fourier transform beam
containing the incident angle. Nevertheless, few work has con‑
sidered the spatial-wideband channel model for RIS, and high-
resolution RIS channel estimation approach is lacking.
In this paper, we analyze the frequency-dependent spatial-

wideband effect for RIS-assisted communications and present
a high-resolution channel estimation algorithm based on off-
grid sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) approach. Simulation re‑
sults are provided to verify the correctness of the spatial-
wideband effect and the effectiveness of the proposed com‑
pressive sensing (CS) algorithm. Moreover, the challenges and
promising directions of RIS future research are discussed.
2 Spatial-Wideband Channel Analysis
The array steering vector commonly used in MIMO is,
a (φ) = [ 1, ej2πd sin φ λ ... ej2π ( )N - 1 d sin φ λ ] , (1)

where d is the antenna spacing, φ is the angle of arrival and λ
is the wavelength. When the number of array elements is enor‑
mous and the transmission bandwidth is wide, for example, in
a typical RIS-assisted communication, new affecting factors
need to be considered.
In this paper, the millimeter frequency band is considered,

the RIS is deployed in fixed locations such as building walls
without mobility, and the BS is deployed at a high location
with almost no obstacles around. The line-of-sight (LoS) path
transmission between BS and RIS is usually stable and domi‑
nates the energy of the channel. In this way, the LoS assump‑
tion is adopted for the channel between BS and RIS. For RIS-
assisted communications, the LoS channel can be obtained
with prior knowledge of the location information and simple
RIS signaling. The BS-RIS channel parameters can be con‑
veyed to user equipment (UE) through the control channel for
RIS-UE channel estimation. Multiple RIS-UE channel estima‑
tions are performed within a single BS-RIS channel estimation
period as the BS-RIS channel changes slowly.
The RIS-UE channel with spatial-wideband effect is ana‑

lyzed. For multipath propagation, the passband signal re‑

ceived by the (m, n)-th element of RIS is

y͂m, n (t) = (∑
l = 0

L - 1
βle

j2π fc ( )t - τl,m,n δ ( )t - τl,m,n ) × s (t) + wm, n (t) , (2)
where L is the path number, fc is the carrier frequency, βl isthe l-th path gain, and τl,m,n is the delay of the l-th path re‑ceived by the (m, n)-th RIS element. Since RIS is a two-
dimensional planar structure, we have
τl,m,n = τl + m ψ

1

fc
+ n ψ2

fc
,ψ1 = d sinφ cosϕ

λc
,ψ2 = d cosφ

λc
,
(3)

where τl denotes the delay of path l for the first RIS element,and φ ∈ [ 0, 2π) and ϕ ∈ [ 0, π) are the azimuth and elevation
angles.
As a result, the received baseband signal by the (m, n)-th

RIS element in the time domain is

ym, n (t) = (∑l = 0L - 1
β̄l e

- j2πfc ( )m
ψ1l
fc
+ n ψ

2
l
fc δ ( )t - τl - m ψ

1
l

fc
- n ψ2l

fc ) ×
s (t) + wm, n (t) , (4)

where β̄l = βle- j2π fcτl is the equivalent path gain for path l. Cor‑respondingly, the received signal in the frequency domain is

ym, n (f) = (∑l = 0L - 1
β̄l e

- j2π fc ( )m
ψ1l
fc
+ n ψ

2
l
fc e

- j2π f ( )m
ψ1l
fc
+ n ψ

2
l
fc ) s (f) +

wm, n (f) = (∑l = 0L - 1
β̄l e

- j2π ( )mψ1l + nψ2l ( )1 + f
fc ) s (f) + wm,n (f) . (5)

The frequency domain signals received on all RIS elements
can be written in a matrix form as

Y (f) = (∑l = 0L - 1
β̄lAR ( )( )1 + f

fc
ψ1l , ( )1 + f

fc
ψ2l ) s (f) + W (f)

, (6)
where AR is the uniform rectangular spatial-domain steering
matrix with AR (m, n) = e

- j2π ( )mψ1l + nψ2l ( )1 + f
fc . Vectorization is per‑

formed, resulting in

y̆ (f) = (∑l = 0L - 1
β̄laR ( )( )1 + f

fc
ψ1l , ( )1 + f

fc
ψ2l ) s (f) + w (f) =

g (f) s (f) + w (f) . (7)
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N-point OFDM modulation is adopted to overcome fre‑
quency selective fading, and the received signal can be ar‑
ranged as
G = [ g ( )0 g ( )Δf ... g ( )( )N - 1 Δf ] =

∑
l = 0

L - 1
β̄laR ( )( )1 + f

fc
ψ1l , ( )1 + f

fc
ψ2l bT (τl) , (8)

where b (τ) = éë ù
ûe- j2π fτl ... e- j2π ( )f + ( )N - 1 Δf τl .

For the spatial-narrowband case, the frequency-selective ef‑
fect induced by the multipath delay spread is considered,
while the spatial-selective effect is ignored. The approxima‑
tion s (t - τl - m ψ1lfc - n ψ

2
l

fc ) ≈ s (t - τl) holds and the propa‑
gation delay across the RIS can be neglected. The spatial-
narrowband channel can be represented by
G Narrow =∑

l = 0

L - 1
β̄laR ( )ψ1l ,ψ2l bT (τl) . (9)

It can be observed that, for spatial-narrowband signals, a
fixed beam can be generated with no frequency dependence.
However, the generated beam has slight variations of the an‑
tenna radiation pattern correlated with the frequency for
spatial-wideband signals. This is the main difference between
spatial-wideband and spatial-narrowband channels.
When a RIS is large enough and the signal bandwidth is

wide enough, the physical propagation delay is non-negligible.
The spatial-wideband effect brings challenging channel esti‑
mation difficulties and seriously affects system performance.
Moreover, the inherent passive characteristics of the RIS pose
the same phase shift for all frequencies. Thus, RIS elements
cannot adapt to different received signal phases, and the
spatial-wideband effect cannot be compensated. It is neces‑
sary to carefully design channel estimation and beamforming
schemes for RIS with the spatial-wideband effect.
Through the above analysis, we have obtained the expres‑

sion of the RIS-UE channel considering the spatial-wideband
effect. The spatial-wideband OFDM channel can be repre‑
sented by parameters including the angle, delay, and path
gain. Once these parameters are obtained, the overall channel
can be obtained easily.
For simplification, the received OFDM signal can be writ‑

ten as

y =∑
l = 0

L - 1
β̄l vec

é

ë
ê
ê

ù

û
ú
úaR ( )( )1 + f

fc
ψ1l , ( )1 + f

fc
ψ2l bT ( )τl s + n =

∑
l = 0

L - 1
β̄lc ( )ψ1l ,ψ2l , τl s + n , (10)

where c (ψ1l ,ψ2l , τl) = vec
é

ë
ê
êaR ((1 + f

fc ) ψ1l , (1 + f
fc ) ψ2l ) bT (τl)ùûúú.

Moreover, to estimate the RIS-UE channel from the received
OFDM signal, a simple idea is to select part of the received
signal to recover those parameters, avoiding the high dimen‑
sion disadvantage.
3 Off-Grid CS Based Channel Estimation
To estimate the RIS channel with severe spatial-wideband

effect, we design an off-grid SBL algorithm to estimate the
channel parameters ϕ̂, φ̂, τ̂, and β̂. It should be noted that, ac‑
cording to the obtained parameters, we can not only recover
the pilot channel but also recover the channel on all sub-
carriers and extrapolate it to the channel of the complete RIS.
On-grid CS algorithms such as orthogonal matching pursuit

(OMP) [12] are hard to achieve satisfying performance with low
complexity as the number of channel parameters is enormous.
The SBL algorithm is adopted to achieve super-resolution pa‑
rameter estimation performance. A parameterized dictionary
with a varying grid is utilized to overcome the grid mismatch
problem. According to Ref. [13], uniform distribution is ad‑
opted as a priori distribution for angle and delay parameters.
In this way, the channel estimation problem can be trans‑
formed into maximizing the posterior probability of multi-
dimensional variables of angle, delay, and channel gain
jointly.
Define the dictionary as Q (ψ1,ψ2, τ) =

é
ë c ( )ψ11,ψ21, τ1 ... c ( )ψ1D,ψ2D, τD ùû, where D is the path num‑
ber and the parameters of each column are variable. As the
path number is unknown, D is set to be a relatively large value
initially and adjusted by deleting or adding a new column
c (ψ1t ,ψ2t , τt).
The posterior probability distribution function (PDF) of the

received spatial-wideband OFDM signal is
p ( |y ψ1,ψ2,τ, β, ξ) = CN ((ST ⊗ I) × Q (ψ1,ψ2,τ) β, ξ-1 I) . (11)
The Bayesian network of the RIS-UE channel model is

shown in Fig. 1. The prior distribution assumption for noise in‑
verse variance is gamma distribution. The channel gain obeys
the two-layer prior model, where the first layer is the zero-
mean Gaussian distribution w. r. t. hyperparameter vector α
and the second layer follows gamma distribution Γ ( |⋅ ε, κ)
that connects α and β as p ( |β α, ξ) = CN (0, ξA) , p (αi) =
Γ ( |αi ε,κ) and A = diag (α). Moreover, those angle-related
parameters and delay parameters are assumed to be uniformly
distributed.
The type II sparse Bayesian learning estimator[13] is adopted

and the associated problem becomes the search for
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{ψ̂1, ψ̂2, τ̂, α̂, ξ̂} utilizing the maximum a posteriori (MAP) cri‑
terion. The channel parameters can be inferred from
{ψ̂1, ψ̂2, τ̂, α̂, ξ̂} = arg max ln p ( |ψ1,ψ2, τ,α, ξ y)
∝ arg max ln p ( |y ψ1,ψ2,τ,α,ξ) p (ψ1) p (ψ2) p (τ) p (α) p (ξ).

(12)
After calculation, we find that the marginal likelihood obeys

Gaussian distribution as
p ( |y ψ1,ψ2, τ,α, ξ) = CN (0, ξ-1C) , (13)

where C = C-i + αic (ψ1i ,ψ2i , τi) cH (ψ1i ,ψ2i , τi) and ( ⋅ ) -i rep‑
resent a new matrix with the component related to the i-th
path removed. Defining L (ψ1,ψ2, τ,α, ξ) =
ln p ( |y ψ1,ψ2, τ,α, ξ), the MAP criterion is equivalent to maxi‑
mize L.
It can be inferred from Eq. (13) that L can be split into one

part that is related to the i-th path and the other parts related
to the other paths. An iterative approach can be utilized to
find the desired solution for each path separately. The detail
can be summarized as:
1) The noise variance is obtained by setting the partial de‑

rivative of L w.r.t. ξ to be zero.
2) For path i, the hyperparameter αi can be obtained bychoosing a value to make the partial derivative w.r. t. αi to bezero.
3) The estimated ψ1,ψ2 and τ are obtained separately

through the gradient descent or Newton method.
Although the globally optimal condition cannot be guaranteed,

the proposed off-grid SBL algorithm can achieve a continuous
convergence of the objective function and obtain a locally opti‑
mal solution. As the proposed algorithm processes continuous
angle and delay directly, it can effectively overcome the grid mis‑

match problem and achieve super-resolution estimation accuracy.
4 Simulation Results
In this section, the channel estimation performance is ana‑

lyzed. The RIS adopted is composed of 16×16 elements, and
4×4 elements are selected for channel estimation. The number
of OFDM subcarriers is 64, and 8 or 16 subcarriers are se‑
lected for channel estimation. The central frequency is 60 GHz
and the bandwidth is 1 GHz.
In Fig. 2, we simulate the estimated mean square error

(MSE) of ϕ, which is defined as MSEϕ = | ϕ - ϕ̂ |2 and ϕ is
measured in angles. Firstly, the angle estimation performance
of the one that does not consider spatial-wideband effect is
abysmal. It does not decrease with the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), remaining a value larger than 0.1 even for noiseless
cases. This proves the existence of the spatial-wideband effect
in addition to the frequency-wideband effect, verifying the cor‑
rectness of the proposed RIS-assisted channel model. Sec‑
ondly, it can be found that the proposed off-grid SBL channel
estimation algorithm achieves a better angular MSE perfor‑
mance that decreases approximately linearly with SNR. More‑
over, the proposed algorithm approaches the Cramer-Rao
lower bound (CRLB). The superiority of the proposed method
is verified, although the global optimal cannot be guaranteed.
Increasing the number of subcarriers used for channel estima‑
tion can improve angle estimation accuracy. The estimation of
ϕ and τ have similar results, and the detail is omitted due to
space limitations.
In Fig. 3, the normalized MSE of the RIS-UE channel for all

RIS elements, which is defined as MSEH = ||H - Ĥ 2
||H 2,

is analyzed. The MSE performance of those ignoring the
spatial-wideband effect is worse than the proposed algorithm
and does not improve with higher SNR. In addition, the MSE
of the proposed algorithm decreases continuously with SNR,
and the error floor that exists for the on-grid OMP algorithm
can be overcome. Though very fine grids make the channel es‑
timation performance of OMP better, it becomes numerically
unstable and computationally unacceptable and can hardly
beat the proposed off-grid one.
5 Foresight of Challenges

5.1 Channel Modeling
Most of the existing channel modeling methods follow the

wireless channel models of 3GPP and ITU. However, the new
challenges brought by the novel characteristics of RIS are ig‑
nored, and the lack of RIS wireless channel measurement be‑
comes a tremendous challenge for the current stage. It is ur‑
gent to develop a thoroughgoing RIS channel model consider‑
ing various fading factors. In addition, it is necessary to rea‑
sonably model hardware non-ideal factors such as the mutual
coupling between sub-wavelength RIS elements and verify it

▲ Figure 1. Bayesian network for reconfigurable intelligent surface
(RIS)-user equipment (UE) channel
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through practical channel measurement.
The electromagnetic mutual coupling means that when mul‑

tiple antennas are close to each other, the electric field of one
antenna will affect the current distribution of other antennas
and generate a voltage at its terminals, thereby affecting the
performance of the antenna array. To realize the intelligent
control of the environment, a RIS is usually composed of tens
of thousands of electromagnetic elements, with the element in‑
terval being less than half a wavelength. The mutual coupling
within RIS is severe, and the radiation pattern is affected dra‑
matically. If no compensation is performed, the system perfor‑
mance will be decreased. The commonly used electromagnetic
coupling analysis methods are the method of moment ap‑
proach[14] and the mutual coupling model based on S param‑
eters[15]. However, the hardware implementation of the RIS is
diverse, including structures based on PIN tubes, varactor di‑
odes, liquid crystals, etc. How to reasonably model the imped‑

ance of RIS needs in-depth research.
5.2 Near-Field Analysis
In MIMO communications, it is assumed that the signals re‑

ceived by the antenna array are parallel. However, this ap‑
proximation only holds when the receiving array is in the far-
field of the transmitting array. The case is different for a RIS
as the near-field condition occurs more frequently. The trans‑
mission characteristics of spherical waves need to be consid‑
ered, and near-field research needs to be promoted urgently.
According to different transmission distances, the receiving

area is divided into the reactive near-field, near-field and far-
field, and the boundaries are 0.6 D3a λ and 2D2a λ respec‑
tively, with Da being the array aperture. As the array aperturefor the RIS is usually large, the signals received by different
RIS elements have different transmission distances and differ‑
ent effective receiving areas, and polarization mismatch errors
are inevitable[16]. These factors cause significant differences in
the signal received by different RIS elements, making the RIS
near-field analysis more complicated than MIMO. The perfor‑
mance analysis and design optimization of near-field commu‑
nications are helpful for understanding the characteristics and
potential advantages of RIS-assisted communications.
5.3 Multi-User Transmission
A significant feature of RIS is that the electromagnetic ele‑

ment can only produce a certain phase adjustment at a particu‑
lar moment[17], and it is difficult for RIS to achieve ideal multi-
beams for multi-user transmission. One solution is maximizing
a criterion and achieving a tradeoff by optimizing the RIS
phase shift matrix. However, this solution is complicated and
generally difficult to generate beams with precise directivity,
restricting its value in actual products. Other solutions include
RIS segmentation service for multi-users, matching BS-RIS
and RIS-UE beam pairs to obtain suitable beams supporting
multi-users, etc. However, the inherent performance loss due
to the amplitude restriction of RIS element is difficult to com‑
pensate. Different subcarriers incident into the same RIS will
cause different RIS electromagnetic responses, and different
beams will be generated due to the spatial-wideband effect.
Reasonable use of these properties may bring new inspiration
to multi-user RIS-assisted transmission.
After the introduction of RIS, the communication system

will face many challenges such as a more complex propagation
environment, an increase in factors affecting channel capacity,
etc. RIS needs to perform different functions according to dif‑
ferent requirements, such as beamforming, energy focusing
and near-field broadcasting[18]. Studying the maximum capac‑
ity, energy efficiency, or optimization of other indicators under
various schemes will be a hot spot for future research.
5.4 Standardization
Standardization is an essential connection from technology

▲Figure 2. MSE of angle parameter ϕ
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to application. Although the research on RIS is still in the de‑
velopment stage, it is indispensable to study the impact of RIS
standardization. At present, there are various channel estima‑
tion and beamforming approaches in academia, while the most
basic question considered by the industry is how to standard‑
ize and apply them.
As a simple version of RIS is hoped to be deployed in 5G-

advanced network, the standardization of RIS is just around
the corner. The points to be standardized for RIS include the
use cases and requirements, RIS channel modeling, air inter‑
face design, and the RIS network architecture. The standard‑
ization mainly includes near-field and far-field channel model‑
ing, time slot structure design, channel and signaling design,
channel measurement design, feedback design, and related
protocol process design. The possible air interface designs in‑
clude reference signaling, channel feedback signaling, code‑
book, control signaling, etc.
6 Conclusions
The spatial-wideband effect is inevitable in the RIS chan‑

nel, and the communication quality will be affected seriously
if the spatial-wideband effect is not handled well. To deal with
this problem, we reanalyze the wideband RIS channel repre‑
sentation and design an off-grid SBL method to estimate the
sparse channel parameters. The estimation of the channel pa‑
rameters through the activation of some RIS elements is real‑
ized and the complete channel is restored successfully. The
simulation results prove the effectiveness of the off-grid SBL
algorithm. Finally, the challenges to be dealt with for RIS-
assisted communications are discussed.
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utilizing the degree of freedom of polarization. The proposed scheme is evaluated through a prototype system that utilizes a fabricated dual-
polarized phase-adjustable RIS. In particular, the polarization coupling phenomenon in each unit cell of the employed dual-polarized RIS is
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1 Introduction

With the commercialization of the fifth-generation(5G) mobile communication networks, the spec‑
trum resources of millimeter wave band are gradu‑
ally developed and utilized, and base stations

(BSs) also begin to assemble massive multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) hardware and corresponding algorithms to pro‑
vide better communication services[1–2]. However, the an‑
tenna array equipped with massive MIMO needs numerous ra‑
dio frequency (RF) chains, which leads to high hardware
costs, high energy consumption, high system complexity, and
severe heat dissipation issues. These problems will become
more serious in the sixth-generation (6G) mobile communica‑
tion networks. The emergence of reconfigurable intelligent
surfaces (RISs) in recent years may bring new solutions to
these challenges[3–6].
The concept of digital coding and programmable metamateri‑

als was first proposed in 2014[7]. When applied to the field of
wireless communications, the reconfigurable two-dimensional

metasurfaces are usually called RISs, which are composed of
many sub-wavelength unit cells[8–9]. Each unit cell of a RIS can
be configured to change its response to electromagnetic (EM)
waves, so as to adjust and control EM wave parameters, such as
the amplitude or phase, during the interaction between the unit
cell and EM waves[10]. A RIS is usually controlled by a field pro‑
grammable gate array (FPGA) for real-time configuration to real‑
ize the regulation and control of EM waves.
The research on RISs can be categorized into two major ap‑

plication directions: the RIS-based transmitter and the RIS-
based relay. The RIS-based transmitter focuses on using RIS
to regulate EM wave parameters, thus modulating information
on EM waves. The RIS-based relay focuses on improving the
channel quality through RISs, thus enhancing the signal
strength and coverage performance[11–12].
There have been some prior research works on RIS-based

transmitters. The authors of Ref. [13] proposed a binary fre‑
quency shift keying (BFSK) wireless communication system
based on RIS, and the authors of Refs. [14–16] realized sev‑
eral RIS-based phase shift keying (PSK) transmission proto‑
types. A RIS-based space-time transmission system was pro‑
posed and implemented in Ref. [17]. However, previous re‑
search on RIS-based transmitters was based on single-
polarized RISs, and the potential of RISs in the degree of free‑
dom of polarization was not fully exploited. Recently, some
fabricated RISs have been able to realize EM control in differ‑
ent polarization directions[18]. The authors of Ref. [19] realized
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MIMO transmission based on a dual-polarized RIS, and the
authors of Ref. [20] proposed a communication system as‑
sisted by a dual-polarized RIS.
In this paper, a 4-transmit space-time block coding (STBC)

transmission system based on a dual-polarized RIS is pro‑
posed and validated by experiments. In this system, a 4-trans‑
mit space-time transmitter is realized by utilizing the degree
of freedom of the RIS’s polarization. In addition, the polariza‑
tion coupling phenomenon in the unit cell of the employed
dual-polarized RIS is modeled and analyzed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro‑

duces the system model of the proposed 4-transmit RIS-based
STBC transmission system. Section 3 gives the design details
of the proposed system and Section 4 analyzes the bit error
rate (BER) performance by considering polarization coupling
interference in each unit cell. The prototype system and ex‑
perimental measurement results are shown in Section 5. Sec‑
tion 6 summarizes the paper.
2 System Model
Fig. 1 shows the diagram of the 4-transmit space-time trans‑

mission system based on a dual-polarized RIS. The transmitter
consists of a digital baseband module, a dual-polarized phase-
adjustable RIS and a radio frequency (RF) signal source. The
receiver has K receiving antennas and a baseband processing
module. The dual-polarized RIS has N rows and M columns of
unit cells, and each unit cell can realize the phase regulation
in horizontal polarization and vertical polarization, respec‑
tively. M and N are assumed to be even. The single tone car‑
rier signal incident on the dual-polarized RIS is emitted by a
feed antenna.

The incident signal power of each unit cell is p in both hori‑
zontal and vertical polarization. Let p represent the polarization
direction, p = 1 means vertical polarization, and p = 0 means
horizontal polarization. The unit cell in row n and column m is
denoted as Un,m. Ap,n,m and φp,n,m represent the reflection ampli‑tude and reflection phase shift of Un,m in polarization p, and thechannel from Un,m to the k⁃th receiving antenna in polarization pis denoted as hp,n,mk . Then the signal received from Un,m by the k⁃th receiving antenna in polarization p is y p,n,mk =
hp,n,mk P Ap,n,me

φp,n,m. It can be noted that xp,n,m = Ap,n,meφp,n,m rep‑
resents the data symbol modulated by Un,m onto the single-tonecarrier in polarization p and we have y p,n,mk = hp,n,mk P xp,n,m.
The n×m unit cells of the RIS can be divided into left and

right parts in horizontal polarization, and upper and lower
parts in vertical polarization. As shown in Fig. 1, the horizon‑
tal left part is marked as the yellow part, the horizontal right
part is marked as the orange part, the vertical upper part is
marked as the blue part, and the vertical lower part is marked
as the indigo part. Then the wireless channel from the yellow
part to the k ⁃ th receiving antenna is denoted as hk,1 =
∑
m = 1

M
2 ∑

n = 1

N

h0,n,mk , and accordingly, hk,2 = ∑
m = M2 + 1

M ∑
n = 1

N

h0,n,mk , hk,3 =

∑
m = 1

M ∑
n = N2 + 1

N

h1,n,mk , and hk,4 =∑
m = 1

M ∑
n = 1

N
2
h1,n,mk stand for the wireless

channel between the orange part and the k ⁃ th receiving an‑
tenna, the wireless channel between the blue part and the k⁃th
receiving antenna, and the wireless channel between the indigo
part and the k ⁃ th receiving antenna, respectively. Therefore, the

▲Figure 1. Proposed 4-transmit space-time wireless communication system based on a dual-polarized RIS
RF: radio frequency RIS: reconfigurable intelligent surface Rx: receiver Tx: trasmitter
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channel parameters from the 4-transmit space-time dual-
polarized RIS-based transmitter to the receiver can be written as

H =
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ê

ê
êêê
ê
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⋯
⋯
⋯
⋯
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The STBC matrix is designed as[21]:
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ú

c1 c2 c3 0
-c*2 c*1 0 c3-c*3 0 c*1 -c20 -c*3 c*2 c1 , (2)

where c1, c2, and c3 are three transmitted baseband symbols.The coding matrix encodes three data streams into four data
frames and transmits them in four time slots as a period. The
received signals of the k ⁃ th receiving antenna in the corre‑
sponding time slot of coding are
rk1 = P c1hk,1 + P c2hk,2 + P c3hk,3 + nk1,

rk2 = - P c*2hk,1 + P c*1hk,2 + P c3hk,4 + nk2,

rk3 = - P c*3hk,1 + P c*1hk,3 - P c2hk,4 + nk3,

rk4 = - P c*3hk,2 + P c*2hk,3 + P c1hk,4 + nk4, (3)
in which rki is the data received by the k⁃th receiving antennain the i‑th time slot, and nki is the corresponding receiver
noise. In a vector form, let rk = [ rk1,rk2,rk3,rk4 ]T, nk =
[ nk1,nk2,nk3,nk4 ]T, and hk = [ hk,1,hk,2,hk,3,hk,4 ]T, and we have
rk = P chk + nk, (4)

where rk, nk and hk are the received signal vector, the noisevector, and the wireless channel vector of the k⁃th antenna, re‑
spectively.
Eq. (4) reveals the basic principle of the 4-transmit space-

time transmission system based on the dual-polarized RIS. It
is consistent with the traditional space-time transmission sys‑
tem in form but different in hardware composition and channel
structure. The proposed system modulates the information
onto the carrier in the process of reflecting the signal through
the dual-polarized RIS, which does not require the conven‑
tional RF chains. Therefore, the 4-transmit space-time trans‑
mission scheme based on the dual-polarized RIS provides a
new space-time transmitter design with the advantages of low
hardware costs and complexity.

3 Design of 4-Transmit Space-Time Trans⁃
mission Based on Dual-Polarized RIS
This section will introduce in detail the scheme of a 4-trans‑

mit space-time transmission wireless communication system
based on the dual-polarized RIS, including the design of wave‑
forms, the wireless frame structure, and the receiver combin‑
ing method.
3.1 Waveform Design of Transmitted Symbols
Space-time coding needs to realize the complex conjugate

operation of the transmitted symbols. However, the amplitude
response and phase shift of the dual-polarized phase-
adjustable RIS used in this paper are coupled. If the phase of
RIS’s unit cell is directly regulated, the envelope of the trans‑
mitted symbol will be non-constant and the complex conjugate
operation of the symbol cannot be realized. Therefore, the non‑
linear modulation technology is employed in this work[17].
During one symbol period, the transmitted symbol wave‑

form is designed as

xp,n,m (t) =
ì

í

î

ï
ï
ï
ï

e
j
Δφp,n,m
Ts

( )Ts - tp,n,m - t , t ∈ [ ]0,Ts - tp,n,m
e
j
Δφp,n,m
Ts

( )2Ts - tp,n,m - t , t ∈ ( ]Ts - tp,n,m,Ts , (5)
where Ts is the symbol period, tp,n,m ∈ [ 0,Ts ] is the circular
time delay, and the symbol phase decreases linearly withΔφp,n,m
Ts

as the slope.
According to the designed symbol waveform, the amplitude

A-1p,n,m and phase φ-1p,n,m of the -1-st harmonic with frequency fs -1
Ts
are

A-1p,n,m = | sinc (Δφp,n,m2 - π) |, (6)
and
φ-1p,n,m = - 2πtp,n,mTs

+ Δφp,n,m2 - π + π·

mod (êëêê ú

û
úú

Δφp,n,m
2π - 1 ,2) + π·ε (2π - Δφp,n,m), (7)

in which sinc (·)，mod (·)，ë û· ，and ε (·) denote sinc function,
modulus operation，round down function and step function, re‑
spectively.
3.2 Wireless Frame Structure Design
The frame structure is designed as shown in Fig. 2 for 4-
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transmit space-time coding transmission based on the dual-
polarized RIS. It includes one synchronization subframe, one
pilot subframe and 60 data subframes. The pilots of four trans‑
mitting data frames are orthogonal in time for ease of channel
estimation. The four data frames are transmitted by the four
parts of the RIS respectively. Each pilot subframe includes 32
Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) symbols. There are 64
space-time coded 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
symbols in each data subframe, and all data symbols are
based on the previously described waveform. 11 520 (4×60×
64×3/4 = 11 520) data bits are transmitted per frame duration.
3.3 Combining Scheme of Receiver
When the receiver has only one receiving antenna (K=1),

we have
r11 = P c1h1,1 + P c2h1,2 + P c3h1,3 + n11,

r12 = - P c*2h1,1 + P c*1h1,2 + P c3h1,4 + n12,

r13 = - P c*3h1,1 + P c*1h1,3 - P c2h1,4 + n13,

r14 = - P c*3h1,2 + P c*2h1,3 + P c1h1,4 + n14, (8)
where c1，c2，and c3 are the source symbols satisfying
E{| c1 |2} = E{| c2 |2} = E{| c3 |2} = 1, and E{·} represents ex‑
pectation operation. n11，n12，n13，and n14 denote independentcomplex Gaussian noises with zero mean and variance σ2.
By applying the combination scheme in Ref. [22], we have
c͂1 = r11h*1,1 + r1*2 h1,2 + r1*3 h1,3 + r14h*1,4

( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2
P
= c1 +

n11h*1,1 + n1*2 h1,2 + n1*3 h1,3 + n14h*1,4
( )|| h1,1

2 + || h1,2
2 + || h1,3

2 + || h1,4
2

P , (9)

c͂2 = r11h*1,2 - r1*2 h1,1 - r13h*1,4 + r1*4 h1,3
( )|| h1,1

2 + || h1,2
2 + || h1,3

2 + || h1,4
2

P
= c2 +

n11h*1,2 - n1*2 h1,1 - n13h*1,4 + n1*4 h1,3
( )|| h1,1

2 + || h1,2
2 + || h1,3

2 + || h1,4
2

P ,

c͂3 = r11h*1,3 + r12h*1,4 - r1*3 h1,1 - r1*4 h1,2
( )|| h1,1

2 + || h1,2
2 + || h1,3

2 + || h1,4
2

P
= c3 +

n11h*1,3 + n12h*1,4 - n1*3 h1,1 - n1*4 h1,2
( )|| h1,1

2 + || h1,2
2 + || h1,3

2 + || h1,4
2

P ,
where c͂1, c͂2 and c͂3 represent the recovered symbols of threedata streams. According to the above formulas, when the re‑
ceiver has only one receiving antenna, the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of stream 1, stream 2 and stream 3 is
SNR1Rx1 = SNR1Rx2 = SNR1Rx3 =
( )|| h1,1

2 + || h1,2
2 + || h1,3

2 + || h1,4
2
P

σ2 . (10)
Similarly, when there are two receiving antennas, according

to the combining scheme in Ref. [22], there are
c͂1 =

r11h*1,1 + r1*2 h1,2 + r1*3 h1,3 + r14h*1,4 + r21h*2,1 + r2*2 h2,2 + r2*3 h2,3 + r24h*2,4
( )|| h1,1

2 + || h1,2
2 + || h1,3

2 + || h1,4
2 + || h2,1

2 + || h2,2
2 + || h2,3

2 + || h2,4
2

P
=

c1 +
n11h*1,1 + n1*2 h1,2 + n1*3 h1,3 + n14h*1,4 + n21h*2,1 + n2*2 h2,2 + n2*3 h2,3 + n24h*2,4

( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 + || h2,1
2 + || h2,2

2 + || h2,3
2 + || h2,4

2
P ,(11)

c͂2 =
r11h*1,2 - r1*2 h1,1 - r13h*1,4 + r1*4 h1,3 + r21h*2,2 - r2*2 h2,1 - r23h*2,4 + r2*4 h2,3

( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 + || h2,1
2 + || h2,2

2 + || h2,3
2 + || h2,4

2
P
=

c2 +
n11h*1,2 - n1*2 h1,1 - n13h*1,4 + n1*4 h1,3 + n21h*2,2 - n2*2 h2,1 - n23h*2,4 + n2*4 h2,3

( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 + || h2,1
2 + || h2,2

2 + || h2,3
2 + || h2,4

2
P ,(12)

c͂3 =
r11h*1,3 + r12h*1,4 - r1*3 h1,1 - r1*4 h1,2 + r21h*2,3 + r22h*2,4 - r2*3 h2,1 - r2*4 h2,2

( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 + || h2,1
2 + || h2,2

2 + || h2,3
2 + || h2,4

2
P
=

c3 +
n11h*1,3 + n12h*1,4 - n1*3 h1,1 - n1*4 h1,2 + n21h*2,3 + n22h*2,4 - n2*3 h2,1 - n2*4 h2,2

( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 + || h2,1
2 + || h2,2

2 + || h2,3
2 + || h2,4

2
P .(13)

▲Figure 2. Frame structure design of 4-transmit space-time transmis⁃
sion system based on dual-polarized RIS
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Therefore, when there are two receiving antennas at the re‑
ceiver, the SNR of stream 1, stream 2 and stream 3 is
SNR2Rx1 = SNR2Rx2 = SNR2Rx3 =
( )|| h1,1

2 + || h1,2
2 + || h1,3

2 + || h1,4
2 + || h2,1

2 + || h2,2
2 + || h2,3

2 + || h2,4
2
P

σ2 . (14)
From the two SNR formulas of Eqs. (10) and (14), it can be

found that the 4-transmit space-time transmission scheme
based on the dual-polarized RIS proposed in this paper is basi‑
cally consistent with the traditional space-time transmission
system. The same diversity order and diversity gain can be ob‑
tained.
4 Polarization Coupling Modeling and BER
Performance Analysis

4.1 Polarization Coupling Modeling for Dual-Polarized
RIS
The authors of Ref. [19] have preliminarily revealed the

phenomenon of polarization coupling in the unit cell of the
dual-polarized RIS. Based on the coupling constellation
and the coupling voltage of the unit cell given in Ref. [19],
a linear symbolic coupling model is proposed as follows to
analyze the polarization coupling phenomenon in the 4-
transmit space-time transmission based on the dual-
polarized RIS.
Theorem 1. The coupling model between two polarization

directions of the unit cell Un,m can be written as

{x0,n,mcouple = x0,n,m + ax1,n,m
x1,n,mcouple = x1,n,m + bx0,n,m , (15)

where a and b are the coefficients coupled to the horizontal
and vertical polarization, x0,n,mand x1,n,m are the original trans‑mitted symbols in horizontal and vertical polarization, and
x0,n,mcouple and x1,n,mcouple are the actual transmitted symbols in horizon‑tal and vertical polarization.
Theorem 1 reveals that the transmitted symbols of two polar‑

ization directions are mutually coupled in one unit cell of the
dual-polarized RIS. In particular, Theorem 1 indicates that
the actual transmitted symbols are the linear combination of
original transmitted symbols and coupled transmitted symbols
from another polarization direction.
Based on the system model in Section 2, when the system

operates normally and has no polarization coupling interfer‑
ence，the signal received from Un,m by the k-th receiving an‑
tenna in polarization p is y p,n,mk = hp,n,mk P xp,n,m.
According to Theorem 1, the signal that considers polariza‑

tion coupling interference received from Un,m by the k-th re‑
ceiving antenna in polarization p is y k,p,n,mcouple = hp,n,mk P xp,n,m +
qhp,n,mk P x1 - p,n,m, where x1 - p,n,m is the transmitted symbol in

another polarization, and q is the coupling coefficient between
unit cell’s control voltages for horizontal and vertical polariza‑
tion directions. According to Ref. [19], q = a = 1.016 is the co‑
efficient coupled to the horizontal polarization and q = b =
0.92
8 is the coefficient coupled to the vertical polarization for
the employed dual-polarized RIS.
4.2 BER Performance Without Polarization Coupling In⁃

terference
For the sake of analysis, it is assumed that the wireless

channel parameters (h1,1, h1,2, h1,3, h1,4, h2,1, h2,2, h2,3, h2,4) re‑
main constant during transmission. Due to the standardly
mapped 16-QAM with Gray coding and the traditional QAM
demodulation method, the theoretical total BER of the 4-
transmit space-time RIS-based transmission system can be
expressed as[17, 23]:

BER1Rx ≅ 38 erfc ( 4SNRRx1
30 ) + 14 erfc (3 4SNRRx1

30 ), (16)
SNRRx1 =

3( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2
P

4σ2 , (17)
where erfc (·) is the complementary error function and SNRRx1is the received SNR for one receiving antenna.
Similarly, the system BER with two receiving antennas is[17, 23]:

BER2Rx ≅ 38 erfc ( 4β SNRRx1
30 ) + 14 erfc (3 4β SNRRx1

30 ),
(18)

β =
|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 + || h2,1
2 + || h2,2

2 + || h2,3
2 + || h2,4

2

|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 , (19)
where β is the diversity gain obtained when the receiver has
two receiving antennas.
4.3 BER Performance Considering Polarization Coupling

Interference
Take the horizontal polarization as an example, when the

symbols X1, X2, X3 and X4 are respectively transmitted bythe yellow, orange, blue and indigo parts of RIS as shown in
Fig. 1 in a certain time slot, the signal received by the k-th
receiving antenna in horizontal polarization from the yellow
part is
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yk,0yellow =∑
m = 1

M
2 ∑

n = 1

N

h0,n,mk P X1 +

a∑
m = 1

M
2 ∑

n = N2 + 1

N

h0,n,mk P X3 + a∑
m = 1

M
2 ∑

n = 1

N
2
h0,n,mk P X4 =

hk,1 P X1 + a∑
m = 1

M
2 ∑

n = N2 + 1

N

h0,n,mk P X3 + a∑
m = 1

M
2 ∑

n = 1

N
2
h0,n,mk P X4 =

hk,1 P X1 + ahupper,yellowk P X3 + ahlower,yellowk P X4 , (20)

where hupper,yellowk =∑
m = 1

M
2 ∑

n = N2 + 1

N

h0,n,mk and hlower,yellowk =∑
m = 1

M
2 ∑

n = 1

N
2
h0,n,mk

are the channels from the upper region and lower region of
the yellow part to the k-th receiving antenna in horizontal
polarization.
And the signal received by the k-th receiving antenna in

horizontal polarization from the orange part is

y k,0orange = ∑
m = M2 + 1

M ∑
n = 1

N

h0,n,mk P X2 +

a ∑
m = M2 + 1

M ∑
n = N2 + 1

N

h0,n,mk P X3 + a ∑
m = M2 + 1

M ∑
n = 1

N
2
h0,n,mk P X4 =

hk,2 P X2 + a ∑
m = M2 + 1

M ∑
n = N2 + 1

N

h0,n,mk P X3 +

a ∑
m = M2 + 1

M ∑
n = 1

N
2
h0,n,mk P X4 =

hk,2 P X2 + ahupper,orangek P X3 + ahlower,orangek P X4 , (21)

where hupper,orangek = ∑
m = M2 + 1

M ∑
n = N2 + 1

N

h0,n,mk and hlower,orangek =

∑
m = M2 + 1

M ∑
n = 1

N
2
h0,n,mk are the channels from the upper region and

lower region of the orange part to the k-th receiving antenna in
horizontal polarization.
Due to the proposed wireless frame structure and transmis‑

sion scheme, hupper,yellowk , hlower,yellowk , hupper,orangek and hlower,orangek can‑
not be estimated and obtained. Because receiving antennas
are placed approximately on the central normal line of the
RIS, we can assume that hupper,yellowk ≈ 12 hk,1,hlower,yellowk ≈ 12 hk,1,
hupper,orangek ≈ 12 hk,2, and hlower,orangek ≈ 12 hk,2, and Eqs. (18) and
(19) can be written as

y k,0yellow = hk,1 P X1 + a∑
m = 1

M
2 ∑

n = N2 + 1

N

h0,n,mk P X3 +

a∑
m = 1

M
2 ∑

n = 1

N
2
h0,n,mk P X4 ≈ hk,1 P X1 +

a ( 12 hk,1) P X3 + a ( 12 hk,1) P X4 =
hk,1 P (X1 + 12 aX3 + 12 aX4) , (22)

and

y k,0orange ≈ hk,2 P (X2 + 12 aX3 + 12 aX4). (23)
Similarly, for the blue and indigo parts, we have

y k,1blue ≈ hk,3 P (X3 + 12 bX1 + 12 bX2), (24)
and
y k,1indigo ≈ hk,4 P (X4 + 12 bX1 + 12 bX2). (25)
For the k-th receiving antenna, the received signal in a cer‑

tain time slot is
yk = yk,0yellow + yk,0orange + yk,1blue + yk,1indigo

≈ P

é

ë

ê

ê

ê
êê
ê
hk,1 ( )X1 + 12 aX3 +

1
2 aX4 +

hk,2 ( )X2 + 12 aX3 +
1
2 aX4 +

ù

û
úhk,3 ( )X3 + 12 bX1 +

1
2 bX2 + hk,4 ( )X4 + 12 bX1 +

1
2 bX2 =

P hkXQcouple = P hkXcouple , (26)

where hk = [ hk,1,hk,2,hk,3,hk,4 ]T, X = [X1,X2,X3,X4 ], and

Qcouple =

é

ë

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê
êê
ê
ê

ê

ê

ê

ù

û

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú
úú
ú
ú

ú

ú

ú

1 0 1
2 b

1
2 b

0 1 1
2 b

1
2 b

1
2 a

1
2 a 1 0

1
2 a

1
2 a 0 1 , (27)
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Xcouple = XQcouple = éëêX1 +
1
2 aX3 +

1
2 aX4,X2 +

1
2 aX3 +

1
2 aX4,X3 +

1
2 bX1 +

1
2 bX2,X4 +

1
2 bX1 +

1
2 bX2

ù
û
ú.

When the RIS-based transmitter transmits data according
to the STBC matrix c of Eq. (2), we let u = 12 a, v =

1
2 b andthere is

ccouple = cQcouple =
é

ë

ê

ê
êêê
ê

ù

û

ú

ú
úúú
ú

c1 + uc3 c2 + uc3 c3 + vc1 + vc2 vc1 + vc2-c*2 + uc3 c*1 + uc3 -vc*2 + vc*1 c3 - vc*2 + vc*1-c*3 + uc*1 - uc2 uc*1 - uc2 c*1 - vc*3 -c2 - vc*3
uc*2 + uc1 -c*3 + uc*2 + uc1 c*2 - vc*3 c1 - vc*3 . (28)

Then we have
r kcouple = P ccouplehk + nk, (29)

where r kcouple = [ rk,1couple, rk,2couple, rk,3couple, rk,4couple ]T is the received signal
vector considering polarization coupling interference.
Eq. (27) gives the system model that considers polarization

coupling interference, and the influence of the proposed sym‑
bolic coupling model is mainly reflected in the STBC matrix
ccouple. Then the BER performance of the system is discussedas follows.
Proposition 1. When considering polarization coupling in‑

terference and there is only one receiving antenna at the re‑
ceiver, the upper bound of system BER can be written as

BER1Rxupbound ≅ 38 erfc ( SINR1Rx
10 ) + 14 erfc (3 SINR1Rx

10 ), (30)
SINR1Rx =

1
3

4 SNRRx1 +
4 ( )u2 || h1,1

2 + u2 || h1,2
2 + v2 || h1,3

2 + v2 || h1,4
2

3( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 +

( )u2 + v2 ( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 ( )|| h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2

3( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 2 ,
(31)

where SINR1Rx is the signal-to-interference plus noise ratio
(SINR) of the data stream with a single receiving antenna.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Eq. (28) in Proposition 1 and Eq. (16) have the same struc‑

ture, but the difference is that Eq. (28) is related to SINR due
to the polarization coupling interference while Eq. (16) is just
related to SNR. Proposition 1 reveals that the BER of the pro‑
posed system is not only influenced by the SNR of the system,

but also by polarization coupling interference. When the inter‑
ference terms in SINR are 0, Eq. (28) will degenerate into Eq.
(16). However, because of the interference terms, the SINR of
the system will decrease, which leads to the deterioration of
the system BER performance and this is consistent with the in‑
tuition.
For the case of two receiving antennas, we can get Proposi‑

tion 2 as follows.
Proposition 2: When considering polarization coupling in‑

terference and there are two receiving antennas at the re‑
ceiver, the upper bound of system BER can be written as

BER2Rxupbound ≅ 38 erfc ( SINR2Rx
10 ) + 14 erfc (3 SINR2Rx

10 ),
(32)

SINR2Rx = 1
3

4β SNRRx1 + d1 + d2 + d3 , (33)
where SINR2Rx is the SINR of system data stream with two re‑
ceiving antennas and
d1 =
4 é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú( )u2 || h1,1

2 + u2 || h1,2
2 + v2 || h1,3

2 + v2 || h1,4
2 ( )|| h1,1

2 + || h1,2
2 + || h1,3

2 + || h1,4
2

3( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 + || h2,1
2 + || h2,2

2 + || h2,3
2 + || h2,4

2 2

,

d2 =
4 é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú( )u2 || h2,1

2 + u2 || h2,2
2 + v2 || h2,3

2 + v2 || h2,4
2 ( )|| h2,1

2 + || h2,2
2 + || h2,3

2 + || h2,4
2

3( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 + || h2,1
2 + || h2,2

2 + || h2,3
2 + || h2,4

2 2

,

d3 =
( )u2 + v2 é

ë
ê

ù
û
ú( )|| h1,1

2 + || h1,2
2 ( )|| h1,3

2 + || h1,4
2 + ( )|| h2,1

2 + || h2,2
2 ( )|| h2,3

2 + || h2,4
2

3( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 + || h2,1
2 + || h2,2

2 + || h2,3
2 + || h2,4

2 2

.
Proof: See Appendix B.
According to Proposition 2, diversity gain β exists in both

SNR terms and interference terms (d1, d2, d3), which meansthat even if more receiving antennas are equipped, polariza‑
tion coupling interference will still prominently affect the
BER performance of the system. Besides, Eqs. (28) and (29)
also indicate that if we want to improve the BER performance,
we need to reduce coupling coefficients u and v, which leads
to less polarization coupling interference. And that puts for‑
ward new requirements for the design of the unit cell of a dual-
polarized RIS. In the following section, we will validate the
proposed symbolic polarization coupling model by the experi‑
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mental measurements based on our prototype system.
5 Implementation of 4-Transmit Space-Time
Transmission Based on Dual-Polarized RIS

5.1 Prototype Setup
Fig. 3 shows our prototype of 4-transmit space-time trans‑

mission based on the dual-polarized RIS. The system consists
of a 4-transmit space-time RIS-based transmitter and a tradi‑
tional receiver. The 4-transmit space-time transmitter is com‑
posed of a dual-polarized phase-adjustable RIS that is con‑
troled by a PXIe platform, a horn antenna and an RF signal
source. The traditional receiver consists of two receiving an‑
tennas and a software defined radio (SDR) platform.
The dual-polarized RIS is a phase programmable metasur‑

face with an operating frequency of 2.7 GHz. There are 144
(12×12) unit cells in total, and each unit cell has two pairs of
metal patches and two varactor diodes are connected across it.
The bias voltage is applied to the varactor diodes through the
corresponding metal patches to control the reflection coeffi‑
cient of the unit cell in two polarization directions[18–19]. The
RIS fabricated with varactors can continuously regulate the
phase, which makes the transmission waveform design in Sec‑
tion 4 achievable.
Specifically, three bit streams are generated by the PXIe

platform, mapped into three 16-QAM symbol streams, and en‑
coded by the STBC matrix to generate four baseband frames.
The four frames are converted into four analog voltage signals
by the digital-to-analog converters (DACs) of the PXIe plat‑
form and loaded on the varactors of the corresponding RIS’s
unit cells respectively. When the 2.7 GHz single tone carrier
generated by the RF signal source is transmitted and irradi‑
ated on the RIS through the horn antenna, the dual-polarized
RIS modulates four data frames onto the carrier. The transmit‑
ting horn antenna is placed at an inclination of 45° so that
there are carrier components in both horizontal and vertical
polarization directions. The receiver receives the signal

through two single polarization antennas inclined at 45° . The
received signal is down converted and sampled on the SDR
platform, and the corresponding baseband data symbols are
then decoded and demodulated.
5.2 Experimental Results
As shown in Fig. 3, the 4-transmit space-time transmission

system based on the dual-polarized RIS can successfully real‑
ize data transmission. The prototype is in an indoor environ‑
ment with a transmission distance of about 1.5 m. When the
symbol rate of the system is 2.5 million symbol/s, the transmis‑
sion rate can reach 7.5 Mbit/s, which is determined by the ad‑
opted space-time coding scheme. It can be seen from Fig. 3
that the constellations of three data streams at the receiver can
be well recovered. By adjusting the transmission power to
change the received SNR, the BER performance is recorded
simultaneously. The measurement results are shown in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4, the blue line is the theoretical BER curve without
polarization coupling interference, the red line is the upper
bound of the theoretical BER considering polarization cou‑
pling interference, and the orange line is the actual measured
BER curve. It can be seen that the measured BER is obvi‑
ously worse than the theoretical one without polarization cou‑
pling interference. This is because the control voltages regulat‑
ing the unit cell’s phase in different polarization directions
are coupled[19], which makes the four data frames doped with
each other in the transmission process, resulting in additional
interference and degradation of the BER performance of the
actual system. Fig. 4 also shows that the theoretical BER up‑
per bounds given in Eqs. (28) and (29) are in good agreement
with the measured curve, which validates our proposed linear
symbol polarization coupling model for the dual-polarized RIS.
The above results indicate that the 4-transmit space-time

transmission scheme based on the dual-polarized phase-
adjustable RIS is feasible, but the mutual coupling of control
voltages of the unit cell for different polarization directions
will degrade the system performance. This enlightens that the
polarization isolation performance should be carefully consid‑
ered when designing dual-polarized RISs, and it is worth fur‑
ther exploring in the future.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, a 4-transmit space-time transmission scheme

based on the dual-polarized RIS is proposed. The prototype
system based on a dual-polarized phase-adjustable RIS can
transmit data over the air at a rate of 7.5 Mbit/s, which verifies
the feasibility of the proposed scheme. In particular, a simple
linear symbolic polarization coupling model is proposed for
theoretical analysis, and the BER performance upper bound of
the system is given. The measured curves are in good agree‑
ment with the theoretical ones, which proves the effectiveness
of the proposed model and scheme. In general, a multi-
transmit space-time transmitter based on the dual-polarized▲Figure 3. Prototype of 4-transmit space-time transmission based on

dual-polarized RIS

RF: radio frequencyRIS: reconfigurable intelligent surfaceRx: receiver
SDR: software defined radioTx: transmitter

TransmitterReceiver
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Rx antenna 1
Rx antenna 2

PXle platform

Stream 1 1Rx Stream 1 2Rx

Feed antenna Dual-polarized RIS RF signal source

Space-time coding
Air-fed carrier
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RIS is a promising scheme, which can flexibly build different
space-time transmission systems to satisfy the transmission re‑
quirements with low hardware complexity and cost.
Appendix A
Proof of Proposition 1
The STBC matrix considering polarization coupling interfer‑

ence is shown in Eq. (26). When K=1, which means that the
receiver has only one receiving antenna, it can be obtained
from Eq. (27) that

r1,1couple = P h1,1 (c1 + uc3) + P h1,2 (c2 + uc3) +
P h1,3 (c3 + vc1 + vc2) + P h1,4 (vc1 + vc2) + n11,

r1,2couple = P h1,1 ( - c*2 + uc3) + P h1,2 (c*1 + uc3) +
P h1,3 ( - vc*2 + vc*1) + P h1,4 (c3 - vc*2 + vc*1) + n12,

r1,3couple = P h1,1 ( - c*3 + uc*1 - uc2) + P h1,2 (uc*1 -
uc2) + P h1,3 (c*1 - vc*3) + P h1,4 ( - c2 - vc*3) + n13,

r1,4couple = P h1,1 (uc*2 + uc1) + P h1,2 ( - c*3 + uc*2 +
uc1) + P h1,3 (c*2 - vc*3) + P h1,4 (c1 - vc*3) + n14.
According to Ref. [22], there are the following combination

formulas.
c͂1,couple = r1,1coupleh*1,1 + r1,2*coupleh1,2 + r1,3*coupleh1,3 + r1,4coupleh*1,4,

c͂2,couple = r1,1coupleh*1,2 - r1,2*coupleh1,1 - r1,3coupleh*1,4 + r1,4*coupleh1,3,

c͂3,couple = r1,1coupleh*1,3 + r1,2coupleh*1,4 - r1,3*coupleh1,1 - r1,4*coupleh1,2.
By substituting r1,1couple, r1,2couple, r1,3couple, and r1,4couple into the combi‑nation formula of c͂1,couple, we have:
c͂1,couple = r1,1coupleh*1,1 + r1,2*coupleh1,2 + r1,3*coupleh1,3 + r1,4coupleh*1,4 =
P é
ë
ê(c1 + uc3)| h1,1 |2 + (c2 + uc3) h1,2h*1,1 +

(c3 + vc1 + vc2) h1,3h*1,1 + (vc1 + vc2) h1,4h*1,1ùûú + n11h*1,1 =
P é
ë
ê( - c*2 + uc3) *h*1,1h1,2 + (c*1 + uc3) * | h1,2 |2 +

( - vc*2 + vc*1) *h*1,3h1,2 + (c3 - vc*2 + vc*1) *h*1,4h1,2ùûú + n1*2 h1,2 +
P é
ë
ê( - c*3 + uc*1 - uc2) *h*1,1h1,3 + (uc*1 - uc2) *h*1,2h1,3 +

(c*1 - vc*3) * | h1,3 |2 + ( - c2 - vc*3) *h*1,4h1,3ùûú + n1*3 h1,3 +
P é
ë
ê(uc*2 + uc1) h1,1h*1,4 + ( - c*3 + uc*2 + uc1) h1,2h*1,4 +

(c*2 - vc*3) h1,3h*1,4 + (c1 - vc*3)| h1,4 |2ùûú + n14h*1,4 .

Sort out the expression of c͂1,couple and we have

▲Figure 4. Comparison of system theoretical and measured BER-SNR
performance: (a) one receiving antenna and (b) two receiving antennas

BER: bit error rate Rx: receiver
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c͂1,couple = c1 P (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2 + | h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2) +
c1 P é

ëu (h1,2h*1,4 + h*1,1h1,3 + h1,1h*1,4 + h*1,2h1,3) +
v (h1,2h*1,4 + h*1,1h1,3 + h*1,3h1,2 + h1,4h*1,1)ùû +
c2 P v (h*1,1h1,3 + h1,4h*1,1 - h*1,3h1,2 - h1,2h*1,4) +
c*2 P u (h1,1h*1,4 + h1,2h*1,4 - h*1,1h1,3 - h*1,2h1,3) +
c3 P é

ë
êu (| h1,1 |2 + h*1,1h1,2) - v (| h1,3 |2 + h1,3h*1,4)ùûú +

c*3 P é
ë
êu (| h1,2 |2 + h*1,1h1,2) - v (| h1,4 |2 + h1,3h*1,4)ùûú +

n11h*1,1 + n1*2 h1,2 + n1*3 h1,3 + n14h*1,4 .
Let c͂1,couplesignal = c1 P (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2 + | h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2),

c͂1,couplenoise = n11h*1,1 + n1*2 h1,2 + n1*3 h1,3 + n14h*1,4,
c͂1,coupleinterference = c1 P é

ëu (h1,2h*1,4 + h*1,1h1,3 + h1,1h*1,4 + h*1,2h1,3) +
v (h1,2h*1,4 + h*1,1h1,3 + h*1,3h1,2 + h1,4h*1,1)ùû +
c2 P v (h*1,1h1,3 + h1,4h*1,1 - h*1,3h1,2 - h1,2h*1,4) +
c*2 P u (h1,1h*1,4 + h1,2h*1,4 - h*1,1h1,3 - h*1,2h1,3) +
c3 P é

ë
êu (| h1,1 |2 + h*1,1h1,2) - v (| h1,3 |2 + h1,3h*1,4)ùûú +

c*3 P é
ë
êu (| h1,2 |2 + h*1,1h1,2) - v (| h1,4 |2 + h1,3h*1,4)ùûú .

From the inequality property (x1 + x2) 2 ≥ x21 + x22, we
can get
| u (h1,2h*1,4 + h*1,1h1,3 + h1,1h*1,4 + h*1,2h1,3) +
v (h1,2h*1,4 + h*1,1h1,3 + h*1,3h1,2 + h1,4h*1,1) |

2 ≥
(u2 + v2) (| h1,2 |2 | h1,4 |2 + | h1,1 |2 | h1,3 |2 +
| h1,1 |

2 | h1,4 |
2 + | h1,2 |2 | h1,3 |2) ,

| h*1,1h1,3 + h1,4h*1,1 - h*1,3h1,2 - h1,2h*1,4 |2 ≥ | h1,2 |2 | h1,4 |2 +
| h1,1 |

2 | h1,3 |
2 + | h1,1 |2 | h1,4 |2 + | h1,2 |2 | h1,3 |2,

| h1,1h*1,4 + h1,2h*1,4 - h*1,1h1,3 - h*1,2h1,3 |2 ≥ | h1,2 |2 | h1,4 |2 +
| h1,1 |

2 | h1,3 |
2 + | h1,1 |2 | h1,4 |2 + | h1,2 |2 | h1,3 |2,

| u (| h1,1 |2 + h*1,1h1,2) - v (| h1,3 |2 + h1,3h*1,4) |
2
≥ u2 (| h1,1 |4 +

| h1,1 |
2 | h1,2 |

2) + v2 (| h1,3 |4 + | h1,3 |2 | h1,4 |2),

| u (| h1,2 |2 + h*1,1h1,2) - v (| h1,4 |2 + h1,3h*1,4) |
2
≥ u2 (| h1,2 |4 +

| h1,1 |
2 | h1,2 |

2) + v2 (| h1,4 |4 + | h1,3 |2 | h1,4 |2).
Then we have
Pc͂1,coupleinterference=E éëê( c͂1,coupleinterference)

2ù
û
ú≥

P
é

ë

ê

ê
êê2 ( )u2 +v2

æ

è

ç
ç
çç

ö

ø

÷
÷
÷÷

|| h1,2
2 || h1,4

2 + || h1,1
2 || h1,3

2 + || h1,1
2 || h1,4

2

+ || h1,2
2 || h1,3

2 +

u2 (| h1,1 |4 +| h1,1 |2 | h1,2 |2)+v2 (| h1,3 |4 +| h1,3 |2 | h1,4 |2)+
ù
û
úu2 ( )|| h1,2

4 + || h1,1
2 || h1,2

2 +v2 ( )|| h1,4
4 + || h1,3

2 || h1,4
2 =

P é
ë
êu2 || h1,1

4 + u2 | h1,2 |4 +v2 | h1,3 |4 +v2 | h1,4 |4 +
2u2 (| h1,1 |2 | h1,2 |2 +| h1,1 |2 | h1,3 |2 +| h1,1 |2 | h1,4 |2 +
| h1,2 |

2 | h1,3 |
2 +| h1,2 |2 | h1,4 |2)+

ù

û

ú

ú
úú2v2

æ

è

ç
ç
çç

ö

ø

÷
÷
÷÷

|| h1,1
2 || h1,2

2 + || h1,1
2 || h1,3

2 + || h1,1
2 || h1,4

2 +
|| h1,2
2 || h1,3

2 + || h1,2
2 || h1,4

2 =

P (u2 +v2) (| h1,1 |2 +| h1,2 |2) (| h1,3 |2 +| h1,4 |2)+
P (u2 | h1,1 |2 +u2 | h1,2 |2 +v2 | h1,3 |2 +
v2 | h1,4 |

2) (| h1,1 |2 +| h1,2 |2 +| h1,3 |2 +| h1,4 |2) ,

Pc͂1,couplesignal = E éëê( c͂1,couplesignal )
2ù
û
ú = P (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2 + | h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2) 2,

Pc͂1,couplenoise = E éë( c͂1,couplenoise ) 2ùû = σ2 (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2 + | h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2).
Similarly, for
c͂2,couple = r1,1coupleh*1,2 - r1,2*coupleh1,1 - r1,3coupleh*1,4 + r1,4*coupleh1,3,
c͂3,couple = r1,1coupleh*1,3 + r1,2coupleh*1,4 - r1,3*coupleh1,1 - r1,4*coupleh1,2,

there are
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Pc͂2,coupleinterference = E éëê( c͂2,coupleinterference)
2ù
û
ú ≥

P (u2 + v2) (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2) (| h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2) +
P (u2 | h1,1 |2 + u2 | h1,2 |2 + v2 | h1,3 |2 + v2 | h1,4 |2) (| h1,1 |2 +
| h1,2 |

2 + | h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2) .

Pc͂2,couplesignal = E éë( c͂2,couplesignal )
2ù
û
= P (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2 + | h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2) 2,

Pc͂2,couplenoise = E éë( c͂2,couplenoise ) 2ùû = σ2 (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2 + | h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2),

Pc͂3,coupleinterference = E éëê( c͂3,coupleinterference)
2ù
û
ú ≥

P
é

ë
êêu

2 (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2) 2 + v2 (| h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2) 2ù
û
úú +

P (u2 | h1,1 |2 + u2 | h1,2 |2 + v2 | h1,3 |2 + v2 | h1,4 |2) (| h1,1 |2 +
| h1,2 |

2 + | h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2) ,

Pc͂3,couplesignal = E éë( c͂3,couplesignal )
2ù
û
= P (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2 + | h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2) 2,

Pc͂ .3,couplenoise = E éë( c͂3,couplenoise ) 2ùû = σ2 (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2 + | h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2).
Then,
SINR1Rx =

Pc͂1,couplesignal + Pc͂2,couplesignal + Pc͂3,couplesignal

Pc͂1,couplenoise + Pc͂2,couplenoise + Pc͂3,couplenoise + Pc͂1,coupleinterference + Pc͂2,coupleinterference + Pc͂3,coupleinterference

≤
1

3
4 SNRRx1 +

4 ( )u2 || h1,1
2 + u2 || h1,2

2 + v2 || h1,3
2 + v2 || h1,4

2

3( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 +

( )u2 + v2 ( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 ( )|| h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2

3( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 2 .

Appendix B
Proof of Proposition 2

When K=2, the received signals on the second receiving an‑
tenna can be obtained from Eq. (27):
r2,1couple = P h2 (c1 + uc3) + P h2,2 (c2 + uc3) +
P h2,3 (c3 + vc1 + vc2) + P h2,4 (vc1 + vc2) + n21,

r2,2couple = P h2,1 ( - c*2 + uc3) + P h2,2 (c*1 + uc3) +
P h2,3 ( - vc*2 + vc*1) + P h2,4 (c3 - vc*2 + vc*1) + n22,

r2,3couple = P h2,1 ( - c*3 + uc*1 - uc2) + P h2,2 (uc*1 -
uc2) + P h2,3 (c*1 - vc*3) + P h2,4 ( - c2 - vc*3) + n23,

r2,4couple = P h2,1 (uc*2 + uc1) + P h2,2 ( - c*3 + uc*2 +
uc1) + P h2,3 (c*2 - vc*3) + P h2,4 (c1 - vc*3) + n24.
According to Ref. [22], for two receiving antennas, there are

the following combination formulas:
c͂1,couple = r11h*1,1 + r1*2 h1,2 + r1*3 h1,3 + r14h*1,4 + r21h*2,1 +
r2*2 h2,2 + r2*3 h2,3 + r24h*2,4,

c͂2,couple = r11h*1,2 - r1*2 h1,1 - r13h*1,4 + r1*4 h1,3 + r21h*2,2 -
r2*2 h2,1 - r23h*2,4 + r2*4 h2,3,

c͂3,couple = r11h*1,3 + r12h*1,4 - r1*3 h1,1 - r1*4 h1,2 + r21h*2,3 +
r22h*2,4 - r2*3 h2,1 - r2*4 h2,2.
Since the form and structure of the received signals of the

two antennas are consistent, the signal processing of the two
receiving antennas is consistent in the combination formula.
Therefore, it is easy to obtain
Pc͂1,coupleinterference = Pc͂2,coupleinterference ≥
P (u2 + v2) (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2) (| h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2) +
P (u2 | h1,1 |2 + u2 | h1,2 |2 + v2 | h1,3 |2 + v2 | h1,4 |2) (| h1,1 |2 +
| h1,2 |

2 + | h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2) + P (u2 + v2) (| h2,1 |2 +
| h2,2 |

2) (| h2,3 |2 + | h2,4 |2) +
P (u2 | h2,1 |2 + u2 | h2,2 |2 + v2 | h2,3 |2 + v2 | h2,4 |2) (| h2,1 |2 +
| h2,2 |

2 + | h2,3 |2 + | h2,4 |2) ,
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Pc͂3,coupleinterference ≥ P é
ë
êêu2 (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2) 2 + v2 (| h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2) 2ù

û
úú +

P (u2 | h1,1 |2 + u2 | h1,2 |2 + v2 | h1,3 |2 + v2 | h1,4 |2) (| h1,1 |2 +
| h1,2 |

2 + | h1,3 |2 + | h1,4 |2) + P é
ë
êêu2 (| h2,1 |2 + | h2,2 |2) 2 +

v2 (| h2,3 |2 + | h2,4 |2) 2ù
û
úú + P (u2 | h2,1 |2 + u2 | h2,2 |2 +

v2 | h2,3 |
2 + v2 | h2,4 |2) (| h2,1 |2 + | h2,2 |2 + | h2,3 |2 + | h2,4 |2) ,

Pc͂1,couplesignal = Pc͂2,couplesignal = Pc͂3,couplesignal = P (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2 + | h1,3 |2 +
| h1,4 |

2 + | h2,1 |2 + | h2,2 |2 + | h2,3 |2 + | h2,4 |2) 2,

Pc͂1,couplenoise = Pc͂2,couplenoise = Pc͂3,couplenoise = σ2 (| h1,1 |2 + | h1,2 |2 + | h1,3 |2 +
| h1,4 |

2 + | h2,1 |2 + | h2,2 |2 + | h2,3 |2 + | h2,4 |2).
Then we have
SINR2Rx =

Pc͂1,couplesignal + Pc͂2,couplesignal + Pc͂3,couplesignal

Pc͂1,couplenoise + Pc͂2,couplenoise + Pc͂3,couplenoise + Pc͂1,coupleinterference + Pc͂2,coupleinterference + Pc͂3,coupleinterference

≤
1

3
4β SNRRx1 + d1 + d2 + d3

, where β=

|| h1,1
2+ || h1,2

2+ || h1,3
2+ || h1,4

2+ || h2,1
2+ || h2,2

2+ || h2,3
2+ || h2,4

2

|| h1,1
2+ || h1,2

2+ || h1,3
2+ || h1,4

2 is
the diversity gain and
d1 =
4 é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú( )u2 || h1,1

2 + u2 || h1,2
2 + v2 || h1,3

2 + v2 || h1,4
2 ( )|| h1,1

2 + || h1,2
2 + || h1,3

2 + || h1,4
2

3( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 + || h2,1
2 + || h2,2

2 + || h2,3
2 + || h2,4

2 2

,

d2 =
4 é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú( )u2 || h2,1

2 + u2 || h2,2
2 + v2 || h2,3

2 + v2 || h2,4
2 ( )|| h2,1

2 + || h2,2
2 + || h2,3

2 + || h2,4
2

3( )|| h1,1
2 + || h1,2

2 + || h1,3
2 + || h1,4

2 + || h2,1
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Abstract: Existing clothes retrieval methods mostly adopt binary supervision in metric learning. For each iteration, only the clothes belonging
to the same instance are positive samples, and all other clothes are“indistinguishable”negative samples, which causes the following problem.
The relevance between the query and candidates is only treated as relevant or irrelevant, which makes the model difficult to learn the continu‑
ous semantic similarities between clothes. Clothes that do not belong to the same instance are completely considered irrelevant and are uni‑
formly pushed away from the query by an equal margin in the embedding space, which is not consistent with the ideal retrieval results. Moti‑
vated by this, we propose a novel method called semantic-based clothes retrieval (SCR). In SCR, we measure the semantic similarities be‑
tween clothes and design a new adaptive loss based on these similarities. The margin in the proposed adaptive loss can vary with different se‑
mantic similarities between the anchor and negative samples. In this way, more coherent embedding space can be learned, where candidates
with higher semantic similarities are mapped closer to the query than those with lower ones. We use Recall@K and normalized Discounted Cu‑
mulative Gain (nDCG) as evaluation metrics to conduct experiments on the DeepFashion dataset and have achieved better performance.
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1 Introduction

Clothes retrieval, commonly associated with visualsearch, has received a lot of attention recently, which
is also an interesting challenge from both commercial
and academic perspectives. The task of clothing re‑

trieval is to find the exact or very similar products from the
gallery to the given query image. It mainly has two scenarios,
namely, in-shop clothes retrieval and consumer-to-shop
clothes retrieval. In the former case, query and gallery come
from the same domain while it is opposite in the latter case.
In consumer-to-shop clothes retrieval, photos in the gallery
usually only contain a single product and are taken by profes‑
sionals using high-quality equipment. On the contrary, the
photos taken by the user are usually of low quality, possibly
with cluttered backgrounds and multiple unrelated objects[1].
The above uncertain factors have brought great challenges

to consumer-to-shop clothes retrieval. In this complex sce‑
nario, only the model which can discover the differences be‑
tween clothes from a semantic point of view will not be af‑
fected by environmental factors, so as to obtain better retrieval
results. However, most of the current clothing retrieval works
belong to instance-based retrieval, and they are all based on

the following assumptions: Only the clothes belonging to the
same instance are considered relevant, while all the other
clothes are irrelevant. However, this assumption appears con‑
flicted with our common sense. For example, as shown in Fig. 1,
the semantic similarity between clothes is more than relevant
or irrelevant. Instead, it shows a continuous decreasing trend.
From a category point of view, when we use a polo shirt as a
query, except for the same polo shirt, the other polo shirts
should theoretically be the most similar. Ordinary short-
sleeved and long-sleeved may follow next, and finally it comes
to other different categories such as pants and skirts. How‑
ever, under the premise of the above assumption, models are
more likely to learn the ranking relationship among clothes,
rather than their semantic similarities[2]. Moreover, the learned
embedding space appears not continuous either, which may
lead to worse user experience.
In order to address the above mentioned problems, Refs.

[2–4] propose several metric learning methods using data
with continuous labels, which is called semantic-based re‑
trieval. Our work is inspired by and completed based on the
research in these fields. In this paper, we propose a new
method called Semantic-Based Clothes Retrieval (SCR) to
measure the semantic similarity between clothes, and these
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similarities can guide the learning process of continuous em‑
bedding space. In this way, we realize the semantic-based
clothes retrieval eventually.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
• We expose the problem in the instance-based clothes re‑

trieval. The relationship between clothes is simply regarded as
relevant or irrelevant, which is not consistent with the actual
situation.
• We propose a novel method called SCR to measure the se‑

mantic similarity between clothes and design a new adaptive
loss based on these similarities. As a result, clothes in a gal‑
lery are ranked by their similarity to the query, making mul‑
tiple clothes relevant.
• We use Recall@k and normalized discounted cumulative

gain (nDCG) as the evaluation metrics and conduct experi‑
ments on the DeepFashion dataset, and have achieved better
results.
2 Related Work

2.1 Instance-Based Clothes Retrieval
Pioneer works[5–8] in clothing retrieval utilized traditional

features like the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT).
Later, due to the wide application of deep neural networks, the
development of computer vision was greatly promoted. In
Refs. [9–16], these methods usually extracted both global fea‑
tures and local features, combining them for similarity calcula‑
tion and matching. Recently, the authors in Ref. [17] have pro‑
posed a graph reasoning network (GRNet), which first repre‑
sented the multi-scale regional similarities and their relation‑
ships as a graph and then performed graph convolutional neu‑
ral network (CNN) based reasoning over the graph to adap‑
tively adjust both the local and global similarities.
All the aforementioned methods focus on the feature extrac‑

tion stage of instance-based clothes retrieval. Closest to our
work, Ref. [1] transferred the leading ReID model called the
ReID strong baseline (RST)[18] to fashion retrieval task, signifi‑

cantly outperforming previous state-of-the-art results despite a
much simpler architecture. In this paper, we use this ReID
model as our backbone for subsequent semantic-based clothes
retrieval.
2.2 Metric Learning for Instance-Based Clothes Retrieval
Metric learning attempts to map data to an embedding

space, where similar data are close together while dissimilar
data are far apart[1]. In general, metric learning can be
achieved by means of embedding and classification losses,
and both of them are often utilized at the same time in most re‑
trieval methods. Many state-of-the-art methods combine ID
and triplet losses to constrain the same feature f. Combining
these two losses always makes the model achieve better perfor‑
mance[18].
The contrastive loss[19] and the triplet loss[20], as two typical

embedding losses, provide the foundation of metric learning.
Given an image pair, the contrastive loss minimizes their dis‑
tance in the embedding space if their classes are the same,
and separates them with a fixed margin away otherwise. The
triplet loss takes triplets of anchor, positive, and negative im‑
ages, and enforces the distance between the anchor and the
positive to be smaller than that between the anchor and the
negative image. A wide variety of losses has since been built
on these fundamental concepts such as quadruplet loss, n-pair
loss, and lifted structured loss.
Although the above mentioned losses substantially improve

the quality of the learned embedding space, they are com‑
monly based on binary relations between image pairs, thus
they are not directly applicable for metric learning in
semantic-based retrieval.
2.3 Metric Learning for Semantic-Based Retrieval Using

Continuous Labels
There have been several metric learning methods for

semantic-based retrieval using data with continuous labels in
some research areas such as image caption[21], place recogni‑

▲Figure 1. Ideal relationship between clothes in different categories

Anchor Neighbors

Similar Dissimilar
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tion[22] and camera relocalization[23].
Similar to our work, KIM et al. [2] propose a log-ratio loss to

learn embedding space in image retrieval. Their work primar‑
ily focuses on human poses, in which they use the distance be‑
tween joints to rank images. They also explore within-modal
image retrieval using word mover’s distance, as a proxy for se‑
mantic similarity. For cross-modal retrieval, ZHOU et al. [3]
propose to measure the relevance degree among images and
sentences and design a ladder loss to learn coherent embed‑
ding space. In the ladder loss, these relevance degree values
are divided into several levels, but the relevance in each level
is still formulated as a binary variable. WRAY et al.[4] propose
the task of semantic similarity video retrieval (SVR), which al‑
lows multiple captions to be relevant to a video and vice-
versa, and defines non-binary similarity among items. In addi‑
tion, they also propose several proxies to estimate semantic
similarities and introduce nDCG as the evaluation metric.
The above methods all implement semantic-based retrieval

by metric learning with continuous labels, and the premise is
that the dataset provides continuous labels, or the similarity
can be measured by well-designed proxies. While, in the field
of clothing retrieval, it is difficult to measure the semantic
similarities among clothes because of the semantic gap be‑
tween visual similarity and semantic similarity. Therefore,
semantic-based clothing retrieval has not been realized so far.
3 Semantic-Based Clothes Retrieval
In this section, we propose to move beyond instance-based

clothes retrieval towards that uses semantic similarity among
clothes. In our proposed SCR, we first measure the semantic
similarity for clothes in Section 3.1. And then we modify clas‑
sic triplet loss to adaptive loss for clothes retrieval using se‑
mantic similarity in Section 3.2. In this way, coherent embed‑
ding space can be learned, where candidates with higher se‑
mantic similarities are mapped closer to the query than those
with lower semantic similarities.
3.1 Semantic Similarity for Clothes
The semantic gap exists between the raw image and the full

semantic understanding of the image’s content. In our
method, we take full advantage of annotation information in
DeepFashion to bridge the gap.
Various tags of clothes are labeled in the DeepFashion data‑

set, in addition to categories, bounding boxes, key points, and
the attributes of clothes. Taking the consumer-to-shop bench‑
mark as an example, each piece of clothing has 303 attribute
tags. These attribute tags are attached to 18 categories, includ‑
ing clothing length, thickness, material, style and other catego‑
ries. According to these attributes, clothing can be described
from multiple points of view. Previous works used these attri‑
bute annotations as supervision for the multi-label classifica‑
tion task, and combined clothing classification and retrieval
loss to jointly train a neural network. However, due to the com‑

plexity and diversity of attribute tags, the multi-label classifi‑
cation task is considered an extraordinary challenge. In order
to fully utilize the semantic information hidden in the anno‑
tated labels, we do not use attribute labels as the supervision
for attribute classification, but directly use them to guide the
learning process of the embedding space.
Specifically, given a set of clothes instances C, we let ci bea clothes instance. We use a 303-dimensional vector of 0 or 1

to represent the attribute vector of c i, denoted by s i. The simi‑larity between s i and other clothes s j can be measured by theinner product of two vectors,
S (c i,c j) = s i,s j . (1)
That is to say, if the corresponding position of si and sj is 1,which means two clothes both have a certain attribute, and af‑

ter accumulation of all positions, the final value is used to rep‑
resent the semantic similarity between them. The inner prod‑
uct of the vector and itself is always the largest, which is con‑
sistent with“clothing is always the most similar to itself”. Be‑
sides, the attribute labels are characterized by fine granularity
as well as high accuracy, so they are able to quantitatively
measure the semantic similarities between clothes. We use the
calculated similarities to guide the follow-up learning process
of embedding space as well as evaluate the performance of the
retrieval model.
3.2 Adaptive Loss
The classic triplet loss takes a triplet of an anchor, a posi‑

tive, and a negative image as input. It is designed to penalize
triplets violating the rank constraint. The distance between the
anchor and the positive images must be smaller than that be‑
tween the anchor and the negative images in the embedding
space. The loss is formulated as:
LTriplet = éëλ + D (ca,cp) - D (ca,cn)ùû +, (2)

where (ca,cp) is the positive pair, (ca,cn) is the negative pair for
a query, D(·) means the squared Euclidean distance of the em‑
bedding vector, λ is a fixed margin, and [·]+ denotes the hingefunction. Note that the embedding vectors should be L2 nor‑
malized since their magnitudes tend to diverge and the margin
becomes trivial without such a normalization. For the RST
model used in clothes retrieval[1], the mining strategy selects
the most difficult positive and negative samples, that is the far‑
thest positive sample and the closest negative sample in em‑
bedding space.
The triplet loss tends to treat the relevance between query

and candidates in a bipolar way: for a query ca, only the ex‑actly same clothes cp are regarded as relevant, and otherclothes cn are all regarded as irrelevant. Therefore, only cp ispulled closed to ca, while others are pushed away by a fixed
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margin equally. However, as mentioned in Section 1, the se‑
mantic similarity between samples should not be a binary
variable.
In ideal embedding space, the difference in distance be‑

tween positive/negative samples and anchor should be propor‑
tional to the difference in semantic similarities between them.
In other words, a negative pair with lower semantic similarity
should be pulled farther apart. Therefore, it is beneficial to in‑
troduce the semantic similarities to determine how far nega‑
tive samples will be pushed away. We design a novel adaptive
loss for clothes retrieval based on a classic triplet loss as fol‑
lows:
LAdaptive = éëMan + D (ca,cp) - D (ca,cn)ùû + , (3)

Man = (1 - S ( )ca,cn
Smax )*λ , (4)

where Smax is a normalization factor to guarantee that themaximum value of semantic similarity is 1. 1 minus the nor‑
malized value, as the coefficient of λ, can allow those nega‑
tive samples that are very similar to the anchor to be pushed
away by a small margin. On the contrary, those negative
samples that are not similar to the anchor will be pushed
away by a large margin.
In the proposed adaptive loss, the margin between the an‑

chor and the corresponding negative sample is no longer a
fixed value, but a dynamic distance varying with semantic
similarity computed in Eq. (1). In this way, a model is trained
under metric learning beyond binary supervision and a coher‑
ent embedding space is learned as a result.
4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset and Experiment Settings
We evaluate our loss on the consumer-to-shop clothes re‑

trieval benchmark of DeepFashion[11]. This benchmark aims at
matching consumer-taken photos with their shop counterparts.
It contains 33 881 clothing items, 239 557 consumer/shop
clothes images, 195 540 cross-domain pairs, and each image
is annotated by the bounding box, clothing type and source
type. In our experiments, we use 96 708 images for testing and
the remaining for training.
In this section, we select the RST model[1] that has obtained

the best performance in clothes retrieval as the backbone net‑
work for the following experiments. Our loss function consists
of two parts, which are obtained by adding the classification
loss and the ranking loss (adaptive loss). We keep the identity
loss in the original RST model and use it as the classification
loss. As for the adaptive loss, we first select the closest nega‑
tive sample to the anchor and the farthest positive sample in a

batch, and then use the dynamic margin calculated by the se‑
mantic similarity between the negative sample and anchor to
replace the fixed λ in the triplet. The adaptive loss we pro‑
posed can be used as an improved version of triplet loss in any
backbone. In this paper, RST with the original classic triplet
loss is considered as a comparison method.
Except for the loss function, several variants of the RST

model were proposed in Ref. [1], and we select one with
ResNet50-IBN-A backbone, 320×320 input image size, and
no re-ranking setting as our baseline. We follow the warmup
learning rate strategy proposed in the original RST model[18].
Models are trained using Adam for 120 epochs, with a batch
size of 64. Hyper-parameters are set as λ = 0.3, and ϵ= 0.1.
For instance-based retrieval, we use the Recall@K (R@K)

as the evaluation metric for the task. R@K indicates the per‑
centage of queries for which the model returns the correct
item in its top K results.
For semantic-based retrieval, we use nDCG[24] as evaluation

metrics. The nDCG has been used previously for information
retrieval[25]. It requires similarity scores among all items in the
test set. We calculate discounted cumulative gain (DCG) for a
query qi and the set of items Z, ranked according to their dis‑tance from qi in the learned embedding space:

DCG@K (qi) =∑
j = 1

K 2S ( )qi,zj - 1
log ( j + 1) , (5)

where K is the length of the list returned by the retrieval sys‑
tem. Note that this equation would give the same value when
items of the same similarity SS are retrieved in any order. Italso captures different levels of semantic similarity. The
nDCG can then be calculated by normalizing the DCG score
so that it lies in the range [0, 1]:

nDCG@K (qi) = DCG@K ( )qi
IDCG@K ( )qi , (6)

where IDCG@K (qi) is calculated from DCG and Z ordered by
relevance to the query qi.
4.2 Analysis of Semantic Similarity
In this paper, we follow the method introduced in Section

3.1 to obtain the inner product of two attribute vectors as the
semantic similarity among clothes. After statistics, the mini‑
mum value of similarity is 0 and the maximum is 42, as shown
in Fig. 2, where the blue curve represents the frequency distri‑
bution of different semantic similarity values and the sum of
these values is 1; The orange line shows the cumulative fre‑
quency distribution of less than or equal to the current value.
In this range, the greater the similarity, the lower the fre‑
quency of occurrence. Among them, the proportion of similar‑
ity of 0 or 1 is 54%, and the proportion of similarity of less
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than or equal to 8 is as high as 99%. In other words, the simi‑
larity among most clothes is generally very low, and the simi‑
larity of only a few clothes can be close to or equal to their
own similarity. Our goal is to use these high similarity samples
to learn their common features from a semantic point of view,
so as to optimize the learning quality of the embedding space.
Fig. 3 shows the normalized semantic similarities calcu‑

lated by the inner product of the 303-dimensional attribute
vectors. Note that similarities here are normalized by Sap in‑stead of Smax for better understanding. If clothes possess all theattribute tags of anchor, their semantic similarity with anchor
will come to 1. While, in the training process, we use the se‑
mantic similarity normalized by Smax to determine the distancethat negative samples are pushed away from the query, that is,

the lower the semantic similarity, the farther will be pushed
away from the query.
4.3 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
Table 1 compares the proposed SCR with state-of-the-art

methods, including FashionNet[11], Visual Attention Model
(VAM) and its variants (VAM+ImgDrop, VAM+Product, and
VAM+Nonshared) [26], DREML[27], KPM[28] and GRNet[17]. The
proposed SCR obtains competitive results. Specifically, it ob‑
tains an accuracy of 29.2, 51.0 and 61.4 and outperforms the
existing methods at R@1.
4.4 Comparison with Triplet Loss and Quadruplet Loss
Since the adaptive loss we proposed is an improved version

of the triplet loss, in order to verify whether the proposed adap‑
tive loss is effective, we compare it with the triplet loss in both
instance-based and semantic-based retrieval. Moreover, a
comparison with quadruplet loss is also revealed below.
1) Instance-based retrieval results
As shown in Table 2, the adaptive loss has a significant im‑

provement compared with a triplet loss function. This means
that the information provided by the calculated semantic simi‑
larity can improve the quality of the learned embedding space
and performance better in the retrieval process. However, Re‑
call@k only cares about the appearance of the first k results,
and does not care about their sorting positions, so the measure‑
ment results for our optimization based on semantic similarity
are limited.
2) Semantic-based retrieval results
Table 3 summarizes the results evaluated by nDCG. The

proposed loss function has an obvious improvement. In terms
of nDCG@5, nDCG@10, and nDCG@50, the adaptive loss

separately increases by 4.3%,
7.6%, 6.7%, compared with the
classical triplet loss. Since the
nDCG metric can simultane‑
ously consider the relevance de‑
gree and ranking position, it re‑
flects semantic-based retrieval
results more accurately.
Fig. 4 shows the qualitative

comparison between the triplet
loss and adaptive loss on the
consumer-to-shop benchmark
using RST. For each retrieval,
given an image query, we show
the top-5 retrieved products.
The correct retrieval items for
each query are outlined in
green boxes. Compared with the
triplet loss, the correct query re‑
sult ranks higher. Moreover, the
search results based on the

▲Figure 2. Frequency statistical graph of semantic similarity
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▲Figure 3. Normalized semantic similarity visualization

The number in brackets is the normalized semantic similarity between the query and candidates that calculated by their attri‑bute vectors
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adaptive loss possess higher semantic similarity with the
query. For example, in the first query results based on the
adaptive loss, although the first two candidates are not consid‑
ered ground truth, they are indeed indistinguishable from the
query, which also proves that it is not in line with the actual
retrieval requirements to only consider ground truth to be rel‑
evant.
In addition, even if it is an incorrect query result, it will be

semantically closer to the query. For example, in the third
query result, when using a shirt with a distinctive pattern as a
query, the network trained by the triplet loss pays too much at‑
tention to the local similarity because four of the top five
search results are pants with similar patterns. From the per‑
spective of the clothing category, the search results are com‑
pletely contrary to the user’s intention. The network trained
by the adaptive loss focuses on the overall semantic similarity
so the searching scope tends to be restricted to the same cat‑
egory, which is crucial to the user experience. This benefits
from the fact that the margin we use in the adaptive loss can
adjust dynamically according to different samples. In this way,
the model is easier to explore the semantic relationship among
samples and finally a more semantic coherent embedding
space is learned.
5 Conclusions
This paper focuses on semantic-based clothes retrieval and

proposes a novel method called SCR to measure the semantic
similarity between clothes. Motivated by metric learning with
continuous labels in other research areas, we modify the clas‑
sic triplet loss using semantic similarity and design an adap‑
tive loss for clothes retrieval. As a result, more reasonable em‑
bedding space is learned, where candidates with higher se‑
mantic similarities are mapped closer to the query than those
with lower similarities, which is more in line with the actual
user experience of the retrieval system. Our method outper‑
forms the baseline and obtains competitive semantic-based re‑
trieval results on consumer-to-shop retrieval benchmarks of
DeepFashion.
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